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As a medium-sized, state-supported youth corps, the

Wisconsin Conservation Corps (WCC) is an established
institutional expression of a service corps model that has
potential to address some of the educational and economic
needs of marginalized young adults from nat-risk"
environments. The WCC is a nsecond chance n work experience
program that attempts to prepare 18 to 25 year-old unemployed
young adults for employment or continuing education while
they complete useful conservation work throughout the state.
It is largely a white, male, rural-based program that
maintains some crews in the black and Hispanic urban core of
Milwaukee. This case study critically examines WCC response
to the educational needs of corps members in Milwaukee.
Corps member education is shaped by organizational
context and the larger organizational context of the WCC
leaves little room for effective corps member education in
Milwaukee. The Corps is nested in historical, political and
cultural contexts that emphasize military structure, rigid

I
discipline, cultural inflexibility, imbalance in gender
values, narrowly defined technical skill education and, most
important, control. As expressed through individuals within
the Corps who mediate or exaggerate their impacts,

thes~

organizational characteristics do not fit in the inner city
of Milwaukee. They leave little organizational space for an
effective corps member education that is flexible, holistic,
relevant, critically reflective and based on supportive
mentor relationships.
Suggested actions to create more educational,
organizational and political space for an alternative corps
member education include: deemphasize state-wide,
standardized corps member curriculum; support street-relevant
local curriculums; expand educational vision beyond technical
skill training and corps member work roles; create a culture
of learning within the Corps; reemphasize "service" concept
as a vehicle for corps member and community education;
implement a service learning approach; recommit to the WCC
"spirit" or "sacred core" of community service and corps
member opportunity as a guide for organizacional action;
deemphasize the military organizational metaphor as a guide
for service corps operations; support political action that
facilitates community service.
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Preface

This is a case study of young adult education in the
Wisconsin Conservation Corps (Wee) in Milwaukee. As a medium
sized state supported service corps, the wee represents a
model that has tremendous potential for bridging the gaps
between education, work and community. Through practical
application of concepts such as experiential education and
service learning, service corps have potential to address the
educational needs of a growing number of young adults living
in increasingly marginalized "at-risk" environments. They
also have lessons to teach more traditional schools about
meaningful, hands-on teaching and learning based on close
mentoring relationships. On paper, service corps look like a
promising institutional response to a growing social and
educational gap between school and work. On paper, the wee
looks ripe with potential to address the educational needs of
Wisconsin young adults who have been culled from the economic
system. In rural areas of Wisconsin, the wee gets in the
ballpark of its potential for helping young adults grow into
the work world. In Milwaukee, it is largely failing. The
purpose of this study is to examine why wee corps member
education in Milwaukee is not working.
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No Room

Education in the

wee

does not happen in a vacuum. It is

influenced by history, culture, race, gender, organizational
politics and the contradictory roles the

wee

plays as an

agency of government. Tensions and struggles in

the ftat

risk" urban environment of Milwaukee, bring into relief
contextual contradictions that are not as visible in more
rural areas of the state. In Milwaukee, it seems the
political, cultural and organizational contexts of the corps
have largely made corps member education untenable. The
mandatory education days are still in place. The new corps
member workbooks are still on the shelf. The commitment of
agency resources to corps member development continues to
grow. Yet. where the rubber meets the asphalt of Milwaukee
there is little room for effective formal education in the
wCC. This case study focuses on the organizational contexts

that, in essence. smother the

wec

education component in

Milwaukee. It builds a bridge between the external and
internal organizational relationships of the

wec

and corps

member education, or the lack of it, in the urban core of
Wisconsin's largest city.
Picture a Ven diagram in which each aspect of
organizational context defines an arena for educational
action. Service corps history defines some parameters of
educational action.

wce

history overlaps service corps

history and further defines the parameters of action.
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Overlapping these is a Milwaukee urban culture which is very
different from the flannel shirts of Northern Wisconsin.
Racial tensions, gender issues, styles of leadership and
discipline also overlap and define arenas for action.
Underlying all these are the often contradictory roles the

wee

plays for the state: demonstrating state legitimacy while

maintaining state control. It is the latter that most
constricts the room for educational action as maintenance of
control is a sometimes subtle but usually present ground for
most struggle in the corps. By the time all these overlapping
diagrams are laid in place there is no space left for
education or for those crew leaders committed to education in
Milwaukee.

Evolving Focus of Study
This study began as the evaluation component of a
University of Wisconsin-Madison project that developed and
implemented a formal curriculum for

wee

corps members. The

primary focus of the evaluation was to determine if the new
curriculum materials were being used by corps members and
what aspects of

wee

operation encouraged or discouraged their

use. Off and on for two years I travelled throughout
Wisconsin visiting

wee

crews, joining crew leader workshops,

interviewing crew leaders, project sponsors, central staff
members and legislators who initially established the
During this period I began to see that the

wce

weco

had much to
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tell us about the relationship of the state and education,
about the translation of educational plans into action and
about the teaching and learning of young adults who had been
weeded out of the educational and economic systems. What
became most intriguing though, was how these issues played
out in Milwaukee.
Something different seemed to be happening in
Wisconsin's RBrew City". When I went to rural crews asking
about the new curriculum I'd hear reports of corps member
resistance to the workbooks or poor crew leader preparation
for using the books or inconsistent distribution of the
curriculum materials. When I went to Milwaukee I'd hear
reports of loaded weapons at worksites, staff chokeholds at
regional education days and a debilitating rate of turnover
among corps members and crew leaders. Central staff members
would squirm in their chairs and ask me to turn off my tape
recorder when I asked about Milwaukee. One staff member
called it "the red-headed stepchild of the

wee".

In degree

and type, it was clear implementation of the new curriculum
faced different hurdles in Milwaukee than it did in the rest
of the state.

A Problem of Corps Member Education •••
Outside observers confirmed what regional staff members,
crew leaders and corps members had long known: the
educational mission of the

wee

is not being fulfilled in the
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Milwaukee region. A 1992 legislative audit of the region
generously reported that the corps was successful in putting
unemployed young adults to work and that some useful work was
being done, but noting that Milwaukee crew members only
completed on average 92 days of their year long tour with the
corps it concluded that: nA major goal of

wee

is to train

young adults in essential work habits to improve their
overall employability. Excessively rapid turnover limits the
opportunity to learn essential work habits" (Wisconsin
Legislative Audit Bureau, 1992, p.3). The audit found that
even the most narrowly defined

wee

educational goal of

learning essential work habits is largely unmet. Regardless
of educational policy initiatives or quality of curriculum
materials, Milwaukee corps members don't stay in the

wee

long

enough to learn any work skills or work behaviors, let alone
more general non-work related knowledge.
You don't have to lean too far out on the limb to say
that Milwaukee corps members could probably use these skills
and knowledge. They are 18 to 25 year old unemployed young
adults who, for the most part did not complete high school
and have no successful work experiences. Many are parents,
many have drug histories and most have spent some time with
the criminal justice system. They live in an "at-risk" urban
environment permeated with crack cocaine, loaded weapons and
dead-end streets. The proverbial cards are stacked against
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them. Yet, the

wee

does not hold on to them long enough to

even begin to reshuffle the deck .

•.• Connected to Larger Problems
Organizational context in the broadest sense defines
educational opportunity. Educational failure of the WCC at an
organizational level in Milwaukee cannot be divorced from the
larger problems of the corps in Milwaukee. And the

wee

has

some serious problems in Milwaukee. It is losing support of
staff members, sponsoring agencies and the larger community.
For crew leaders and corps members, the backbone of the WCC,
the Milwaukee region is a rapidly revolving door. One
administrator in the regional office admitted: "The WCC is
committing slow suicide in Milwaukee. We're addicted to our
negativity. I'm afraid we're just going to keep going until
there is nothing left." Another member of the regional staff
added: "This is clearly a super negative organization in
Milwaukee. It is like a big boil on the butt of the WCC."
Contrary to claims of the legislative audit report, it seems
that work isn't even working in Milwaukee. Some long time
sponsoring agencies have decided to no longer support
crews.

wce

A member of the Madison based central staff confided:

"Milwaukee creates a lot of headaches_ Sometimes I have a
fantasy of getting a crew and a big backhoe, digging all
around it and letting it float away out into Lake Michigan."
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Clearly, the state of corps member education in Milwaukee is
tied into larger organizational problems.
During my interviews I occasionally asked staff members
to describe the spirit of the

wec

the regional staff said bluntly:

in Milwaukee. A member of
~The

spirit is dead in

Milwaukee. They could have done so muchn. A former crew
leader in the region echoed the theme of unfulfilled
potential: ftInitially, I think the spirit of the

wee

in

Milwaukee was an eagle flying high to achieve its goal, but
now I see a turtle crawling, trying to find it's way across a
muddy field. In order for that spirit to get right they need
to do some serious soul searching. Try to put wings on that
turtle .. ft

Growing Importance of Service Corps Research
In these days of limited educational budgets, increasing
social unrest among the young, and unprecedented economic
challenges, service corps are gaining attention as cost
effective, established structures that can provide young
adults who have been weeded out of the educational system a
ftsecond chance ft . The service corp model is seen as a way to
teach young adults work behavior, work skills, social skills,
personal development and citizenship. The recently
established national Americorps was sold to voters as a way
to develop a culture of service among young people.
Public/Private VenLures (p/PV), a Philadelphia based non
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profit organization dedicated to improving alternative
education for youth, recently coordinated a $15 million trial
project to test the service corps model in different
locations throughout the country. Despite this growing
interest, there is very little written about the actual
operation of service corps or related "second chance"
educational programming for young adults such as JTPA (Job
Training Partnership Act) programs and Job Corps.

Critical Gap in Research

What little is written about training programs for
young adults is largely evaluative, focused on quantitative
description of program outcomes. In Strengthening Programs
for Youth, Michelle Gambone (1993) notes: "Traditional
evaluation research has focused on documenting the success or
failure of programs but not the underlying reasons for the
outcomes. That research provides little hard knowledge about
how to structure programs or design interventions so that
young people are attracted to them, complete them and benefit
from them in significant ways" (p.2). I could find no
published research on the roles service corps play in the
political landscape or how the political/cultural landscape
affects service corps. Gambone continues: "Organizations that
operate within complex systems of national, state and local
funding are often left unstudied when examining issues of how
effective interventions for youth should be structured."
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(p.S6). Public/Private Ventures (P/PV) did publish a series
of papers describing various state conservation corps
throughout the country, but these papers report conservation
corps operations without critically examining those
operations (Lah & Wolf, 1985).
It is clear that the existing examination of service
corps education has been critically limited. If context is
painted into the picture at all, it is done with a broad
roller. The complexity of its impacts demands finer
brushwork. Service corps like the
educational interventions.

As

wee

are important state

the populations they serve

increase, the importance of service corps as a theoretical
and practical alternative to traditional schooling and as a
bridge between school and work will also increase. Yet, a
scan through the limited literature on service corps shows
that we haven't taken a very close look at how they actually
operate and have never asked why they operate the way they
do.

Importance to Adult Bducation

Adult educators may have some problems with the
language associated with service corps and other "second
chance" educational interventions. Most literature, including
the sources used in this study, refer to Corps members as
"youth" and service corps as "youth corps". Such
identification may have political value since it is easier to
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gain sympathy and support for the educational needs of young
people than those of young adults. The language of "youth
development" also reflects a 1950's concern for the control
of juvenile delinquency. This concern helped spawn the
current generation of service corps. These roots lend a
legacy and language of youth correction that continues to
impact "second chance" programming today.
Despite the language of youth, adult educators should
make a place for service corps.

wee

corps members are 18 to

2S years old. This fits into the late teens to early 30's
range that Sharan Merriam calls "young adulthood" (Merriam,
1984). Other authors have referred to this as "Stage 1"
adulthood (Darkenwald, 1984, p.17). In social roles, many of
the Milwaukee corps members have long faced adult
responsibilities of parenthood, geographic independence and
financial independence. The criminal justice system has had
no problem in defining many corps members as adults. Still,
for the most part, the field of adult education has ignored
this group of adults. Alan Knox writes: "Out-of-school youth
and young people who never attended college full time
constitute the majority of young adults. Unfortunately they
are least well served by continuing education" (Knox, 1984,
p.29). He and Darkenwald go on to admit that young adults are
a "neglected species" in adult education (Knox & Darkenwald,
1984, p.99) noting that: "the education of young adults is
not an established field of specialization nor is it likely
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to attain this status. Consequently, practitioners interested
in developing effective programs for this clientele face
considerable difficulties in locating resources for helping
them do so. There is no substantial body of professional
literature to turn to ...

n

(p.10S).

Goals of This Research
This study provides description and explanation of the
influences that shape corps member education in Milwaukee.
Despite its sometimes sweeping assertions, it was not built
for generalization in the traditional sense of direct
transferability. If anything, it is an argument against
generalization as it explores the weight of a specific
context on street level education. It offers an argument that
effective judgement and action can only be based on an
analysis firmly nested in specific context. A rose is not
necessarily a rose in Milwaukee.
Through its thick description and analysis this study
will help readers find situational parallels that will speak
to their own circumstances and inquiries. It will be a
catalyst to thinking about general ideas such as service
learning, educational leadership, the relationship between
the state and education, service corps, "second chance"
educational programming, adult education and the critical
roles of context in educational analysia and action in a
different, more concrete way.
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Brief Introduction to Methods

This study uses a case study design (Merriam, 1988) with
sampling and analysis informed by grounded theory (Strauss
and Corbin, 1990). In data collection I basically used any
sources of information I could get. Documents, interviews,
sights, smells, high blood pressure (my own and others),
participant observation, survey data, just being there.
Choking on bus exhaust and listening to the night howls and
scream of sirens from the stained bed of my downtown hotel
room said as much about some of the edges of the city as the
census bureau's statistics on crime and pollution. This study
stresses the importance of specific context, but it
encourages use of a wide angle lens to look at that context.
Epistemological assumptions supported by critical theory
(Bredo and Feinberg, 1982) encourage a broad definition of
context, linking dominant ideologies to corps member
education on the street. It recognizes the importance of
analytic facts and social interpretive meaning but sees both
nfacts" and meaning distorted by dominant values. Critical
theory allows this study to take a step back for a wider view
of the

weco

History, economic climate, and political

structure are critical, perhaps more critical than examining
curriculum content or teaching methods, in understanding the
education the

wee

offers its corps members in Milwaukee. For
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more detail on research methodology see the Appendix {"Notes
on Methods"} .

Positioning Myself

Since all data collection and analysis was filtered
through my experience and values, and since "who I am" helped
construct the social situations affecting each interview and
observation, it seems important to offer a brief description
of my social position. I am a white, 40 year old, doctoral
student in the department of Continuing and Vocational
Education at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. My studies
have focused on alternative conceptions of teaching and
learning and critical analysis of program evaluation,
curriculum design and implementation.

I grew up in urban

Southern California in the 1960's. My father was a postal
worker and my mother was a telephone operator for the Marine
Corps. I spent a number of years before my return to school
working a number of jobs including community college
agriculture teacher, counselor for nemotionally disturbed"
adolescents and qualitative researcher for University of
California Cooperative Extension.
I came to the WCC as a reluctant mercenary. My
previous work experience in program evaluation coupled with
some practical experience in young adult drug rehab landed me
an evaluator position with a University of Wisconsin-Madison
curriculum team. I had a vague image of what a young adult
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service corps might be and I was not particularly interested
in white guys in flannel shirts cutting down trees. But it
was a job and I needed a job. What quickly emerged from
mercenary beginnings was my growing interest in the people
and operation of the Corps.
There is no doubt that my personal, academic and
professional experiences along with my race, gender and class
all color what I see and how I see it. Van Maanen (1988)
points out all field data is interpretation: "Ethnographies
are politically mediated since the power of one group to
represent another is always involved. Ethnographies are
shaped as well by specific traditions and disciplines from
which they are launched ... such pretext assumptions help
determine what a field worker will find interesting and hence
see, hear and eventually writeR (p.5). But just because my
lenses are colored by personal and academic positioning
doesn't mean I can't see. Through use of research methods I
have tried to minimize the overt bias that comes from my
colored lenses (See the Appendix, RNotes on Methods") .
Through self reflection I have tried to be aware that I am
wearing dark glasses. The reader should keep these glasses in
mind, as well as their own.

Notes on Language

Much of the language surrounding school-to-work
transition packs the baggage of an implied monopoly of
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individual control. Young adults like the Milwaukee corps
members are frequently labelled as nat-risk youth n with
training programs such as the

wee

touted as "second chance"

interventions. The notion of nsecond chance" presumably means
the corps member has a second chance to make it in the
school-work world. The "first chance" failure is located in
the individual. In its implications for analysis and action
this is a very different perspective from a nsecond chance"
that gives the school-work systems a second chance to meet
the needs of corps members. Similarly, nat-risk n is used to
describe the individual corps member rather than the
environment in which he or she lives. I do not deny the role

I

of individual responsibility in many of the choices corps
members make in their lives, but I am wary of language that
minimizes the impact of environment and the responsibilities
of an educational and economic system in directing those
choices. With some concerns, I will cite sources that use
this language of individual control. In some cases I will use
a similar language myself as a useful shorthand that
describes young adults who have been weeded out of
traditional structures of school and work and who live in a
threatening environment that makes adapting to those
structures difficult. In the next chapter I will take a look
at service corps like the
for that adaptation.

wee

which are considered a vehicle
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Presentation

In this study I have attempted to organize a logical set
of categories and relationships that slowly set a contextual
stage and weave together a dialog of description,
interpretation and emerging explanation. In the process of
writing, I have also tried to put some of my beliefs about
adult education into practice. For example, I believe that
learning is unpredictable, that loose ends don't always fit
right away, if ever, that incidental and accidental learning
is sometimes more important for the reader than expected
outcomes, that sometimes stories are a good way to learn,
that learning should be holistic, engaging body, mind and
heart. This story of education in Milwaukee has plenty of
loose ends that don't quite fit. Perhaps readers can see if
and how these loose ends tie together in ways I can't see. In
that sense the readers are part of the research process.
Description and argument in this presentation is sometimes
thick in order to encourage readers to find accidental
parallels and learnings for their own circumstances and
inquiries. Some of the writing aims as much to convey a
"feel" for the WCC in Milwaukee as to provide information
about the Corps in Milwaukee.
Some of the impressionistic description and stories
presented may leave readers uncertain and confused. That is
OK with me. Van Maanen (1988) describes the challenge of an
impressionistic style of ethnographic reporting: "Certain
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sensibilities are jarred as the author is seemingly swept
away by a series of recalled events that have uncertain
meaning to an audience unsure of where it is being taken and
why" (p.104). He notes that such presentation makes demands
on the reader: ttlmpressionist [presentation] relies on the
ability of the audience to absorb the spirit of the tale and
not just the literal words that compromise it" (P.109). As in
field research itself, readers must have patience and
willingness to let a story unfold. Van Maanen goes on to say
that such presentation admits to readers that the
ethnographic process of finding meaning in a situation has no
fixed goals, is often accidental, is full of doubt .and
ambiguity, and that meaning develops over time: ttThe rub of
course is that by such an admission we must recognize that we
are flying by the seat of our pants much of the time. There
is risk here, but there is also truth n

(P.120).

With exception of the current and former wee Executive
Directors, representatives from other service corps and
current or former representatives from non-wee state
agencies, no real names are used in this presentation, nor
are the real names of any sponsoring agencies used.
Pseudonyms represent specific people or actual sponsoring
agencies. There is no use of composites or vignettes in this
presentation.
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OVerview

This presentation has 11 chapters arranged to introduce
service corps and the WCC, establish contextual influences on
corps member education and show how those influences play out
on the streets of Milwaukee. Chapter 1 is a short story of
corps member education in Milwaukee. It introduces some of
the key issues and players in the Milwaukee region by
describing a regional education day in which formal education
was swallowed by conflict and tension. Chapter 2 provides a
theoretical and historical service corps context. It develops
and describes a service corps model, why service corps are
increasingly important policy options, their historical roots
in the CCC of the New Deal and the baggage they carry from
those roots. Chapter 3 provides a narrowly defined
organizational context. It introduces the structure and
relations of the WCC. Chapter 4

nests service corps and the

WCC in the larger political and economic contexts,
positioning the WCC as a way for the state to meet
contradictory demands of control and legitimacy. Chapter 5
introduces the demographic and cultural context of Milwaukee.
Chapter 6 enters the Milwaukee regional office of the WCC,
putting human faces on the conflicts between control and
opportunity. Chapter 7 describes how control translates into
discipline which translates into corps member attrition which
translates into little education. Chapter 8 briefly examines
tensions of race, gender, culture and power and how these

•

L9
tensions influence education in the Corps. Chapter 9 examines
the relationship between corps members and crew leaders that
is so crucial for corps member education and how the

wce

supports or doesn't support those relationships. Chapter LO
looks at what the WCC actually does for education in
Milwaukee and explores the characteristics of an alternative
education that might better address the needs of inner city
corps members. Chapter LL offers a brief summary of the role
of context in corps member education. The Appendix provides
more detailed notes on research methods.
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I. A Story of Corpa Member Education in Milwaukee

His face was twisted in a tense grin. In the two years
I've known him he often seemed to be looking out from a tense
grin. This time though, the spring was tighter. The edge was
harder. Cracks around the corners of his mouth telegraphed
anger, danger. His laugh was abrupt, clipped, out of place:
nAt least I didn't choke him."
Jack Parker, the 34 year old Technical Crew Leader for
the Milwaukee region was coiled and ready as he sat down next
to me in the auditorium. The grin remained etched on his face
though he refocused his attention towards the stage. There a
speaker was warming up to the regional education day topic of
building insulation. Simon, the 20 year old corps member
Parker just reprimanded in the lobby defiantly and cooly
strutted to the far corner of the room with the rest of his
crew. They seemed agitated and angry shooting quick messages
among themselves and firing 9 mm glances towards Parker. It's
like an ugly traffic accident is unfolding in slow motion. I
want to get the hell out before the glass shatters and the
sirens wail.
When corps members wandered into the auditorium earlier
in the morning I overheard one complain to his partner:
"another boring ed day." Up on stage the paid speaker is
painfully fishing for some corps member interest in a
technical strategy for tracking down insulation leaks in
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houses. Yesterday when Parker described this Wisconsin
Conservation Corps (WCC) education day curriculum to me it
seemed straightforward. The morning would be a lecture and
demonstration on use of the "blower door n to monitor building
insulation efficiency. The afternoon would be a hands on
exercise in use of the blower door. By the end of the day
corps members would have a new salable skill and Parker would
have met his obligation to provide one more regional
education day. Not exactly the stuff of high blood pressure
and chokeholds. Yet the tension is all electric. Not much
material for lines in the sand. Yet Parker and Simon have
clearly drawn lines in the auditorium today. More accurately
they are responding to fault lines rumbling beneath the
surface of the WCC. Fault lines that were built into the
foundation of the WCC. Lines that shift around issues of
discipline, race, culture, gender and, fundamentally,
control. Lines that define the WCC and the education it can
provide its corps members. Lines that come into clear relief
through the tightly coiled relationships in Milwaukee.
Though it happened 4 months ago, fear and anger from The
Chokehold is still smoldering in the dry tinder of the
auditorium today. Details of the story shift depending on who
you talk with, but during a previous regional education day
in the same auditorium Parker broke up a fight between corps
members by grabbing one around the neck in a chokehold. The
fight ended but the chokehold continued to reverberate
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through the

wee

in Milwaukee. It was still very much alive

when Parker firmly asked Simon to step into the lobby after a
vocal disagreement over corps members eating food in the
auditorium. Simon, like most of the 18 to 25 year old corps
members in Milwaukee is black. Parker, like all the

wee

administrative staff, is white.
If the 21 corps members present today were seated any
further back in the small Havenwood Environmental Center
auditorium they'd be in the lobby. Only one corps member
chose a seat down in front of the stage. He is Hispanic and
can't speak English. The speaker gamely focuses much of his
presentation to this one corps member since he seems to be
the only one paying attention. The speaker's overheads are
ignored. His jokes drop flat without acknowledgement. His
hand-outs are tossed unread under the seats. I feel sorry for
the guy. He calls for a break. The tension in the auditorium
pours out to fill the lobby.
During the break no one is looking at the display cases
of aquatic turtles, toads and

snak~s.

Instead most of the

crew members are tied in a knot on the stairway at the far
corner of the lobby. With paint spattered steel-toed boots,
paint splattered coveralls, worn jeans and lime green

wce

hard hats the crews look ready for their regular work
schedule of building renovation. They seem out of place in
the clean library hush and quietly purring aquariums of the
environmental center. Agitated crew members question Simon
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about what happened with Parker when they were alone. Simon,
a tall, thin assistant crew leader for a Milwaukee crew,
wears a clean, brown leather coat that makes him stand out
from the rest. He tells the other crew members that Parker is
setting him up to be fired. Another crew member says they
should "kick Parker's ass, right now", With slang and hip-hop
rhythms, angry words radiate from the stairway. Another ·says
Parker is no better than Jeffry Dahmer, the famous Milwaukee
mass murderer. The words and energy gets more agitated.
Michelle Baskin, the new, 32 year old white field support
specialist for the Milwaukee region wanders over next to the
aquariums where I am standing and mutters: "this reminds me

I

of why I'm glad I no longer teach school." Parker walks by
the knotted stairway. All conversation pointedly stops. The
tension is ripe.
Four years ago Tim Scarver, a

wee

corps member walked

into the Milwaukee regional office with a loaded 22 caliber
pistol. He demanded that Steve Lohman, a white crew leader
from Northern Wisconsin who recently moved to Milwaukee, lie
face down on the office floor. Lohman and Parker had
developed reputations as the two crew leaders in the
Milwaukee region who were finally enforcing some discipline
on a Milwaukee region that was spinning out of control.
Parker was up north on emergency flood duty when Scarver came
to the regional office. Scarver fired four bullets into
Lohman's head then took the city bus home. Today Parker says
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that Lohman's murder doesn't affect how he deals with corps
members. During another interview he admits: nIt could have
been me. R
Corps members slowly shuffle their anger back into the
seats at the rear of the auditorium after break. The speaker
winds up for round two. Also sitting near the back of the
theater, Michelle Baskin quietly whispers the notification
procedure to a crew leader who is planning to leave the WCC
next week. It seems Milwaukee crew leaders are frequently
asking about the notification procedure to get out of the
WCC. Parker glares at Baskin to get her to be quiet. She
continues to talk with the crew leader. With a reprimanding
parental voice, he commands RMichelle!n She shrugs and sits
back in her chair. The corps members all turn to check out
the public dance of dominance between the two regional
administrators.
Milwaukee is only 77 geographic miles from the WCC
central staff office in the state capitol at Madison.
Culturally the separation is much further. This geographic
and cultural separation has allowed the Milwaukee region to
operate pretty much independently from the central staff.
Though titled as a Technical Crew Leader, by experience,
temperament and necessity Parker has managed the Milwaukee
region of the
years. A new

wec with little
wce director and

interference for the past few
continued organizational

problems in Milwaukee brought interference in the guise of
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Michelle Baskin. The new

wee

director called her aside when

she was hired and asked her to get the Milwaukee region
working again. After three months she and Parker barely speak
to each other even though they work in the same small office.
Baskin admits: nJack hates me. I'm a woman. I'm from the
outside and I'm threatening his control.n
Though he doesn't speak English, the Hispanic corps
member continues to sit in rapt attention at the front of the
auditorium. The 20 black crew members from 5 Milwaukee crews
slip back into dozing, snoring and tossing an occasional off
the wall comment at the speaker. When Rassan, a 19 year old
corps member speaks other crew members listen. He seems to be
a leader of the group. From his seat in the back of the
auditorium he interrupts the speaker in mid sentence to
demand how much money he makes a year. Other crew members
laugh. Parker grimaces in stony silence. The speaker takes it
in stride and continues his presentation. The snoring seems
almost theatrical. Every couple of minutes two or three crew
members leave for the restroom even though break ended less
than 10 minutes ago. The crew members seem engaged in their
own performance. Finally Baskin interrupts the speaker and
commands everyone's attention: nWe're not trying to make you
learn anything. We're trying to give you power. Knowledge is
power. You can get good jobs with this." The crews seem to
listen to her. Once the lecture continues performance boredom
is replaced by real boredom. The snores are relaxed to a
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quiet breeze. The exaggerated lack of attention to the
speaker is replaced by blank stares.
Regional education days are benchmarks of a shifting

wee

commitment in the

towards more formal corps member

education. Until recently education was largely left to the
individual initiative of crew leaders geographically isolated
throughout the state. Some developed educational programs for
their crews. Most did not. There has been little
organizational support for corps member education. In all but
rhetoric the

wee

has been a work agency: Get young adults off

the streets and get them to do useful work. In organizational
mission, administration, operation and commitment of
resources the tension between education and work is a
defining struggle within the

wee.

That tension was written

into the original enabling legislation establishing the state
agency. To gain political support from the right the

wee

needed to be a tough work agency. To gain more moderate
support the

wee

needed an educational component. In the past

few years a new economic climate demanding better trained
workers and a new

wee

director have helped balance the

perceived contradiction between education and work. Regional
education days, a new corps member development curriculum, an
agency supported requirement of four hours of crew member
education per week and a central staff position for training
and development are all now in place. Randy Radtke, the
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Executive Director of the

wec,

now sees himself as directing

the largest alternative school in the state of Wisconsin.
Continued lecture on building insulation and Baskin's
conciliatory announcement drained much of the energy from the
auditorium. At the next break the crew members head for the
same stairway, but the knot is unwound. They sprawl on the
stairs. There is little conversation. A couple of corps
members wander over to look at the turtles. Baskin corners me
in the auditorium: "I feel for the crew members. Some have
attention span problems. Some just can't sit all day. Some
are just angry at being forced to sit in a classroom again.
I'm trying to get the staff to understand this is a different
world in Milwaukee. This isn't Rhinelander or Antigo. They
need a different way of teaching."
Slides of typical insulation problems are up on the
screen when the speaker finally gives up. He races through
the rest of the pictures with machine gun speed then
announces a demonstration of the blower door apparatus. With
an in-your-face lack of enthusiasm, corps members leave their
seats and gather around the speaker as he sets up a large
blower fan that creates the pressure differential that is
used to find insulation leaks. Toad, a corps member who looks
like a black Pilsbury dough boy in unlaced workboots and
Peter, a survivor of the Chicago housing projects who carries
an undertaker's sullenness, pointedly remain in their seats
ignoring the demonstration. I expect Parker firmly to pull
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them back into line. Instead Baskin goes over and sits down
next to them quietly talking. She looks concerned. She
briefly touches Toad's shoulder. While the other corps
members rapidly get bored with the demonstration in the far
corner of the room, Baskin, Peter and Toad privately talk.
Later I asked Baskin what they talked about. She said she
just asked how things were going in their lives. The
demonstration ended and the crews scattered for lunch.

Good Intentions

No one was fired, choked or hurt. No one quit. A touch
on the shoulder and sheer boredom softened the edge that
seemed so ominous earlier in the morning. Sometimes in
Milwaukee that's no mean feat. In that regard the ed day was
successful. But what about education? Judging from the snores
and side show tensions it seems a safe bet that corps members
carried few new technical skills out of this education day.
Even with an expansive notion of incidental education you'd
be hard pressed to find much evidence of learning. Corps
members shuffled in at 7:30 am. They shuffled out at noon.
Education days were originally meant to be more, well,
educational. The roots of this education day can be traced to
the internal agitation by some crew leaders for a more formal
agency commitment to corps member development. Changing
political environments both inside and outside of the WCC
gave crew leaders the strength to insert regional education
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days and other educational innovations into

wee

policy_

Parker, an experienced crew leader with strong connections in
the Milwaukee building trades, planned an education day that
would provide information and experiential training in a
skill that would be an asset in today's job market. The
setting was comfortable. The speaker was practiced. The
slides were in place. Yet success was measured by a lack of
chokeholds. What is going on in Milwaukee?
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XI. 'l'be Service Corps Model

A Separate Class of Program
Service corps are structured, intensive work experience
programs. While there is no clear description of the service
corps model, it's shape can be defined by the characteristics
that existing service corps have in common: 1) socially
productive work is the primary corps activitYi 2) young
adults work in small crews with close adult supervision; 3)
program goals include both completion of productive work and
the educational development of young adults. The service
corps model is usually wrapped in an organizational identity
of hard physical work, strict discipline, and e'sprit de
corps. Corps slogans such as 'the toughest job you'll ever
love' imply the challenge, commitment and pride that provides
color and texture to the model. rts emphasis on service
explicitly connects individual work to cooperation and
community responsibility: ftWhat distinguishes service corps
from traditional youth employment and training? Primarily
value--service to the larger community and sense of internal
community with

'~hich

corps members identify and use as a base

for personal growth" (Public/Private Ventures, 1990, p.4).

Work is the Vehicle
"Work. Work. Work ...

ft

was the chanted response of a

central staff member when asked about the primary purpose of
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the WCC. Productive, paid work is central to the service
corps model and exalted in the service corps identity. RCOrpS
differ from many other youth programs in viewing work and the
tangible products that result from it as not just means to an
end, but as both an ends and means" (Branch et al., 1987,
p.14). Work serves multiple functions for service corps. It
meets labor needs for sponsoring state and non-profit
agencies. It gains political support which is crucial for
both private and public funding and it is the primary vehicle
for young adult development: "Corps programs aim to instill a
sense of the value of work, a feeling of civic responsibility
and a sense of self-worth in these youth while they do
environmental protection, physical development and human
service work that is clearly needed but would otherwise not
be done" (Branch et al., 1987, p.i).
Service corps are not "make work" programs. Regardless
of any benefit that corps members mayor may not gain from
the process of work, the product of work is considered
important in itself:

·~,like

most work experience programs

youth corps hold themselves to account or are held
accountable for the quantity and quality of work they
accomplish" (Branch et al., 1987, p.14). Location,
organizational history and legislative mandate largely
determine the work projects a service corps undertakes.
Conservation corps such as the

wee

generally emphasize

outdoor, natural resource work. Typical projects include tree
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plantings, trail construction and trout stream maintenance.
In addition, conservation corps are usually active in state
emergency relief efforts following floods, fires and other
natural disasters. Community service corps such as the New
York City Volunteer Corps emphasize more urban, human service
work such as recycling, school mentoring and social service
program support.

Crew, Community, Connection

Service corps work is done by crews or teams consisting
of 5 to 10 corps members and an adult supervisor or crew
leader. Working together in small crews helps maintain a
quality work product, allows for close supervision of
occasionally dangerous work and helps develop personal
relationships between crew leaders and crew members and
between crew members themselves. These relationships are the
foundation for the training and development of corps members.
Ideally the crew becomes a structure to develop an internal
community within the corps and a connection to the larger
community outside the corps: "Service corps nurture a
po£itive sense of interconnectedness among individuals. The
traditional employment and training program is oriented to
individuals--building employability skills and habits. Corps
programs are oriented to individual and the group--through
the crew concept, connections corps make between corps
members and community and the social

~wareness

they nurture
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in corps members" (Urban Corps Expansion Project, 1990. p.4).
Brad Duncan, Corps Member Development Coordinator for the
California Conservation Corps minced no words in stressing
the importance of the work crew: "I think it is absolutely
fundamental in defining service corps. Communal work is ideal
for these people. Many are self-centered and self-focused. In
the corps model they have to work together towards a
community service goal. The crew becomes the ground for
change." Stressing the importance of crew relations to corps
member development, a slogan frequently used in the
California corps is: nEach One Teach One".

Corps Member Education

Despite a primary emphasis on work, service corps are
supposed to be more than just work programs. Corps member
education shares the stage, often uneasily, with useful work
as a defining goal. What constitutes corps member education
differs depending on how broadly individual service corps, or
individual administrators and crew leaders within a corps,
define educational purpose. For some service corps, crew
member education is simply a natural outgrowth of the work
process. The day to day realities of showing up on time and
doing 8 hours of work are all that's required in terms of
educational intervention. No special curriculums or crew
leader trainings are needed: "Work process itself is the
corps' major vehicle for enhancing a youth's ability to
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successfully enter the labor market after completing the
program. Work projects train youth in discipline and hard
work and provide them with a work history" (Branch et al.,
1987, p.vi).

In this case corps member education translates

into the teaching of basic work behaviors. The educational
purpose is successful work transition and the work itself is
the full curriculum.
The umbrella of corps member education opens wider in
other service corps. Some have developed organizational
structures and educational curriculums focused on specific
job skills training, literacy training, academic enrichment,
life skills training, career counselling and psychological
counselling in order to broaden corps member support within
the framework of the contracted work projects. Educational
purpose may still include successful work transition, but the
transitional path is expanded beyond the acquisition of basic
work skills. In support of this more holistic vision of corps
member development, Michelle Gambone (1993) notes that the
economically disadvantaged youth who make up the bulk of
corps members "are not well served by programs focusing
solely on occupational or basic skills training" (p.2). A
PubliC/Private Ventures evaluation of nine state service
corps also questioned the benefits of a narrowly defined
youth development component: -This runs counter to the idea
that a sense of service will be deve19ped simply by doing
useful work and corps members will develop tolerance for
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people of other races and sexes simply by working with them.
Rather results from the assessment indicate that corps hoping
to achieve such results must plan to produce those results
and implement effective plans n (Branch et al., 1987, p.x).
Whether narrowly or broadly focused, all service corps pay at
least lip service to ideals of corps member education. Some
service corps do much more.

Defining Tension
Useful work and corps member education do not coexist
peacefully under the same organizational roof. Common to all
service corps is the tension between work and education.
Hiring practices, supervisory practices, resource allocation,
time allotment are all determined by how a corps defines its
priorities. Which is more important? Getting contracted work
done on time or making sure corps members get the training
they need? Service corp organizational structure often
encourages this split with education and work project
coordination falling into separate administrative
jurisdictions. The Public/Private Ventures evaluation
observed: "There is a profound tension between the production
goals of youth corps and their youth development goals ... to
the extent programs emphasize completion of a large volume of

high quality work there is less time for education and vice
versa"

(Branch et al., 1987, p.17). Brad Duncan, of the

California Conservation Corps sees such neither-or n thinking
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as missing an essential feature of service corps. During a
telephone interview he noted: "There is a basic
misunderstanding of what service corps are about when you
separate work from education and talk about it as if it's one
or the other. They are integrated n .
In theory, the two goals of education and work do not
have to stand in contradiction provided the corps is willing
and able to commit necessary time and resources to achieve
integration. Some service corps such as the New York City
Volunteer Corps and the California Conservation Corps are
attempting to integrate work and education through a service
learning approach that uses specific work projects as the
curriculum base for an expanded corps member development.
Academic, life skills and, in some cases, political lessons
grow from hands-on experience specific to crew work projects.
Corps members are encouraged to reflect on their work through
discussion and writing. Still, even Duncan admits that
service learning is an ideal: nyou have to have a culture
that says education is important to everything the crew does.
It is not different from work. It is integrated as a part of
the work. But at least for us, we are constantly fighting
cultures within the corps that do not see that integration".
Service learning offers intriguing possabilities for bridging
the organizational split between education and work, but
these two goals remain a defining area of tension and
struggle built into the service corps model.
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Why Now?

Response to Crisis

Since the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) of the Great
Depression, service corps have been a recurrent political
policy response to economic and social crisis. Part of the
political resiliency of the model stems from the popular and
potent mythology left by the CCC. But the political
seductiveness of service corps reflects more than just
historical symbolism. Service corps address a wide range of
economic and social needs as defined across the political
spectrum. With the wrenching upheaval of a shifting world
economy and the social threats of a growing underclass that
is largely marginalized from the new economic order,
political and educational policy makers are once again
showing interest in service corps.

Changing

T~es

and Business Fears

In a special edition on the challenges facing the
American economy, Business Week proclaimed: "After years of
neglect, the problem of human capital has become a
crisis ..• the productivity of the unskilled is plummeting,
while worker productivity abroad is soaring. This could
signal major losses in the battle for world markets. The U.S.
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may now be entering an era when neglect of the bottom half of
society begins to threaten the welfare of the entire nation t•
(Business Week, 9/19/88). American business is facing a
shifting world economic order and as the almost visceral fear
expressed by this quote shows, the stakes are high. Since
American worker productivity continues to increase it is
doubtful the crisis is actually one of worker productivity,
but there is little doubt that American business would prefer
a surplus of reliable, trained workers and as the Business
Week special report goes on to point out, there is a growing
perception that K-12 schools are not consistently supplying
those workers.
In Strengthening Programs for Youth, Gambone (1993)
underscores the increasing importance of service corps as an
alternative means of worker training: "the continuing failure
of primary social institutions adequately to prepare large
numbers of youth for successful transition into the labor
force make it clear that a significantly revamped "second
choice" system is needed now and will probably continue to be
needed in the foreseeable future" (p.1).
Service corps provide a critical extension of the
traditional educational system in screening and training
workers. In support of Congressional legislation establishing
a federal young adult service corps the vice-president of
Chevron Oil Corporation testified: ·We have to care_about the
youth of the nation because they are our future work
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force ... ! think corporate America is waking up to the
seriousness of the problem not only from the standpoint of
the socialization of the country but from the standpoint of
their future business needs n (U.S. Congress, 1989, p.12S-6).
During another series of

Congressional hearings a

representative from Shell Oil Company echoed: nWe can talk
about educational upgrade but if we don't talk about young
people having the work ethic then we don't talk about a
viable competitive work force and that's what the private
sector and the public sector, indeed, will need in the
future"

(U.S. Congress, 1987, p.17-8). As Ron Hartug of

Chevron notes, business support of service corps is not just
nmoral and ethical, but very pragmatic" (U.S. Congress, 1989,
p.130) .

Threat from the Bottom

Economic crisis often dictates the shape of social
crisis. Those who are hurt most during hard economic times
have less to lose by rocking the boat. Ron Hartug and
Business Week are not concerned about the lack of managerial
level white collar employees, they are concerned about the
work force at nthe bottom half of society", a segment of
society that can nthreaten the welfare of the entire nation n .
Their concern is not only economically pragmatic from the
standpoint of the increasing need for a surplus nbottom half"
work force schooled in the work ethic, but it is also
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politically pragmatic from fear of the social crisis that
grows when a marginalized class of people has little stake in
dominant social values.
Usually through design, but occasionally by default, the
service corps model has been organizationally translated into
a "second chanceR mechanism for young adults who, through
systemic pressure and individual choice, have been weeded out
of traditional education and employment structures (Lah and
Peterson, 1986). PubliC/Private Ventures reports:
"Substantial numbers of youth struggle under the burden of
poverty, unemployment, school failure, underachievement or
premature parenthood. Lacking basic skills and minimal
academic credentials, too many of these youngsters either
fail to enter the labor market initially or, failing to make
a solid attachment, join the pool of discouraged workers not
actively seeking work" (Branch et al., 1987, p.l). This pool
of discouraged workers is described in Youth and the

Workplace: -They may lack the knowledge to find a job, the
contacts to help them in the working world, basic reading or
writing skills or even an understanding of the behavior that
most employers require. The proportion of youth for whom this
is true is especially high in urban communities with high
concentrations of low income or minority youth- (Smith et
al., 1987, p.l).
Population demographics are changing with increasing
numbers of young adults living in "at-risk" urban
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environments that complicate or completely block successful
transition to the work world. The inactivity rate for non
white 20 to 25 year old males who have no job, are not in
school and not in military service has almost tripled since
1964 from 10.5% to 27.0%. For non-white females in the same
age range the inactivity rate is 45.6% (Smith et al.,1987,
p.11). The Public/Private Ventures evaluation notes:
"Minority and low income youth are disproportionately
represented in this group; their problems are assuming
greater prominence as they gradually make up a larger
proportion of America's young people and particularly of its
entry level labor poolft (Branch et al., 1987, p.i).

Strike Two

Traditional education and work training institutions are
inadequate in connecting disaffected young adults with the
work place: "Addressing the complex and deeply rooted
problems faced by the nation's at-risk youngsters is a task
that largely falls outside the scope of traditional
institutions. It instead has fallen to so called 'second
chance' efforts--employment and training programs,
alternative schooling etc. whose major focus has been
preparing high-risk youth for the work place" (Smith et al.,
1987, p.14). Yet these ftsecond chance efforts" have proven
largely ineffective: art is also clear that the current
second chance system for youth--the employment and training
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programs funded through the Job Training Partnership Act
(JTPA)--has not been successful in improving the life chances
of youth who are most at-risk of education and employment
failure"

(Gambone, 1993, p.1).

As

dictated by the US

Department of Labor, JTPA standards requiring positive
terminations for continued program funding meant there would
be little focus on the problems of young adults in at-risk
environments in training programs wholly dependent on JTPA
funding (Smith et al., 1987).
Basically, the number of young adults in at-risk urban
environments is increasing. This creates the conditions for
an increasing proportion of young adults who are chronically
disconnected from the work place. Traditional schools have
already weeded these young adults out of the educational
system and are unlikely to reconnect them with the work
system. Second chance programs haven't been much more
effective. Yet the high unemployment of young adults in at
risk urban environments is "unlikely to change without
intervention. To do nothing is to shoulder the costs of
higher joblessness, higher public welfare, more crime and
less productive capacity" (Smith et al., 1987, p.14). This
means a lot of unemployed young adults with not much to do,
little connection to the dominant economic system and not a
whole lot to lose. Against this backdrop, the service corps
model is seen as "one of the 1990's most promising
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interventions for out-of-schoo1 youth" (Urban Corps Expansion
Project, 1990

A~ready

In

1

p.1).

P~ace

The service corps model is also increasingly attractive
as the basis for nsecond chance" intervention because it is
already organizationally in place in service corps throughout
the country. Fallout from the current struggle surrounding
government social service programming has included less
government funding for employment and training programs for
young adults. Public/Private Ventures notes: "The value of
youth corps as an employment and training option is
heightened when they are considered against the current
backdrop of limited public support for helping out-of-schoo1
youth complete their education and find adequate
emp10yment ... moreover the current national climate seems
inhospitable to new interventions of the number and scope
that the problem requires" (Branch et a1., 1987, p.xii).
While even long established service corps are facing tough
budget problems (the

wee

budget was cut by over 1/3 for the

next fiscal biennium), odds of their survival are greater
than the odds of gaining new public funding for any large
scale second chance interventions.
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School-to-Work Bandwagon

Interest in the service corps model reaches beyond
second chance programming. Another response to the crisis
facing American business in a world economy is a renewed
policy commitment towards improved school-to-work transition
and quality vocational education in traditional K-12 schools.
The Council of Chief State School Officers issued a policy
paper proclaiming the top priority for 1991 to be "connecting
school and employment": "We begin to align more closely our
curriculums to the development of knowledge and skills
required of our future workforce and provide structured
experiences for employment orientation and exploration"
(CCSSO, 1991, p.4). The service corps model will increase in
importance as a vehicle for school-to-work transition. Smith,
Walker and Baker point out: "Strategies that help at-risk
youth may be strategies that help all youth. Programs that
improve the performance of schools for those who are most at
risk will frequently enhance the performance of schools for
all students. Better knowledge of ways to prepare these youth
for employment may lead to structures that ease the
transition to work for all youth" (Smith et al., 1987, p.1S).

One Size Fits All
Recent budget cuts have encouraged established service
corps to examine adaptation of the service corps model in
order to find more secure government funding niches. Randy
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Radtke, Executive Director of the WCC, sees the model as an
effective training option for the current crop of "work-not
welfare" legislation. As Radtke describes it, welfare
recipients would join service corps crews to gain some income
and training while readapting to the work place. The governor
of California wants to expand the California Conservation
Corps to serve as a bridge between the prison system and the
outside world (Sacramento Bee, 9/3/94). Duncan comments:
n[Governor] Wilson is building more prisons and education is
getting smaller and smaller. Spending on K-12 is mandated.
The rest of education is suffering. There is a recognition
that the corps model may be useful to fill this gap. It
really is a powerful tool to change attitudes and behaviors."
Prison-to-work transition is a service direction that also
interests Radtke in Wisconsin. Given government commitments
to expand prison populations, this may well be a secure
funding niche for the service corps model.

Cheap Labor

Closer to the bone is a recognition that the service
corps model can provide a source of surplus labor to the
state. In this time of conservative budget redistribution
state governments are begining to eye service corps labor as
a way to fill budget shortfalls in park and natural resource
maintenance (Milwaukee Journal, 8/2/94). The value of service
corps labor to the state should not be underestimated. An
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assessment of the California Conservation Corps found the
service corps produced millions of dollars in valuable work
for the state at a return rate of approximately $1.65 for
each $1.00 invested (Bass, 1983 ). Wisconsin's Tom Harnish
notes: nWisconsin depends on out-of- state tourists. We
depend on people wanting our resources. I don't think we were
getting a lot of environmental projects done in this state
because we didn't have a source of inexpensive labor ... the

wee

was there to do those things".

Reclamation

Economic crisis has provided a mantle of legitimacy to
business calls for better trained nbottom half n workers.
Economic crisis has also led to an increasing population of
poor, young adults marginalized within at-risk urban
environments. This increasing population of young adults with
not much to do and even less to lose, fuels the fires of
social unrest in the guise of drug use, crime and urban
violence. When out-of-control, social unrest becomes
political crisis. Attempts to address this economic and
social crisis through traditional educational interventions
have been inadequate. Traditional schools help reinforce
marginalization in the first place. Second chance JTPA
programs have been ineffective at least partly because of
funding constraints.
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Through culling mechanisms of school, welfare and prison
so many people have been removed from the "bottom half"
workforce, there is a growing crisis surrounding how to
reclaim them for the sake of economic productivity and social
and political stability. The service corps model is gaining
in importance as a potential vehicle for that reclamation.
While this is clearly a simplistic reading of a complex
political environment it serves to underscore that interest
in the service corps model surfs on the wave of crisis. This
can be traced to the most severe economic crisis America
faced in the Great Depression of the 1930's.

Service Corps Family Tree

Tree Army Roots
All of today's service corps are firmly rooted in the
organizational and cultural soil of the Civilian Conservation
Corps eCCC). A politically popular New Deal program, the
legacy and mythology surrounding the CCC continues to be
politically and organizationally valuable for service corps
in the 1990's. For the current crop of corps the legacy of
the CCC remains influential on different levels. Most
obviously the CCC has become an instrumental tool of
political influence. Sort of like sightings of Elvis, the
ghost of the CCC continues to sell the service corps
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merchandise. The CCC also provides today's service corps with
a prepackaged identity. Rugged. Individualistic. Disciplined.
Outdoors ... an Army wilderness brigade. The popular press
commonly referred to the CCC as "Roosevelt's Tree Army"
(Paige, 1985). Tucked in the seams of that

ccc identity

borrowed by generations of service corps is a militaristic
organizational structure, a male dominated organizational
culture, an uneasy integration of work and education and an
uneasy integration of race. By crawling into the skin of the
CCC, today's service corps have inherited a valuable
political identity and a potent social welfare/educational
model, but they also inherited an organizational culture and
organizational structures that are 60 years old. Some aspects
of that organizational baggage served and continue to serve
some interests more than others.

Threat of Enforced Idleness

The CCC was established in response to the massive
economic and social upheaval of the Great Depression. In the
4 year period from 1929 to 1933 unemployment rose from 3% to

over 25% (Paige, 1985). The increasing number of people
without work brought an upsurge of political agitation based
on issues of class and race that threatened the social and
political stability of the economic system. Waves from the
Bolshevik revolution were still washing on America's shores.
The social interventions of the New Deal provided a safety
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valve for capital and a safety net for people damaged by the
cycles of capital. Opening words of the legislation
establishing the CCC proclaimed: nThat for the purpose of
relieving the acute condition of widespread distress and
unemployment now existing in the

u.s ... n

(Paige, 1985,

p .162) .

Though trout stream maintenance might be a byproduct of
its actions, the mother of all service corps was primarily
established to relieve an nacute condition of widespread
distress n . Franklin Roosevelt said the CCC would neliminate
to some extent, at least, the threat that enforced idleness
brings to spiritual and moral stabilityn

(Paige, 1985, p.8).

The state needed to intervene to maintain stability for
individuals and for the economic/political system. The CCC
was part of a crisis driven redefinition of the relationship
between the state and the people governed by the state. It
signaled a more active role of government in the social
welfare of working people.
Targeted at a politically volatile segment of the
population, the CCC removed young, unemployed working class
men from their communities, placed them in largely rural
based work camps, gave them training and provided outdoor
jobs on various conservation projects. Enrollment eligibility
was limited to 18 to 2S year old unmarried, unemployed men
who were not under probation or parole, were willing to send
$25 of their' $30 monthly wage to their families and who were
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in good physical health (Congressional Digest, 1983, p.132).
At its peak the CCC employed more than 260,000 individuals in
2,000 camps nationwide. Between 1933 and 1942, when it was
disbanded, 3 million young adults served in the CCC (Branch
et al., 1987, p.9). This was 5% of the total male population
in the U.S. (Paige, 1985, p.126).

Military Administration
While the Park Service and the Forest Service were
responsible for CCC work projects, the camps were operated
and supervised by the U.S. Army and the Department of War.
The ambiguities in CCC administration lead to fragmented
program operation and contradicting program goals (Fass,
1981). Gradually the War Department assumed more
administrative control of the CCC. In organizational
structure, the CCC resembled a branch of the military.
William Green, president of the American Federation of Labor,
voiced opposition to the CCC for fear it would lead to the
"militarization of America's youth" (Paige, 1985, p.9). With
the approach of WWII, the parallels between the CCC and the
Army became more obvious. By the final years of CCC
operation, military drills and defense related training took
up to 20 hours of corps member work time each week (Paige,
1985) .
Military operation of CCc camps was also reflected in
corps race policies. Though Roosevelt initially promised that
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levels of black employment in the CCC would equal the
percentage of blacks in the population at the time, the first
years of the CCC found the organization falling far short of
this goal. Under pressure from black political leaders black
participation in the CCC increased but minority corps members
were kept in segregated camps under white supervision (Fass,
1981). These camps were frequently the focus of local
opposition and frequently forced to move or completely
disband under antagonistic community pressure. Paula Fass
notes: "The CCC program, useful as it was for individuals,
had less to recommend it as an advance for black
equality ... the CCC was run by the War Department which was
accustomed to segregated units and found it difficult to give
blacks even their due" (Fass, 1981, p.24-2S).

Policy Turning Point
Corps member education was also written into the
enabling legislation of the CCC. Originally ten hours each
week were set aside for work related vocational training.
(Paige, 1985). Shortly after work camps began operation, CCC
administrators realized that work skill training needed to be
supplemented with basic academic skill training since many

ccc

recruits had only rudimentary basic skills. General

education was added to vocational training (Fass, 1981). This
signaled a new willingness of the state to intervene in
educational matters that in the past were largely left to
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educational institutions. Paula Fass (1981) sees the CCC
educational component as a dramatic turning point in
government education policy: "Educational programs of the New
Deal were aimed at the poor. New Deal programs were at once
an implicit criticism of established educational offerings
and a demonstration of the fact that the federal government
could do what established agencies had failed to do" (p.21).
She goes on to claim that the CCC not only signaled a new
relationship between the state and education, but it also
helped redefine the very purpose of education: "[Government
intervention in CCC education1 helped to emphasize the value
of education in job terms and as essential to economic
opportunity in America. Secondly, the experience of education
as a by-product of relief helped to legitimate a broader,
more welfare oriented view of education ... " (Fass, 1981,
p.21). With the CCC, the federal government made education a
policy response to unemployment, lending state creedence to
the equation of education and jobs.
Presaging problems that would be familiar to today's
service corps administrators, CCc education and work goals
were compromised by corps member desertions, low morale,
inadequate resources, poor quality of recruits, fragmented
program administration and contradictory program goals
(Paige, 1985).
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Support and Control
It is clear the CCC served many sometimes contradictory
functions for the state. It helped relieve ideological and
political pressure on the economic system. Young men working
in the woods were less likely to create social and political
instability than unemployed young adults "acutely distressed"
on their city street corners. Though not all CCC work was in
the wilderness, geographic isolation and military discipline
provided a means to control a potentially volatile
population. Segregation within CCC camps helped to maintain
and reinforce social control. The CCC also provided a social
welfare safety net for individuals and families devastated by
economic crisis. It provided general education and vocational
training, though increasingly this education was directed to
meet specific military needs. It provided useful work for
young adults and provided a large workforce for the Park
Service and Forest Service. In many ways the CCC provided an
ideal social intervention for the state. It offered a
populist safety net that could legitimately be sold on
progressive rhetoric while at the same time it met the
important needs of providing control of a potentially
threatening segment of the population. It is little wonder
that the CCC has assumed an almost mythical status in
American history.
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political Capital

Service corps continue to ride the coattails of the CCC
myth. The first 30 seconds of a new Milwaukee Community
Service Corps (MCSC) promotional fund raising video show
black and white photos of New Deal CCC crews in action. The
bulletin board that greets visitors inside the front door of
the

wee

central office has a highlighted section of newspaper

clippings titled: "CCC--Our Roots". The first page of the
National Association of Service and Conservation Corps annual
report stresses

eec

history. Tom Harnish, a former Wisconsin

state legislator who wrote the initial legislation
establishing the WCC, explained that the connection with the

cce

gives service corps more political capital: "When we were

pushing the legislation we emphasized its connection to the
old

cec.

It needed to be seen as a work program like the CCC

or it would have never passed." The CCC was a popular
government program while it was in operation. In 1936 a
nationwide poll showed 80% of the public was in favor of
continuing government funding for the

cec

(Paige, 1985). This

popularity continues. Even when in opposition to service
corps legislation, elected officials genuflect before the CCC
altar. In debate on a bill to fund a national service corps,
Senator Paul Simon quoted Senator Hubert Humphry: "The CCC
left no bad taste. Even the bitterest opponent of the New
Deal had to admit that the CCC was a sound investment ... "
(U.S. Congress, 1987, p.6).
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Built-in Lobby
Today's service corps not only inherit political
capital, organizational identity and organizational structure
from the CCC, they also benefit from a built-in political
lobby. CCC alumni groups are still active across most of the
country. The men who served in the CCC and their families
have provided a valuable political support network. In
Wisconsin 92,000 young men worked in 54 camps throughout the
state during the 9 years the CCC was in operation (McMullan
and Diepenbrock, 1986, p.46). These alumni helped resurrect
the CCC in Wisconsin some 50 years later. Bill Brakken, a
former legislative aide to Harnish and the first Executive
Director of the WCC, said pressure from CCC alumni groups was
critical in the strategy to get initial legislative approval
for the WCC. Alumni stories had an even more intimate impact
on the birth of the WCC. Harnish says his idea for creating a
Wisconsin conservation corps came from conversations he had
with his father who was a CCC alumni: ftHe used to talk about
being in the CCC all the time. He's pretty much anti
government across the board, but the one program he said was
worthwhile was the CCC. ft

Post CCC
Over pleas from Forest Service and Park Service
administrators who expanded and improved their parks with CCC
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labor, the CCC was disbanded on July 2, 1942 (Paige, 1985).
The economic and social crisis that spawned the CCC was more
effectively addressed by mobilization for a growing world
war. While there were some minor attempts to resurrect the
CCC after the war, they gained little support. The service
corps idea was largely dormant until the 1950's. A growing
national concern with juvenile delinquency brought calls for
a CCC-style program to get kids off the streets and into
useful work (Congressional Digest, 1983, p.133). The CCC
legacy of effective social control was clearly not forgotten.
Congressional debate led to 1959 legislation that established
the Youth Conservation Corps (YCC). In 1970 the YCC was
finally established as a pilot program. Patterned after the
CCC and largely run by former military personnel, the YCC was
a national summer service corps for young adults. In 1977 the
Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC) which provided young
adults with year-round conservation related employment was
established (National Association Service Conservation Corps,
1995, p.i). Claiming the programs were too costly and did not
serve young adults who were most in need of support,
President Reagan allowed funding to expire for both the YCC
and YACC in 1981 (Congressional Digest, 1983). This ended
direct federal support for service corps until the 1993
passage of the National and Community Service Trust Act.
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Waves

Despite a lack of federal support, state and local
service corps continued to develop and expand. The National
Association of Service and Conservation Corps (NASCC)
describes these CCC offspring as generational waves. The
first wave of state service corps began in 1975 with
establishment of the California Conservation Corps. Still
considered an exemplar state service corps, it was followed
in the first wave by other state corps in Ohio, Washington,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. NASCC's second wave
started in 1983 with the establishment of the first local,
urban conservation corps in San Francisco. As part of this
second wave, the New York City Volunteer corps began
operation in 1984 as the first young adult service corps
almost entirely dedicated to human service as compared to
conservation work. The PubliC/Private Ventures (P/PV) service
corps demonstration project marks the third NASCC wave. For
this project, p/PV coordinated substantial foundation support
from Kellogg, Rockefeller, Mott, Ford and others to provide
initial funding for the establishment of service corps in 10
urban cities. These urban· corps are to be evaluated to see
how the service corps model plays out in action. The
Milwaukee Community Service Corps, an urban corps not

affiliated with the

wee,

is among the P/pv demonstration

projects. Finally, a fourth wave is associated with the
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National and community Service Trust Act. The national
Americorps program rides on this fourth wave (NASCC, 1995).

Alive Today

All four waves are represented by operating service
corps today. They largely receive funding from state and
local government appropriations, fee-for-service contracts,
foundations and federal job training block grants. By 1994
there were 116 service corps programs serving 26,000 full
time and summer program corps members. About 325 of those
corps members work for the Wisconsin Conservation Corps.
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iiX. Wisconsin Conservation Corps

Established in 1983 by Wisconsin legislative statue, the
Wisconsin Conservation Corps (WCC) is a state 'service corps
directed to: 1) provide jobs for 18 to 25 year old unemployed
men and women throughout the state; 2) maintain and enhance
Wisconsin's natural resources through conservation projects
of long lasting benefitj 3) help corps members gain work and
life skills through work experience and educational
opportunities. Much of the structure and standards of the WCC
are outlined in legislative mandate (Wisconsin Statues,
1989) .

Ladder of Authority

The agency is governed by a seven person volunteer
citizen board. Day-to-day agency operation is managed by an
Executive Director and an administrative staff housed near
the state capitol building in Madison. Six regional crew
leaders (RCLs) serve as supervisory bridges between the
Madison-based central staff and field based crew leaders
located throughout the state. With the help of an assistant
crew leader, each crew leader supervises a crew of corps
members on a variety of conservation related projects. The

crews I visited were building indestructible park benches and
park signs, cutting down pockets of pine and aspen trees to
provide wildlife habitat, trapping beavers from near frozen
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trout streams, guarding sturgeon spawning sites and
installing aluminum siding on inner city houses. Other crews
have built bridges, trails, libraries (!), and helped
organize Special Olympics events on the side. 'In addition,
wee crews provide emergency relief support after natural
disasters such as floods and tornados. Project applications
are submitted to the wee Board by project sponsors who seek
the assistance of a wee crew.
The wee organizational structure reads like a classic
military ladder of authority. The governing board is perched
on top. Underneath is the Executive Director who is directly
in charge of the central staff. Regional crew leaders (RCL)
provide a field based bridge between administrative staff and
crew leaders. eorps members are at the bottom. Top down
organizational relations can be traced to the wee position as
a state agency and to its historical roots in the quasi
military

ece of the New Deal.

Citizen Board
The citizen Board sets wee policy and gives final
approval to work project applications during its quarterly
meetings. Board members are appointed by the governor to 6
year terms which can be renewed at the governor's discretion.
CUrrently all but one Board member are political appointees
of Republican Governor Tommy Thompson. The remaining Board
member is a proclaimed non-partisan who was originally
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appointed by the previous Democratic governor and has since
been reappointed by Thompson. Roger Sabota, the longest
sitting Board member explained that appointment to the
Board is an honor "especially because the

wee

wee

has such a good

reputation". One former central staff member observed: "You
get on the

wee

Board by supporting the governor's election

campaign and saying you're interested in kids and
conservation". Among the members of the current board are a
retired mink farmer, a real estate agent and a community
college educator. Five of the seven Board members are male
and all but one are white. The most recent appointee, an
African-American woman from Racine, is a political supporter
of the Governor and an instructor at a Racine area technical
college. She was appointed to the Board on the recommendation
of the Executive Director.

Executive Director

The Executive Director is responsible for the complete
management and operation of the

wee.

Two years ago the Board

hired a new Executive Director. Randy Radtke is a former high
school teacher who served 14 years in the State Legislature
as a Republican member of the State Assembly. During his
tenure in the legislature he was active in his support of the

wee:

"I've always been a strong supporter of this

organization. In fact, so much so I voted to override the
Governor's veto on two controversial issues that affected the
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eorpS.1I Three years ago he decided not to seek reelection:

If

I

was weary of the partisan politics and after 14 years I had
reached every single goal I set for myself when I became a
member of the legislature n • He returned to teaching social
studies in a south-central Wisconsin high school before
accepting the wee position.
Middle aged with the clean, solid set of a corn fed high
school football player, Radtke looks slightly uncomfortable
in the flannel shirt, first name informality of the central
staff office. He looks like he's wearing a tie even when he's
not. After two years in the Director position he is still
somewhat of an outsider. Radtke was wearing a purple
Washington Huskies sweatshirt, denim pants and white athletic
shoes as he discussed his history in the legislature and his
connection with the Governor: ·We have a pretty good working
relationshipn. He has been named to the Governor's cabinet
and is seen by the wee Board as an influential advocate for
the WCC within the inner sanctum of the Republican
administration. CUrrently Radtke is chairman of the Jefferson
County Republican party. The one newspaper clipping on the
bulletin board in his small,

somewhat cluttered office shows

a picture of Radtke and Governor Thompson walking together
inspecting a boardwalk constructed by a wee crew. Last year
the Governor asked for and approved Radtke's recommendation
for a new member on the wee Board.
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Executive Director: Educational Vision
During our interviews he seemed most at ease and
animated speaking about his experiences in the Legislature
and his experience teaching. He firmly expressed an
educational philosophy grounded in his experience as a high
school instructor: "Formalized education is taking us
nowhere. The make up of the student population has become so
diverse that aiming at the middle as most instructors do on a
regular basis is, I don't think, possible anymore."
Frequently during our conversations he equated the

wee

with

an alternative high school: "Many of the corps members remind
me of my remedial summer school students. In effect we're
probably the equivalent of the largest alternative high
school in the state of Wisconsin".
Though still in the Legislature when struggles for
educational reform within the

wee

were brewing, in words and

action Radtke has largely supported the redefinition of the

wee

from a work agency into an organization primarily

committed to young adult development. During the past two
years he lobbied the

wee

Board and the state Legislature to

establish a Training and Development Coordinator position on
the central staff. He has approved commitment of staff time
and resources to implementation of a new Corps Member
Development curriculum developed by crew leaders and a
curriculum project team from OW-Madison. When I asked him if
the

wec

was a work agency or an education agency, without
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hesitation he asserted: nOUr primary job is education. I am
in charge of the largest alternative education system in the
state of Wisconsin. I am committed to thatn. In the struggle
between a service corps model that accents work and one that
values education, Radtke has been instrumental in shifting
the balance in the

wec

towards education. Quite a shift from

the central staff member who a year earlier told me the

wee

was solely about nwork, work, work".

Executive Director: Open Leadership
Though it has sparked criticism among central staff
members, Radtke describes his leadership style as
participatory. Using words like nempowern and nshared
decision making" his discussion of leadership is peppered
with references to lessons from the business world. According
to Radtke, Lee Iaccoca led Chrysler back to the brink of
bankruptcy because -he had a top heavy management style that
just doesn't work anymore. Trying to do things at the top is
a waste of time. Business knows this already.n Though not
initiating the organizational shift, Radtke has supported
recent efforts to increase crew leader input on policy issues
through various committees on safety, corps member
development and agency strategic planning. summing up his
leadership style, Radtke said: -I like to see decisions get
made as low on the organizational ladder as possible. People
need to be given opportunities".
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During a recent state mandated strategic planning
meeting, Radtke and other Central Staff members discussed and
voted on issues to include in the

wec

long-term

organizational plan. Earlier Radtke expressed commitment to
develop a guiding vision for the Corps. He is aware that
other central staff members criticize him for a lack of
vision. This strategic planning process was the first formal
large scale opportunity to develop that vision. Radtke sat in
the middle of the room with the other staff members. He
raised his hand to orate about issues that he wanted included
in the final report. Central staff members seemed to listen
with indifference. Some whispered to each other while he
talked. Some looked plain bored. When final votes were cast
it seemed clear that Radtke's concerns didn't carry much
extra weight as few of his pet issues made it to the final
report. Towards the middle of the planning session Radtke
left to go buy the take-out lunch he promised the central
staff for participating in the process. During a later
conversation he admitted: "Sure I worry about letting go and
delegating authority, but if you don't allow people to grow
you have an organization that doesn't work. I don't have all
the answers. There is just a recognition that other people
have talent and expertise. You got more of a chance of
succeeding if 20 or 30 people are working on the same
problem".
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Executive Director:

wee

As Business

With wholesale conservative attacks on state-sponsored
social programs and the resulting redistribution of state
resources, Radtke is concerned about the long term survival
of the WCC. Once again he reaches for a business metaphor:
"Take a look at the restaurant business. Bow many Boward
Johnson's do you see anymore? There's a perfect example of a
business entity that did not change with the times, that did
not move. They did not meet the marketing needs of its
customers ... In many respects that's where I think the Corps
is now. We need to find some additional niches or we will end
up like Stucky's or BoJo's". In

so~e

ways he equates the

"largest alternative education system in the state of
Wisconsin" with a business that needs to meet customer needs
in order to stay alive. In this case Radtke has identified
the customer who must be satisfied as the state itself. He is
scrambling to find a "market niche" that the state will
acknowledge worthy of agency funding. Agency survival may be
more important than agency identity.
Yet, his concern seems to include more than just
organizational survival. He expresses a social responsibility
for field and administrative staff members that seems sincere
and emotionally honest: "There are people who need the
opportunity. Part of my job is to allow people to grow inside
of the organization". Though he dismissed the watering eyes
as an allergy symptom, he became visibly emotional as he
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discussed

wee

failure to provide crew leaders with enough

preparation and training to succeed: nWe owe it to them. They
are doing an incredibly difficult job and we owe it to them".

Exeeutive Direetor: Internal Contradietions
Though his Republican party credentials are beyond
question, at first glance some of Radtke's views and actions
seem incongruous with those of a conservative legislator who
now directs a top-down state agency. His support for
alternative education, his commitment to participatory
leadership and his recognition of government social
responsibility sound like the views of an enlightened Tom
Peters-style manager. His analysis of the

wee

as a

competitive business, his concerns with organizational
efficiency and his strategies for agency survival sound like
the views of a career bureaucrat. As Radtke freely admits his
conservative ideology is molded by his experience. He could
be labeled an enlightened conservative or a fiscal
conservative with a social conscience. Regardless of label,
Radtke, like most of the key players in the

wee,

embodies,

expresses and reinforces a point of balance between competing
values that the

wee

inherited from the state.

Central Administrative Staff
In its descriptive evaluation of service corps,
PubliC/Private Ventures calls the

wee

a nmedium sized state
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service corps operating with a small central staff" (McMullan
and Diepenbrock, 1986, p.43). Limited staffing in the central
administrative office was a conscious, political decision on
the part of legislative backers of the Corps. Tom Harnish
recalled: "CETA [Community Education and Training Act] had a
reputation as a top heavy, bloated bureaucracy and we wanted
to make sure we were as far away from CETA as possible or
we'd never get the votes. The bulk of the funding needed to
go out to crews in various legislative districts, not to an
administrative office"

While the central staff has

expanded from its original Executive Director and half-time
secretary, it is still small for a state agency the size of
the WCC. It consists of eleven administrators plus supporting
staff members. Five members make up the formal administrative
core of the staff: the Executive Director, the Projects
Coordinator, the Personnel Coordinator, the Training and
Development Coordinator and the Operations Manager. Long time
crew leaders and outside observers are consistent in their
identification of an informal core staff that has substantial
influence on the operations and direction of the Corps. This
informal core staff is made up of a small group of central
staff members and a regional staff member who have

~lOwn

each

other and worked together through most of the history of the

weco

Through formal and informal channels, this group of men

has substantial influence on the Board and on the operational
decisions affecting the Corps. Radtke is not a part of this
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informal core staff. Sometimes labelled as a nclique n or
nboys' club n by crew leaders and sponsors familiar with the
central staff, these individuals help set much of the
informal tone of the Madison office.
Housed in a state office building facing the capitol
square, the all white, largely male central staff seems to
operate with an informal collegiality. Flannel shirts, tennis
shoes and first name banter fill the office. In general,
staff members appear comfortable with each other weaving
communal conversations and teasing jibes as they buzz through
the main reception hub in transit to and from various side
offices. In private, members of the administrative staff
report that the collegial appearances may be deceiving:
nThere is a sick amount of political maneuvering,
backstabbing, gossip that goes on in the office. Too many
weird under-handed turf battles. It is dysfunctional n .
Dysfunctional is a word that comes up frequently in
descriptions of the central staff. "You get sucked into it.
Pretty soon you're playing the same games. It's like this
great sucking force.

n

For the most part the staff is young,

hovering in the neighborhood of late 20's to late 30's in
age. Established informal groups of staff members often lunch
or catch an after-work beer together. Most of the central
staff rose through the ranks of the

weco

For some, their

entire work careers have revolved around the Corps.
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Sponsors (Such A Deal)

wee

work projects are planned by sponsoring agencies who

apply to the

wee

for the services of a work crew. By statute

only federal, state or local government agencies, Native
American tribes and non-profit organizations can sponsor a

wee

crew. Sponsors cover the cost of crew transportation and

tools, the

wee

provides workers and supervision. Sponsor

contracts are renewed on a yearly basis. Some sponsoring
organizations such as the Department of Natural Resources are
reasonably stable sources of crew support from year to year.
Smaller community based agencies are less likely to provide
multiple year projects. Work project applications are
approved by the

wee

Board on the basis of meaningful

employment opportunities provided to corps members (no
repetitive maintenance jobs are accepted). the long term
conservation benefits provided to the state, the difficultly
of the work required, the amount of project cost the sponsor
is willing to cover and the extent of human service benefits
provided.
Sponsors share a common primary motive in applying for
the service of a

wee

crew: cheap labor. Dick Trebold directs

a county forestry department in the mid-state area. His
agency has sponsored crews for a number of years: "because I
have a lot of work to do and not enough money to do it. It's
that simple". Joe Lucas is the staff biologist for a national
non-profit environmental conservation organization. He has
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sponsored and actively participated with wee crews ("I like
to get out there with them.") for 5 years: "We sponsor a crew
because we get great work at a very low cost". Sponsors
differ in their support of service corps education ideals.
One regional crew leader complained: ·Some sponsors are just
jerks. They just want work". A Milwaukee based sponsor
agreed: "Some of the sponsors that I talk with view the wee
as nothing more than free labor". Other crew leaders describe
their sponsors as very supportive, even visionary in their
support of corps member development. Two reservation crew
leaders I talked with had tribal sponsors who strongly
supported

corps member education, seeing it as a benefit to

not only the individual crew members, but to the tribal
community as a whole. One sponsor offered: "Of course we
support [corps member education]. These individuals are from
broken homes. We have a chance to make a difference. This is
one chance to show them it is worthwhile to hold down a job n

•

Corps Members
eorps members must be 18 to 25 years old and unemployed.
They receive minimum wage to work 40 hours a week with 5 to 8
person work crews located throughout the state. Unlike some
state service corps, the wee maintains no residential work

camps. Corps members commute daily.to their project
headquarters. Most of the almost 60 crews are located in
rural areas. Five of the rural crews are based on Indian
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reservations in the central and northern parts of the state.
At the time of this study 8 crews were located in the
Milwaukee urban area. Corps members are hired for a single
one year term. Some can extend this for a second year if
selected as assistant crew leader. Members who remain in the
corps for the entire year receive a $2,200 tuition
scholarship or a $SOO cash bonus. Their choice.
A recent voluntary survey conducted by the central staff
provides a demographic picture of corps members. Statewide,
most corps members are male (Sst), white (Sot) with a median
age of 20 years old. Most (7St) have completed 12 or more
years of school.

Corps Members: Why Join?

Chris Dodge has been with his rural crew for 8 months.
He has a scruffy beard, long red hair and wears a Megadeath
sweatshirt. He complains about the child support he has to
pay for his two kids this month. The other crew members tease
him that condoms would have been cheaper. The crew is
covering park signs with deep brown stain. During the work,
conversation turns to cars, parties, police and more parties.
Chris says he took the corps member position just to get a
job: nIt's either this or MacDonalds and I can't see me
flipping burgersn.
Tory Huston, 2S, took the

wec

job to learn construction:

nIt's about the only job I really liked. I was thumbing
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through this book on occupations and I came across this ad
for the WCC. I just kept calling. I really wanted the job. I
was working at K-Mart and I wanted something different. I
just wish there was another woman on this crew so I would
have someone to talk with". She has been with the crew for 11
months. She also plans to take the bonus: "I was going to go
back to school but now I'm going to take the bonus. It's hard
to go to school and take care of a 4 year old kid at the same
time".
Wayne Treegold, 25, has 3 kids of his owo. He has close
cropped dark hair, a small imperial beard and wears a Chicago
Bulls tee shirt. He has been with the reservation crew for 1
1/2 years, the last 6 months as assistant crew leader .. He
never had experience working outdoors before he came to the
WCC. "It's hard for Indians to get jobs off the reservation
and I was tired of working the casino. There is bad feelings
between whites and Indians and not a lot of work on the
reservation."
David Cates was in a drug rehabilitation program before
his counselor recommended he apply for a corps member
position. With his open, relaxed manner the 26 year old is
clearly older than the rest of the Milwaukee crew. He dropped
out of school in the 9th grade when he was jailed for armed

robbery. He has 2 kids and plans to take the cash bonus when
his year is up: "It's hard to go to school and work at the
same time and I got to work".
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Chuck Revson, 21, has blonde shoulder length hair. He is
one of the few crew members I talked with who claimed to like
school. He plans to take the scholarship and study at OW
LaCrosse next year. In the van ride to the crew's rural
worksite he tells me which classical composers are his
favorites while everyone else in the van is talking about
Jimi Hendrix and Van Halen. While the rest of the crew is
watching a stream side demonstration on beaver traps, Chuck
wanders off by himself.

Corps Members: Who Are They?
Behind the pale demographic sketch, some crews provide a
glimpse of Wisconsin's hidden diversity. While the majority
of crews are white and male, in Milwaukee there are Hispanic
crews and Black crews. On reservations there are all Indian
crews. Many crews have female corps members. Young adults
come to the

wee

with a wide range of educational skills and

expectations. Most of the crew members I spoke with took the
WCC position because they needed work (flipping burgers was
usually the lesser alternative) and hoped to get some useful
training as part of the deal. Many had families to support
and often they had complicated living situations outside of
work. While most of those I talked with in rural areas of the
state graduated from high school, most did not like school. A
few were adamant about taking the scholarship and continuing
on to college once their year of service was up. A

wee

survey
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showed that regardless of intention most corps members do not
take the tuition voucher. In fact, most corps members do not
complete their full year of service.

Crew Leaders

Each crew is supervised by a crew leader.
Organizationally, crew leaders live where the wee rubber
meets the road. The crew leader position is critical tc the
success of the wee in meeting its commitments to sponsors,
local communities and corps members. They are supervisors,
counselors and teachers responsible for hiring, firing and
safely managing work crews. They are technicians and
tradespeople responsible for meeting sponsor project
requirements. They are public relations representatives
responsible for presenting the wee in a favorable light in
the local press and in local communities. They are workers in
a state agency responsible for meeting wee policies and
paperwork demands.
Essentially, crew leaders have professional job
responsibilities with temporary worker compensation and
support. They receive an hourly wage from $8 to $11
(depending on length of service), limited benefits and the
tuition voucher or cash bonus that is available to corps
members. erew leaders are hired for one year terms. They are
categorized as temporary state employees. The security of
their position is largely dependent on the availability of
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project sponsors. Those crew leaders working with stable
sponsors such as the Department of Natural Resources can
string together mUltiple year placements with the Corps. Some
crew leaders have patched together 12 years of continuous
service. Other crew leaders must scramble from year to year
to maintain a local sponsor. Due to the geographic isolation
of many of the rural crews, rural crew leaders operate with a
great deal of autonomy. There is no age restriction for crew
leaders. Currently they range from mid-20's to 60 years old.

Crew Leader Snapshots

OVerhead an immature bald eagle floated lazy in a bright
blue sky while Robert Wurthan explained to one of his crew
members why the chain kept jumping the bar on the chainsaw.
Glimpses of green

wee hardhats and bright orange ear

protectors flashed like deertail through the forest as a
chorus of chainsaws whined and screamed from all directions.
Wurthan and his crew were clearing wildlife habitat in the
aspen and pine on the central Wisconsin Indian reservation.
The 30 year old crew leader has a BS in forestry from

uw

Steven's Point. He grew up a short way down the road from the
reservation but left to spend 4 years in the Army airborne.
He is still active in the National Guard and wears a severe
crew cut that shows it. He has been with the

wee for 1 1/2

years and admits to ups and downs in his attitude towards the
Corps. His attitude towards the crew is more consistent:
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"This is a good group of people. They're the reason I/m here.
I like working with them". It shows in the easYI teasing
conversation between he and the crew. He sees the WCC
becoming more of a youth development agency: "Some days I
think that's OK. Some days I just want to work".
From the notebook doodles and the seen-it-before stares
out the window, it looked like he lost the crew. Jack
Prichard stood at the front of the county forestry office
workshop inciting a debate with the hapless Department of
Natural Resource wildlife specialist. It started as a lecture
and demonstration on beaver trapping. Prichard and the DNR
specialist standing, the crew sitting in a semi-circle
watching the show unfold. Prichard pushed the debate from
issues of humane beaver trapping to questions about the
political weight of the sport fishing lobby to issues about
the democratic process and the connections between money and
political power. By this time the crew was doodling and the
wildlife specialist was exasperated. Prichard seemed to be
having a good time. Every few minutes he flashed me a wink.
This 60 year old devil's advocate has been a crew leader for
3 years. A former Peace Corps volunteer and dairy farmer, he
decided he wanted to do something other than retire when he
left farming. As we got into a van headed for the nearest
trout stream with beaver problems Prichard explained that he
thought the crew got more out of the debate than they would a
straight lecture. He said he's not afraid to raise
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controversial issues: ftI'm out here in the sticks. My
regional crew leader doesn't make it up here very often.
Besides I'm over 60. Who's going to mess with me?" During the
van ride Prichard and the crew gently teased each other about
the debate. The crew sounded like they were talking to a
favorite uncle.

Regional Crew Leaders

Six regional crew leaders (RCLs) provide in-the-field
technical assistance to crew leaders and sponsors. Located in
regional offices throughout the state, RCLs visit the crews
in their regions to train new crew leaders, assist in the
hiring and training of new crew members and to smooth
problems in sponsor-crew relations. While technically not
supervisors, RCLs serve as important communication links
between the Madison based central office and geographically
isolated crews. They help maintain an organizational
integrity across work sites. Since they travel frequently
between work sites they are also crucial communication links
between crew leaders.
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rv.

State Control and Legitimacy

The wee does not exist in isolation. It is connected
within a larger political framework. Just as historical roots
in the eec help define what a service corps is and how it
operates, the historical and political location of the wec as
a state agency helps identify the roots of contradiction and
sites of conflict that are played out in formal and informal
wee relations, whether those relations are expressed in the
carpeted halls of Madison or on the asphalt of Milwaukee's
west side.

WCC Nested in Larger Political Pramework
Critical to an understanding of what is going on in
Milwaukee is recognition of the contradictory roles the wee
plays as a state educational agency for young adults. In his
analysis of the relationship between education and power,
Michael Apple (1982) points out that an educational
institution can not be understood

~unless

we situate the

internal qualities of the institution and its relationships
with 'external' agencies, back into a more complex analysis
of our social order" (p.64-6S). The wec's place in the social
order is shaped by its role as an educational institution
created by the state to meet the demands of economic and
social crisis.
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On the flip side, examination of an educational
institution can also provide insight into the larger
framework of political relations expressed through the state.
Apple (1982) writes: "In essence, the school becomes a
fundamental institution for seeing the dialectical
relationships and tensions between the economic, political
and cultural" (p.97). Because of its explicitly dual
objectives of education and productive work and its targeting
of "second chanceR young adults, the

wcc

provides a vantage

point to view state educational contradictions in even more
relief than more formal educational-institutions.

Connecting the State and Bducation

Correspondence and reproduction based theories provide
valuable lenses to view the WCC in the larger framework of
economic and political relations. They connect education to
the dominant economic order through the conduit of the state,
describing relationships between the economic needs of the
ruling segments of society, the state and educational
institutions (Apple, 1979a, 1979b, 1982, 1993). In gross
simplification, dominant groups in society need a way to
insure a supply of ideas, products and labor necessary to
maintain their privileged economic status. The state provides
legitimate cover for these ruling interests and creates the
structures to meet their needs. One of these structures is
the educational institution which, through curriculum and
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process, recreates the social, economic and political
conditions necessary to protect the material power of ruling
interests.
Correspondence based theories are crucial in nesting
schools in the larger economic and political order, but they
seem mechanistic in their analysis of the connections between
the state and education. They also seem too coarse in their
characterizations of ruling interests, educational
institutions and the state. They imply a unified thinking
among ruling interests, a monolithic educational system
designed solely to reproduce the existing distribution of
material and political power and a singular function of the
state in protecting ruling interests. They leave little room
for the impact of human interpretation, struggle and
resistance expressed both organizationally and individually
(Apple, 1979, 1982). There are contradictions, sometimes
progressive, within the thinking of dominant social groups.
Education serves multiple functions, many also progressive,
and while the state may indeed be a conduit for ruling
economic interests, it is a conduit that is mediated by human
struggle and the political power of other competing interests
(Apple, 1982). Education is conne·=ted to state interests but
the connection is not rigid, linear or predictable.
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State Balancing Act

While often painted from the populist palette of both
the political left and right in Orwellian colors, the state
is not a monolith of single purpose and directed operation.
It is actually a site of struggle, mediation and compromise.
Competing economic and social groups struggle for power under
the umbrella of the state and its institutional apparatus.
Apple (1982) writes: nBecause it is the site of such
conflict, it must either force everyone to think alike (a
rather difficult task that is beyond its power and would
destroy its legitimacy) or generate consent among a large
portion of these contending groups. Thus to maintain its own
legitimacy the state needs gradually but continuously to
integrate many of the interests of allied and even opposing
groups under its banner. This involves a continual process of
compromise, conflict and active struggle to maintain
hegemony. Thus results, therefore, are not a simple
reflection of the interests of an economy or dominant
classes d (p.29-30). State actions are not always the direct
reflections of ruling interests predicted by correspondence
based theories. In his study of Third-World schools and
fragile developing states, Bruce Fuller (1991) echoes: dThe
state's capacity to accumulate economic resources and social
legitimacy depends upon its ability to advance a mix of
interests n (p.13).
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The Fundamental Contradiction

This is not to imply that the state is a neutral
arbitrator between competing interests. The bread and butter
of the state is to protect dominant class and cultural
interests. Primarily the state serves to control economic and
social conditions that will protect and maximize opportunity
for dominant groups in society. Dominant groups have by
definition the most cultural and political capital and the
state is an expression of that political capital. Yet, in
order for the state itself to survive it must sometimes meet
the needs of competing interests that stand in opposition to
dominant groups. These competing groups have their own
political capital in the threat of social and political
upheaval. The state needs them, but as Apple notes, complete
control of competing interests is virtually impossible for
the liberal state and, as Fuller points out, compromise may
be expensive to dominant class interests but it is cheaper
than insurrection (Fuller, 1991, p.SO).
This describes the fundamental struggle of the state:
control and legitimacy. Though not mutually exclusive, they
often stand in contradiction as the competing claims among
social groups for material resources and political power. The
struggle over control and legitimacy defines the state and
permeates its institutional apparatus. Fuller (1991) writes
that the state must create institutions that can meet these
contradictory demands: nIn their process of institution
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building, the state must carefully pick targets ... [they must)
choose institutions that efficiently signal a bundle of
ideals n {p.l?}. Educational institutions fill this bill.

Education As Response to State Contradiction
Educational policy is designed and debated in the arena
of this contradiction. schools provide the state with an
institutional means to address the needs for both control and
legitimacy. In this role they become a site of constant
struggle to construct a shifting balance between competing
demands.· Fuller {199l} notes: nThe school must reinforce core
class interests/cultural ideals yet still must transform
society to maintain legitimacyn {p.xiii}. The political
resurgence of the Christian Right is grounded in a strategic
recognition of the school as pivotal site of struggle over
the competing demands of state control and legitimacy.

As

a

state agency for education of young adults, the external and
internal relationships that create space for action,
including education, within the

wee

are largely born out of

and express the struggles and shifting balances between these
often contradictory roles of the state.

The Contradiction: State Control
Control As Response to Crisis
Control means order. Control means conditions that
deliver desired economic, social and political outcomes will
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be created and predictably maintained. Control is the dream
of those comfortable with the status quo. Control is also a
reaction to fear. Parker Palmer (1994) writes that fear is
institutionally expressed through organizations that attempt
to eliminate all disorder and chance: "They want to order and
organize things so thoroughly that the nasty stuff will never
bubble up around us--such nasty stuff as dissent, innovation,
challenge, change"

(p. 36) .

Control and order are not necessarily bad. It is too
simplistic and too reductive to equate control entirely with
preservation of dominant structures in society. Social order
and economic stability can benefit even marginalized groups.
The residents in west Milwaukee bleed life blood from the
wounds of social upheaval and disorder in their
neighborhoods. The immediate price they pay for disorder is
far higher than the personal price paid by any representative
of the state living in Washington D.C. or Madison. It is only
when disorder spills over the boundaries of west Milwaukee to
disrupt the economic, political and social conditions
preserving the dominant social order that chaos becomes, in
the words of Business Week, "a threat to the welfare of the
entire nation"

(Business Week, 9/19/88) and a call to arms

for the state. The state must then react from this fear and
create or redirect institutions to preserve the trappings of
economic and political order. As Palmer (1994) notes, control
as a reaction to fear creates a rigidity of rules and
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procedures. It creates organizations that are "imprisoning
rather than empowering" (p.36).

Service Corps As a State Reaction to Fear
Fear brings the service corps model to life. William
Kunstler, the noted political and legal activist notes:
"There is only one thing that moves government, on any level
-it's utter stark fear" (Cockburn, 1995, p.341). From New
Deal fears of social and political unrest spawned in the
"enforced idleness" of crisis-induced unemployment to fears
of "juvenile delinquencyn in the 1950's, to fears of a new
economic order and rising social upheaval in the 1980's and
1990's, service corps have hitched a ride on fear all the way
to political support and institutional reality_
Popular press articles supportive of service corps often
frame the topic with a nthreat to the nation n or "urban
anarchy" kicker. They personalize their corps profiles with
stories of corps members who were beyond traditional means of
social control but who joined a service corps, traded in
their gang bang chinos for a 'lniform and are now cleaning
graffiti off subway walls or clearing trails in the high
Sierras. The underlying message is not so much of individual
success (let alone class or racial group success), but rather
one of crisis averted. The urban jungle becomes slightly
tamer because of service corp discipline and work (Newsweek
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9/20/93; 9/28/89; U.S. News and world Report,

2/13/89, Bass,

1983) .
Congressional debate on service corps legislation also
carries an undertone of fear and the promise of control.
Representative Leon Panetta, now a member of the Clinton
administration, introduced his Congressional testimony in
support of a national service corps by recounting an
especially brutal Central Park mugging incident that brought
the term "wilding" to national attention as symptom of a
breakdown of social order and a breakdown in the ability to
control young adults: "There are youths who have lost any
sense of worthiness in our society, who basically feel like
they have a license now to destroy the society around them"
<U.S. Congress, 1989, p.l0). Young adults destroying society
is a fairly potent image that can inspire fear and garner
political support.
Speaking before the same Congressional committee, B.T.
Collins, former head of the California Conservation Corps,
described his marketing strategy for selling the California
Corps on the basis of hard work, discipline and control: "I
never talked about saving trees or streams or fish or clean
air or training the people for work because I felt tnese
ideas, however meritorious, had absolutely no political
credibility ... So what did I do? I stole the work ethic from
the Republicans.

'Here it is. If you go to work here you are

going to do it my way or hit the highway'. We took the
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procedures right out of the Marine Corps manual. I was not
trying to do anything but take of those constituents in the
electorate who I knew and in the media who would be very
skeptical of this program. That is who I was trying to
satisfy, not the corps members." Collins went on to describe
the people he really needed to convince in order to develop
political support for the Corps: "The poverty pimps and the
people whQ go from one program to the other will always be
with you. If you get the champions and the corporate kings
behind you it gives you articles in Fortune magazine and Life
magazine. It gets you stuff on the business pages as well as
the metro section. This affects those people who are elected
officials who are very sensitive to the first rule in
politics and that is perception is the reality" (U.S.
Congress, 1989, p.122).

Control Built into

wee

The WCC was built on the same political foundation of
control. Tom Harnish, the former legislator who first
sketched out the Corps ("literally I sat down with a yellow
pad of paper and drew it up in my office over a period of 6
months") admits that most political support in the
legislature was based on perceptions of the WCC as a 'get
tough' way to take young adults off the streets, keep them
out of trouble through discipline and hard, productive,
visible, work: "We had to sell the

wee

as different from
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CETA. CETA was too top heavy with all kinds of training and
education. Legislators heard from constituents that they
needed a program like the old CCC to get kids off the streets
and into work, not training. The bare bones stand of the CCC
is what impressed me. The beauty of the CCC was that it
stressed work rather than training". Bill Brakken, the first
Executive Director of the WCC agreed: "We couldn't have
gotten the program passed as a liberal namby-pamby 'we're
going to teach kids to read' program." control was built into
the WCC's genetic material and reinforced by its military
lineage in the CCC.

Work As Control

Control seems to be coded into the notion of work when
used in popular debate over service corps. Work is not just
work, it is "hard work", "disciplined work", controlled work
under "miserable" conditions. There is an almost punitive
implication to the service corps work that shows up in
Newsweek and Congressional Digest. As expressed in service
corps rhetoric, work is a proxy for control. Training,
livelihood, education are distilled out of this work. Harnish
relegates these aspects of the WCC to the category of "bells
and whistles". There is work and then there are bells and
whistles. Implied is recognition that from the standpoint of
ruling interests the primary function of the wec is control.
The opportunity represented by education is secondary fluff
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added to make the work look more attractive. Bells and
whistles are necessary to lure people to the show, but if the
bells and whistles become too visible the Corps might appear
to be coddling marginalized groups that need -"hard" work and
discipline. Bill Brakken implied a similar point when he
said: "We liked the idea of education but it wasn't the way
to sell the Corps. I personally supported it and it was my
intention to do something along those lines. We couldn't turn
corps members loose after a year working without something in
return". Opportunity through education was something for
corps members. Control through work was for dominant
interests who would decide if the WCC was worth state
support. As B.T. Collins knew in California and Brakken and
Harnish knew in Wisconsin, bells and whistles won't sell a
service corps program. Yet, the bells and whistles can't be
ignored. Just as service corps work creates a perception of
control, service corp education creates a perception of
opportunity, a perception that is crucial for the state to
meet its other requirement of legitimacy.

The Contradiction: State Legitimacy
Opportunity As Price for Political Support
Legitimacy allows the liberal state to survive in the
face of competing demands for material resources and power.
For the liberal state to maintain legitimacy it must be

perceived as operating by basic principles of fairness,
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equity and social justice. Knowing what side its bread is
buttered on, the state must primarily protect and reinforce
dominant interests, but if it blatantly oversteps the bounds
of equity in fulfilling its role and if conscious political
struggle is organized around that issue the costs to the
state and the dominant interests it represents can be high.
Fuller (1991) acknowledges: "The state for its own
reinforcement and reproduction also must worry about its
level of political capital and breadth of popular authority"
(p.14). It needs political capital that can be cashed in when
its primary purpose demands sacrifice from non-dominant
groups. The state needs to make sure that everyone buys into
the system. Opportunity and perceived opportunity can grease
this buy-in. In the long run, hope is cheaper for the state
than jackboots. As Fuller (1991) notes, the state must signal
equal opportunity even if it can't always deliver. Education
can provide this signal.

Education As Symbol of Opportunity

In addition to various functions of control and
reproduction that schools may serve, they also provide an
important symbol of state concern for marginalized groups in
society. With an image that promises economic advancement and

full community participation, education is the Horatio Alger
springboard across borders of class, race, gender and
culture. As seen in the CCC of the New Deal, education is
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part of the social safety net providing hope for a way out of
personal economic crisis. It is the symbolic door open to
anyone. There is no doubt that individuals can and do benefit
from educational opportunities provided by the state, but
schools have critical symbolic importance to the state beyond
whether individuals do or do not benefit. Through perceptions
of a neutral, overt curriculum and faith in an equitable
educational process, schools embody the principles critical
for the state to maintain legitimacy among marginalized
groups.

Individualized Pailure, Symbolic Success

For schools to fulfill their symbolic value to the
state, perception of opportunity may be more important than
actual opportunity. In his discussion of Third World schools,
Fuller (1991) writes: "The school often fails to provide
children with even basic literacy ... but the state signals the
provision of opportunity and equity. In turn this process
enhances state legitimacyn (p.21). The state can be
successful in maintaining legitimacy without successfully
providing education. Full responsibility for unfulfilled
educational promises can be individualized and dumped on the
doorstep of "at-risk tt young adults. The state still provides
a symbol of equitable opportunity but the symbol can prove
hollow.
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Muted Rhetorie of Serviee Corps Opportunity
Signals of opportunity represented by education and
training are part of the service corps model, to varying
degrees part of service corps operations, but strangely muted
in popular service corps debates. Part of this reflects a
growing antagonism towards poor and marginalized groups in
this country. It has become politically fashionable to blame
the victim. Individual responsibility has become a slogan
justifying savage attacks on groups that threatened the
dominant social order during political actions of the 1960's
and 1970's. Political debate has shifted so far to the
punitive edge of the Right that opportunity now looks like
coddling. Education looks like bells and whistles. The low
visibility of opportunity in popular service corps debates
may also be a reflection of the intended audiences for
popular press stories and legislative debates on service
corps. If promise of control sells service corps to the
"corporate kings", the promise of opportunity sells service
corps to the kings' servants. This can be seen in the initial
reluctance of social leaders in Milwaukee to support the

weco

Harnish recalls: "They saw it as a work program and they
wanted an education program. We were the first to admit we
weren't providing much education and they didn't want us". It
seems to be assumed that the mere presence of a state
intervention signals opportunity and that opportunity will be
appreciated by marginalized groups. I was surprised by the
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limited discussion in popular press and legislative debate of
what specific benefits service corps might actually provide
to corps members. OUtside the general notion of becoming
responsible citizens who are now playing by societal rules,
there is little mention of what marginalized social groups
stand to gain from state support for a service corps. Perhaps
the symbol of opportunity is enough.

Service Corps As Ideal State Intervention

Despite its relative absence in popular writing on
service corps, opportunity was built into the institutional
reality from the start. The CCC needed to relieve structural
stress of unemployment but it also needed to signal hope to a
potentially volatile, marginalized workforce.

An

education

and training component was written into New Deal legislation
establishing the CCC. Originally focused on specific work
training it was soon expanded to include basic academic
skills. The CCC made explicit the policy equation between
state provided education and poor and working class economic
opportunity. Though dismissively labelled as "bells and
whistles n , an education component was buried within enabling
legislation of the

weco

This education component has recently

expanded to assume a greater commitment of

wee

rhetoric and

resources.
At a time when public support for poor and marginalized
groups in our society is a political liability, when economic
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and social crisis threatens community stability and the
security of the dominant social order, service corps provide
an ideal intervention for the state. They meet the
contradictory demands on the state of control and legitimacy,
yet unlike formal educational institutions that are
rhetorically synonymous with opportunity, service corps allow
the critical but politically unpopular bells and whistles of
education to be buried beneath a punitive rhetoric of
discipline, work and control.

Legit~cy

va. Control Not So

S~le

So far it looks like I am guilty of the same analytic
simplifications that I dumped on correspondence based
theories. I have reduced complex issues into a convenient
categorical rhetoric. For example, the distinction between
legitimacy and control is not always as simple as I imply. A
single action by the state may provide control and signal
opportunity at the same time to different or sometimes even
the same political groups. For example, the state may control
the conditions for economic stability by maintaining a
surplus supply of workers. On one level this is a move of
economic control but for individual workers it may also be a
signal of opportunity. Though it is inconvenient for my
analysis, who benefits from opportunity and control cannot
always be completely reduced to class interests. State
control can not always be clearly separated from state
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legitimacy. Social control on high crime streets may increase
the legitimacy of the state among the residents of those
neighborhoods. Though my argument implies otherwise,
opportunity is not just directed at marginalized groups.
Opportunity through educational institutions may benefit
dominant interests through the production of new products and
ideas. My generalized distinctions could use some contextual
fine tuning.
Also missing from my analysis are the impacts of human
actors in this political process. Dominant groups, whether
based on class, race, culture or gender, are not homogeneous.
Individuals have shared political interests based on their
social position, but social position reflects more than just
membership in a dominant group. The same is true for

I

marginalized groups, state bureaucrats and educators. For
example, Randy Radtke, Executive Director of the

wee,

is a

rural, white, Republican state legislator, but he is also a
former school teacher in an alternative classroom. Both
experiences help shape his vision of the Corps.

State Interests Mediated by Individuals
Up to this point I have described the relationships
between the state and the

wee

as cynical and manipulative.

The liberal state as an entity primarily needs to maintain
power and this primarily comes through moves for control and
legitimacy. On the other hand individual actors like Radtke

I
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stand in contradictory positions and operate from motives
that include more than just the survival of the state.
Individuals within dominant groups and state bureaucracies,
including the WCC, have differing degrees of commitment to
local communities and concern with the well being of corps
members in those communities. A commitment to control does
not preclude a concern for corps members. Likewise, political
support for education and opportunity does not automatically
translate into caring for an underserved community. When
translated through contextual issues such as the commitment
and concern of individual actors, state moves for legitimacy
may result in real opportunity or hollow symbolism.

Individual Actions Bounded by the State
The contradictory roles of the state set formal and
informal parameters of action for agencies and individuals
that operate through the state. They must operate in a space
of tentative balance between control and legitimacy. As
Fuller (1991) writes: "Deep institutional structures,
including expectations of legitimate actions constrain how an
individual can move"

(p.12). Relationships between the

dominant economic and social orders, marginalized economic
and social groups, the state and the institutional apparatus

of the state proscribe arenas for individual action. Action
that strays too far afield from these parameters will not be
tolerated at an institutional or individual level. Yet,
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through confusion within the state, isolation from state
oversight or the consequences of individual struggle, there
may be substantial room for individual action within state
defined parameters. Bill Brakken's earlier comment about his
personal support for an education component in the
case in point. Though he helped write the original

wee
wee

is a

legislation that strategically buried education away from
close legislative scrutiny, as first

wee

Executive Director

he expressed his personal support for increased

wee

education

by writing a 4 hour per week education component into

wee

policy. Apple (1987) points out: "Formation of ideologies is
not a simple act of imposition. It is produced by concrete
actors and embodied in lived experiences that may resist,
alter or mediate these social messages" (p.159). The roles of
the state set an arena for legitimate service corps action,
but institutional context and individual struggle customize
that arena.

wce

Reflects State Contradictions
Relationships within the

wee

can be seen in part, as an

institutional expression of larger state contradictions.
Through popular debate, enabling legislation, formal agency
policy, biannual funding decisions, hiring practices and
perhaps most important, a pervasive dominant ideology, the
state directly influences formal and informal

wee

policies

and operations. These strings of connection can be played
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differently to adapt the state agency to changing economic
and political climates. For example, during Business Week's
proclaimed "crisis of productivity" the business press called
for better trained workers (Business Week, 9/19/88). The
rhetoric of "crisis" helped fuel
education for corps members. One

wee
wee

interest in more formal
administrator recalls:

"The whole concept of getting young adults who have no
college plans into voc-ed was in the newspapers at the time.
It was touted in the community_ They said we had to get them
prepared. Get them used to new technologies. I think that
kicked us into gear (to improve our education]". A formal
curriculum was written by the state university of Wisconsin.
The Governor approved a Training and Development Coordinator
position for the central staff. A new Executive Director
sympathetic to expanded education was hired. Similarly, more
control can also be engineered by selective budget cuts and
selective hiring practices. The connection is complex. There
is not some Wizard of Wisconsin pulling the levers of state
to directly manipulate the

wee,

but through formal and

informal processes, the state assures that the

wee

will

generally reflect a tentative, mediated balance between
legitimacy and control.

Control VB. Opportunity

~

WCC

Struggles between legitimacy and control are more
specifically played out in various venues within the

wee.

The
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shadow of control can be seen in rigid policies, inflexible
discipline, cultural myopia, hierarchical management, an
education focused on work discipline and work ethic, a
primary operational commitment to "hard"

work~

an

organizational culture of distrust. In general, the spirit of
fear and control lives through aspects of the WCC that are
rigid, predictable and closed. Opportunity can be traced to
more chaotic, expansive, less predictable aspects of the
Corps: shared management, flexible discipline, holistic
education, cultural and gender diversity, an organizational
emphasis on relationship and trust rather than regulation.
Commitment, an organizational trait, that weaves throughout
all organizational levels of the WCC, can be expressed
through both control and opportunity.
These issues are visible in the relationships between
individual actors from different parts of the

wee

organization. Differences in vision and leadership style
between the Executive Director and the Central Staff are
possible because of the contradictory space written into the

wee

by the state. Distrust and manipulation between the Board

and the Central Staff is an expression of this fundamental
struggle as is the relationship between a field based staff
that values autonomy and an administrative staff that is
perceived to be controlling. These struggles are not only
played out organizationally and interpersonally, they can be
embodied by single individuals. Again, the Executive Director
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provides an example of someone who expresses both a
bureaucratic desire for efficiency and control and an
expansive vision of leadership and education.

While the contradictory roles of the state do not
completely define what the

wce

does, they do define an arena

for action within the agency. Within this arena individual
actors translate the fundamental struggles of the state
through the historical and organizational context of the

weco

These contradictions and the roles of individual actors can
be seen most clearly in the relationships of the
Milwaukee.

I

wee

in
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v.

Milwaukee

A Story of Different Musia

Michael had collected a knee high pile of old beer
bottles and greasy fast food wrappers. The assistant crew
leader sent him outside to clean up the dead brush
surrounding the decrepit Victorian on Milwaukee's east side.
The rest of the crew was inside the boarded up two story
tearing down yellowed, graffiti walls and stuffing new
insulation in the skeleton of a house that had long since
seen better days. It was a cold overcast morning in
Milwaukee. I assumed Michael was taking a break from the
clean-up to go inside and warm up, but as a native of
Chicago's south side the 21 year old corps member was
accustomed to the bitter cold of a mid-west inner city.
There's a lot of noisy life jammed together in these parts of
the city. Sirens screaming. Music pounding loud through
closed car windows. People arguing, laughing. Bus engines
racing, sputtering, grinding, backfiring. It never seems
quiet. Suddenly the muffled thump of the rap rhythm that had
been cranking out of the crew's radio all morning stopped. In
its place was Marvin Gaye singing nWhat's Going On" through
the static of a radio station that wasn't quite tuned. Just
as suddenly the plywood panel nailed over the parlor window
fell to the ground. Michael stood inside framed by the open
window. He looked out and announced: nyou got to be willing
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to fight for rhythm and blues with this crowd". From
somewhere in the shadows behind him one of the crew threw an
insult and a hunk of insulation at him. He laughed and turned
Marvin Gaye up louder. In a few minutes he was back outside
pulling Big Mac wrappers from the brush. The static and the
rhythm and blues became part of the city sounds until lunch
break.

There's a different music in Milwaukee. Literally. When
I travelled with other crews throughout the state, van radios
and Walkmans played Metallica or Nirvana or Clint Black. In
Milwaukee, southside rap and soul and rhythm and blues laid
down the boombox mix for a different kind of

wee.

Whenever I

visited outstate crews I had a sense of space. Physical,
emotional, personal space. This was certainly true with crews
who were building trails or cleaning trout streams or
thinning aspen forests, but it was also true for outstate
crews that were indoors for a day building cabinets or
painting park signs. With Milwaukee crews that space seemed
grittier, smaller, closer to an edge. The indoor work felt
close and musty. The noise and the asphalt and the tension of
the city seemed to devour space. It felt like there was no
place to hide.
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Perceptions of Trouble with

wee

Presence in Milwaukee

Though there is disagreement about the importance,
causes and solutions, everyone agrees the WCC has problems in
Milwaukee. The problems aren't new. Tom Harnish recalls:
nMilwaukee crews were a struggle right from the beginning.
Getting into Milwaukee was awful. They didn't want us there n .
Bill Brakken, first Executive Director for the Corps,
understates: nWe weren't set up to be an urban corps. It was
difficult.n The 1992 legislative audit of the WCC in
Milwaukee reported that the agency could not fulfill the
educational promise of its program because Milwaukee crew
leaders and corps members didn't stay with the agency long
enough for any education to take place. The Training and
Development Coordinator basically steers clear from
Milwaukee: "The corps members and crew leaders down there
have a lot more immediate problems than which Corps Member
Development book to use". A current central staff member
admits: nMilwaukee takes an inordinate amount of staff time.
I've had to fire more crew leaders in the last 6 months in.
Milwaukee than I've had to fire in the whole corps in the
last 5 years". Randy Radtke, current Executive Director,
concedes: nIt is obvious we have problems in Milwaukee. In a
year we may have to make a decision. At some point if you
can't change things, there will be a suggestion to pull the
plug". A Milwaukee sponsor graphically suggests: "I think
there is gangrene in the Corps in Milwaukee and the patient
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doesn't want to be operated on. I think it's sinking fast", A
Milwaukee crew leader observes: "Ten years the wec been here
and it still ain't working and you still trying to do the
same thing. When is you gonna wake upn, A former crew leader
concurs: nIf any organization treats people decent and they
do right they will make it. It doesn't matter if its the
Fortune 500 or the weco The WCC is missing that heart in
Milwaukee and they are failing".

Different

wee

in Milwaukee (The Shirt Don't Fit)

Milwaukee is further away from Rhinelander or Wisconsin
Rapids or Madison than it looks on the map. For the most part
the 8 urban Milwaukee crews do a different kind of work,
operate in a different social and economic environment and
face different kinds of organizational pressures within the
wec than crews in other parts of the state. The popular
flannel shirt, outdoor image of the wce moves indoors, wears
a White Sox hat and watches its back in the inner city. Many
outstate crew leaders and some of the central staff do not
acknowledge this difference. They try to stuff Milwaukee back
into a flannel shirt. It doesn't fit.
Smokey the Bear attended festivities marking the start
of the wCC. It was a natural pairing. That year was his own
50th birthday and he shared an environmental ethos and image
with the new conservation corps. Blue jeans. Work boots.
Forest fires. Nature trails. Wildlife habitats. Smokey would
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fit comfortably with most

wee

crews. Now picture Smokey

ripping down graffiti walls in a dimly lit inner city
renovation that stinks of rotten carpet and a hundred years
of living. Smokey is still looking furry and telling us to
prevent forest fires, but something just doesn't fit. Such
building renovation forms the bulk of
and like Smokey, the

wee

wee

work in Milwaukee

seems somewhat out of place in urban

redevelopment.

A Story of Different Work

They look like aliens. Huge bug-eye goggles and
ventilator masks. Dark green jumpsuits and thermal head wraps
like you see in pictures of cosmonauts. It is freezing cold
inside the boarded up Victorian and the air is thick with
dust. The only light comes from a single naked bulb hanging
by a wire from the ceiling. It casts raw light in the center
of the room and leaves the corners and side rooms in
darkness. I can't quite understand what they are saying to me
through the masks. It is a little scary as more bug-eyed
jumpsuits come out of the darkness. Finally the assistant
crew leader takes off his mask and wants to know what I'm
doing here. I'm wondering myself as steam from our breath
hangs in the cold room. After introductions and nervous
explanations, the assistant crew leader agrees to let me
stay. The mask goes back on. He never even hints at a smile.
The crew wanders back into dark corners. One is sweeping up
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plaster, dirt and electrical debris from the remains of a
kitchen. The others are puzzling together hunks of pink
fiberboard insulation on the old stripped frame of this raw
light room. It is dark, dirty and real cold.

Different Sponsors: Pressure to Produce

Most crew work for the

wee

in the Milwaukee urban area

revolves around residential building renovation for non
profit community agencies. Mainly through government grants,
these agencies receive money to purchase, renovate and resell
old residential properties in low income areas of the city.
They cobble together work crews from their own training
programs and from outside training agencies such as the wCC.
One sponsor explained that his agency receives government
funding based on the number of houses they renovate in a
contract year. Through funding regulations, if they do not
complete the contracted number of houses it means they will
be eligible for less money during the following contract
year. This creates a pressure to produce. This pressure is
passed on to

wee

crews. Another Milwaukee sponsor described

his frustration with the

wce:

·We're under contract

obligation to get these buildings finished on time and things
need to be done in order. If I set up the electrician to come
on Friday that means the

wcc

crew better be done with clean

up by Thursday or I might not be able to get that electrician
again for another week. Problem is, you can't count on the
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crews to get the work done. They are always going off for
this education day or that education day. I've talked with
other sponsors in Milwaukee and it's a problem for all of
themn.

Different Sponsors: Just for the Money

Frustrations are als9 high on the other side of the
fence. Milwaukee crew leaders and regional staff believe they
have myopic sponsors who are only concerned with production.
One former crew leader complained: nWho are they foolin'? New
crew leader and new crew and they expect us to do duct wrap
for 10 houses in one week. Shit. How we gonna do that with
unskilled workers. This is a training program. How we
supposed to do that if they don't give us the slack to give
these guys some education? All they are worried about is
money. We just slave labor to themn. A member of the central
staff echoed: "Sponsors are a crack in our program in
Milwaukee. They are interested in work. Period". On a more
analytic note, one regional staff member commented:
nSponsoring agencies in the inner city are in trouble. They
are failing. The sponsors have lost track of the reason they
are here. The people who started the agencies got
disillusioned and left and gone with them is a holistic
notion of community development. The people who are running
them now are just concerned with the money. They are not
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concerned with the education of the community. This isn't the
case for all the sponsors but for many of them it is".

Different Sponsors: Application Lies

Time pressures, production pressures and scheduling
uncertainties of the construction industry complicate
translation of

wee

sponsor policies into an urban

environment. Sponsors must submit a detailed work plan
outlining how they will use their

wee

crew during the

upcoming contract year. The workplan requirement is geared
towards the more predictable work of outstate sponsors such
as,the DNR and county forestry agencies. A regional staff
member explained: -Tree stand maintenance is reasonably
predictable well in advance. Those crews can know that they
will work on that project until X number of acres is
completed. In construction it's more uncertain. In building
rehab it's even more so. You never know what kind of problems
you will run into that will kick you off schedule. Way off
schedule. Anyone who has done their own construction knows
that. Yet we expect Milwaukee sponsors to predict a work plan
just like the DNR up in Rhinelander. It is a poor fit.
Basically we ask the sponsor to lie right from the start in
order to get a crew-. A former

wee

Milwa~ee

sponsor agreed: "The

application needs to be adapted for Milwaukee. The detail

they are expecting in the workplan is unrealistic. I don't
know of any construction project that works like the

wee
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wants. Finally this year we just said 'screw it'. It wasn't
worth it".

Difference Beyond Work--What's Going On?
WCC image and sponsor experience may be geared towards
natural resource management, but some outstate crews, most
notably a crew based in Eau Clair, also do building rehab
work. Some crews throughout the state also have conflicts
with the production expectations of their sponsors. Yet, the
WCC doesn't seem to have the problems with these outstate
crews that it consistently has in Milwaukee. What gives?
"Last week there was a drug raid in the house next door.
Look at it. It's maybe 10 feet away from where we were
working." The crew leader and I were standing outside a
battered 2 story Victorian clapboard on Milwaukee's north
side. The doors and windows were boarded up. Gang graffiti
marked the turf. Crew members carried tools and ladders from
the wee van into the house as we talked. He continued: "we
were inside when I saw the police pull up. They jumped out of
the cars like they was on fire. Shotguns were pumped. Had
dogs and everything. Busted down the door. Dogs are barking.
People are running and screaming everywhere. I've seen these
before around here where people get killed and this is all
happening 10 feet away from us. Everyone had guns and we're
next door doing drywall. I got the crew out of there. It
ain't worth it for $4.25 an hour".

Demographic Snapshot of Milwaukee Difference
Numbers provide one snapshot of how Milwaukee fits with
the rest of outstate Wisconsin. A Great Lakes industrial
seaport in an overwhelmingly agricultural state, Milwaukee
developed on the economic back of iron, steel, heavy
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machinery and, of course, beer. It is the largest city in
Wisconsin with a population of 617,000. Racially, the state
of Wisconsin is a bit on the pale side. Almost 91% of the
population is white. Five percent is black. One percent
Indian and 2% is Hispanic. Milwaukee is quite a bit more
colorful than the state as a whole. blacks make up 31% and
Hispanics 6% of the population. Eighty percent (80%) of all
blacks in the state live in Milwaukee county. The
unemployment rate both within the state (5.4%) and Milwaukee
(5.7%) is moderate. Statewide the percentage of the
population that lives below the federally determined poverty
level is 10.7%. In Milwaukee that doubles to 22.2%. Forty-one
percent (41%) of all Blacks in the state fall below the
poverty line. Black residents of Wisconsin were 3.3 times
more likely to be poor than all residents of Wisconsin. The
rate of violent crime is substantially higher in Milwaukee
(9,044 per 1,000,000 residents) than in the entire state
(4,460 per 1,000,000 residents). With a population density of
6,421 people per square mile, things are quite a bit tighter
in Milwaukee than they are in the state as a whole (92 per
square mile). Numbers provide a picture of Milwaukee that is
very different from the rest of the state. It is darker in
color, higher in violent crime, poorer in income and
substantially denser in population than the rest of Wisconsin
(u.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1994).
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Different Crews

While

wee

rn

Mi~waukee

crew records are not complete, some of the

differences between Milwaukee and Wisconsin as a whole are
reflected in crew demographics. A voluntary statewide survey
showed that

wee

corps members were white (80%), male (85%)

with most (75%) completing 12 or more years of school. Due to
high turnover of crew leaders and corps members it is hard to
get a clear picture of Milwaukee crews. At times in the past
two years there have been 8 urban crews operating with a
total of 40 crew members. CUrrently there are 5 crews in
operation with 19 crew members. All of these crew members are
Black (92%) or Hispanic (8%). Most (80%) are male. Half (50%)
have not completed high school. And most (55%) have to report
to their probation officers on a regular basis.
DOne day one of the crew tells a woman walking by the
site that she's looking real good. She goes and gets her
boyfriend and the next thing I know this guy comes into the
house we're working in with a loaded gun threatening to shoot
us all. He's got it pointed right at us. I asked who was
hittin' on this woman and I sent that guy outside to deal
with it. I wasn't going to get the whole damn crew shot. Now
I don't let the crew whistle at nobody. It's just too damn
easy to get your head blown off around here. This whole place
can be the wrong place at the wrong time."

Different Corps Member Problems in Milwaukee

The Census Bureau skeleton of Milwaukee takes on some
blood and guts behind the experiences of inner city crew
leaders. Like the census numbers they flesh out a social
environment that is very different from the rest of the
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state. "I asked some of my crew members to write down their
life goals. These are young Black men and for most of them
their goal was to live past 25. Now tell me that's a goal of
a young person in Antigo or Rhinelander. This is a different
world here. They may have problems in Rhinelander but not the
kind of problems we got here. The people who say Milwaukee
isn't different are probably white and they sure don't live
here". A former crew leader on the eastside recalled:
"Everyday my crew had to work in a house where a block over
two of my corps members were dealing cocaine after work. Did
they forget about their problems when they were at work? In
the woods you can get away from your problems for a while.
Here they right next door all the time". After talking with
outstate crew leaders at a training workshop one Milwaukee
crew leader realized: "The

wee doesn't have as much community

status in Milwaukee as it does in the rest of the state.
Outstate crews get respect for wearing the

wee uniform. Here

they get laughed at. These guys have to be real strong here
to give up good drug money and put up with ridicule for
wearing the uniform". A crew leader with both outstate and
Milwaukee experience reported: "When I get out in the woods
it's a different ball game. People are more relaxed. It's
generally one nationality in the working environment. There's
not much stress". An outstate crew leader familiar with
Milwaukee agreed: "I don't know how they do it. Here we got
some space and quiet to work things out. When things get
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rough my crew can go out and get away from it all. In
Milwaukee there is no place to cool off, to get away from
people watching you".

Agency Disagreement OVer Milwaukee Difference

Not everyone believes that Milwaukee crews face
different problems from outstate crews. One central staff
member noted: "There are drugs and gangs everywhere. Young
people have the same problems wherever you go. Milwaukee
shouldn't be treated any different from other crews. Why
can't we have the same kind of presence in Milwaukee that we
have in the rest of the state? Part of our problem is that
some people here want to treat Milwaukee as though it's
different. That creates problems". A number of outstate crew
leaders share the same view. When Milwaukee crew leaders
recently received a higher pay rate to compensate for a
higher cost of living in the city, some outs tate crew leaders
wrote a letter of complaint to the Board. A staff member in
the Milwaukee regional office observed: "These same central
staff members who say Milwaukee is no different hate to come
here, can't wait to get out of here and fly like bats out of
hell when they done here. They are scared. Probably scared of
Black folks. If it ain't different why they run away so
fast?" A Milwaukee sponsor noted: "Those people in the

wee

who would say Milwaukee is not different from Rhinelander are
synonymous with the alcoholic who claims he's not as he's
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downing another 5th. Rhinelander is like the moon compared to
Milwaukee. You might find Andy Griffith in Rhinelander. You
sure aren't gonna find him on the westside of Milwaukee. n He
continued: nIf anyone were to take just a little time to
assess the cultural diversity, economic diversity, political
dynamic, hyper segregation they would be embarrassed for even
making the comparison ft

Why A wee Presence in

•

~lwaukee?

°I had one gang member on the crew who another local
gang was trying to pop. One day he dropped his bag and a 9 mm
pistol fell out. He said 'if they catch me they're gonna kill
me. I need the gun.' What could I say? He was right. I let
him keep the gun. The day, I mean the day, after he left the
crew he was stepping off the bus and they shot and killed
him."
If Milwaukee has been "awful" for the
start, if the work doesn't fit comfortably

wee right from the
in wee policy or

image, if the social environment is difficult for the Corps
to handle, why does it stay? Recalling the dual state
functions of control and legitimacy, the

wce

has little

choice but to stay in Milwaukee. Harnish minces few words:
OWhy Milwaukee? The raw political reason is that Milwaukee
has a lot of legislators. Also the urban environment is
important. The highest unemployment rate for youth is in
Milwaukee. How can you ignore that? That would be stupid and
cruel". A current central staff member who voiced frustration
with the constant problems in Milwaukee agreed: "Politically
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we have to be in Milwaukee". The 1986 p/PV description of the

wee

noted: "Having few

wee

crews in urban areas has clear

ramifications for the program. First the

wee

runs the risk of

being perceived as a program designed to serve the least
populated regions of the state. This can be especially
problematic in times of budgetary constraints as urban
representatives question the value of such a program to their
constituents"

(McMullan & Diepenbrock, 1986, p. 60). The

Executive Director voices a firm organizational commitment to
a

wee

"presence" in Milwaukee: "The Board made it clear we

must maintain a presence in Milwaukee. Do I think we can play
a role despite the fact we are a group of white guys who are
trying to help the community solve its problems? Yes, but we
need some help". When discussing the

wee

presence in

Milwaukee, central staff members sound alternately frustrated
and resigned. Sometimes this resignation carries an edge of
desperation. They have been wrestling with Milwaukee for a
long time.

History of

wee

in Milwaukee

Different Money
Funding and organizational history in Milwaukee also
take a different turn from the

wee

in the rest of the state.

While other crews throughout the state are mainly funded by
general revenue funds, the Milwaukee regional office and its
crews receive substantial funding from the Department of
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Energy. As settlement for a civil suit that found major oil
companies overcharging Wisconsin residents, oil company
rebate monies were given to the Department of Energy to
finance energy conservation

progr~ms.

Onder direction from

Mary Meunier of the Wisconsin Energy Bureau, part of those
rebate monies were allocated to support

wcc

crews for energy

conservation projects in Milwaukee. Department of Energy
money pays for the regional WCC office in downtown Milwaukee,
including rent and staff time. It also helps support
Milwaukee crews.

Different History
Oil rebate money established the Energy Team in
Milwaukee. The Energy Team was an experiment for the

weco

Its

structure, operation and organizational position was
different from traditional crews. A central staff member
recalled: nWe thought if traditional crews worked in Ashland
then we could put a bunch of crews together in Milwaukee for
comm\L~al

support ft

•

Instead of traditional isolated crews of 5

to 7 corps members and one crew leader, in

Milwaukee, 5

crews worked together with multiple crew leaders. The crews
met at a central location each morning before splitting for
daily assignments. Instead of traditional full-year sponsors,
the Energy Team worked for multiple sponsors. Most projects
were short term of 1 to 3 months duration. If outstate
sponsors got a good deal with the

wec,

Energy Team sponsors
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got a better deal. Unlike their outs tate counterparts, Energy
Team sponsors did not have to supply tools or transportation
for their crews. They basically got free labor. Oil money
covered the cost. While still under the formal organizational
umbrella of the

wee,

Energy Team was essentially a separate

organization. It had its own funding and its own
administrative staff that carried out the functions that the
Madison-based central staff performed for outstate crews.

Out of Control

Apparently the experiment didn't work. Even supporters
of the Energy Team admit that big time problems developed on
the team. A central staff member recalled: "In practice,
Energy Team didn't work. There was lots of turnover. They
couldn't keep crews. There were lots of corruptions. Drugs.
Violence. Stuff that would hurt the whole agency if it got
out". Another central staff member concurred: "Basically,
Energy Team was out of control. We didn't have a good handle
on what was going on there. We ignored it. When it came time
to report to the Board we'd just lie about it. Literally,
they would put a bunch of names on the Energy Team roster
before Board meetings so it would look like things were OK
out there, but it was a lie. Milwaukee was a lot of
headaches. It was easier to say 'let it go' and then cover up
everything to make it look like it was working well".
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Eventually a sponsoring agency complained about the poor
quality of Energy Team work to the Speaker of the Wisconsin
State Assembly. Some central staff members already
frustrated with the leadership of the Executive Director
seized the opportunity presented by his poor handling of
Energy Team problems. They and some crew leaders began to
funnel information about the problems in Milwaukee to Board
members on the sly. Lines were drawn in the sand. Antagonism
and distrust broke into the open. This culminated in a
bizarre break-in at the Madison central staff office in which
some staff members apparently with alcoholic encouragement
trashed the facility after quitting time. The Executive
Director was eventually fired by the Board but not before he
set in motion the dissolution of Energy Team. In August 1993
the Milwaukee Energy Team was replaced with a more
traditional crew structure under the control of Madison.

Bitter Residue From Energy Team
Bitterness remains today over central staff handling of
Energy Team. Former Energy Team crew leaders admit to
problems, but claim that the Milwaukee crews were disbanded
primarily because Madison wanted to reassert control: nThey
were just pissed off that they couldn't run things in
Milwaukee. Milwaukee was running by itself and they couldn't
handle itn. Another crew leader angrily recounted: nThe
Executive Director promised us he would go before the Board
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that night and defend the Energy Team at all costs. He
promised us. Then he got before the Board that night and
rammed it down their throat that they should shut down Energy
Team". Jack Parker, an Energy Team crew leader who is now
Technical Crew Leader for the Milwaukee region remembered:
"It was pretty ugly how they ended it. I got phased out in
August. I came in one morning and the property manager said
'I'm supposed to take your keys and not let you back in your
off;~2

after today'". He continued: "There was a lot of bad

feelings between Madison and Milwaukee. They started jerking
crews around. They only allowed us to keep two of the Energy
Team crew leaders. They took control and people didn't like
the way it happened. Madison started to say what we could and
couldn't work on as far as projectsn. Parker traces some of
the ongoing antagonism between the central staff and
Milwaukee to the shut down of Energy Team: "I'll take some of
the credit for the bad feelings between Milwaukee and
Madison. They should have cut me off completely. If they
really wanted to start something

f~esh

they shouldn't have

kept me around. Then I couldn't have come in with the story
of how things used to be. They should have fired all of us.
Their mistake". Part of this assessment is shared by other
regional staff members: "There is a lot of animosity between
Madison and Milwaukee that started with the Energy Team. You
have sour leftovers pooped out from the Energy Team still in
the region. So the atmosphere is poor right from the startll.
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Though their hard hats and T-shirts are the same wee
green, Milwaukee crews operate in a different world from the
rest of the wee. Their world is darker, poorer and more
violent with less room to breathe in quiet. Smokey the Bear
would be someone's dinner in this neighborhood. They do a
different kind of work for sponsors who are under contracted
production pressures. They inherit a different organizational
structure and history from the rest of the wee. Some
administrators and outstate crew leaders deny that these
differences should impact wee operations. The extent of
agency problems in Milwaukee testifies to the contrary.
political realities mean the wee has to be in Milwaukee
though the operational fit is less than ideal. Fissures of
fear, distrust, control and opportunity running through the
eorps surfaced with the Energy Team, removed an Executive
Director and poisoned the organizational relationship between
Madison and Milwaukee. That relationship remains strained to
this day. Though the Energy Team has disbanded, tensions
between fear, distrust, control and opportunity have not
disappeared. A day in the Milwaukee regional office brings
this home.
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VI. Milwaukee Reqional Office
(Faces of Contradiction)
The regional staff members don't look at each other.
They don't really even talk with each other. Instead, they
bounce clipped words off the walls like serves in a handball
court. Michelle from her desk off side wall to Jack: "I'm
gone from 1 to 3 today". Jack, facing the computer off rear
wall to Michelle: "Call Madison and let them know". Ron from
his desk off side wall to Michelle: "Larry wants the project
application forms filled out". People who have worked
together for a long time through friendship or inertia can
wear a path of communication so smooth that parts can be
missing and the message still slips easily through. Eye
contact, tone of voice, words of padding, gestures of
connection, common history, shared values fill in the gaps.
In the Milwaukee regional office those bridges are missing.
This handball communication is not the easy shorthand of
familiarity, it is words bounced into an uneasy demilitarized
zone of resentment, fear and conflicting values. There's no
common ground to fill in the gaps, to smooth the path. Though
it is late March and Spring is finally bringing a thaw to the
bitter Midwest winter, inside the handball court an icy
tension keeps everyone in their coats. Welcome to the
Milwaukee regional office.
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The Office--Grand Downtown Style

Located in the heart of downtown Milwaukee, the regional
office occupies a large suite of two rooms on the 3rd floor
of an old, at one time grand, office building. A bored,
uniformed guard sits inside the front door of the building
signing in visitors. Marble stairways and deep woodwork carry
the worn elegance of an old Fred Astaire movie. At night, the
street gets seedy and a little frightening with too much time
on its hands, but during the day there is the focused bustle
of commerce and transit. In response to the murder of a crew
leader in the old Energy Team office, the

wee

suite is locked

even when staff members are present. Typical state agency
decor is on the white walls of the office. Safety posters.
Minimum wage policy posters. The large central room of the
office has desks for the technical crew leader, the regional
crew leader, the field support specialist and a secretary.
Jack Parker, the technical crew leader, sits at the largest
"power" desk at the rear of the office, facing the front
door. Ron Tupsen, the regional crew leader, sits in a smaller
desk that is pushed up adjacent to Parker's. Across the room,
Michelle Baskin, field support specialist, has a secretarial
sized desk facing the side wall. When she first came to the
office her desk was located in the much smaller side room
that holds the copy machine and supplies. She moved it out
into the larger office. The move hasn't improved
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communication though the angle of the bank shots is a little
cleaner.

Regional Staff: Porous Job Descriptions
Organizational titles do and don't mean much in this
office. While the technical crew leader is only supposed to
provide technical assistance to crews who need some
instruction with drywall or plumbing or insulation, through
necessity and temperament, Parker has basically run the whole
show in the Milwaukee region for the last year. He deals with
corps member and crew leader personnel issues, sponsors,
local building trades, local technical colleges and the
central staff. In the

wee

organizational chart, his position

is commensurate with a regional crew leader, but in the
Milwaukee office Parker is far stronger than his
organizational position. He sits at the big desk. He controls
the magic marker that keeps daily track of all the crews,
crew leaders and jobs on the large white roster board next to
his chair. The regional crew leader does not make decisions
without his approval. Parker freely admits that he's been
able to keep the Milwaukee region going through hard times
because he's been willing to ignore the boundaries of his job
description. Baskin's position of field support specialist is
technically an extension of the Madison based central staff.
This position serves as a liaison between the

wee

in

Milwaukee, sponsors and the larger community. But like
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Parker, Baskin has talents, experience and a quiet mandate to
reach beyond her job description. It is a small office for
two strong personalities with such porous job boundaries. The
stage was set for a showdown of conflicting visions of the

wee

in Milwaukee.

Emotional Climate of Regional Office: Paranoid
An undercurrent of resentment and paranoia coils through

the office. Both Parker and the regional crew leader express
distrust and anger towards the projects assistant when she's
not around. Parker answers the phone, puts the caller on hold
and turns to the regional crew leader with dripping sarcasm:
nIt's Michelle. I just know you want to talk to ber.n As he
grabs the phone, the regional crew leader rolls his eyes with
disgust and theatrically forced tolerance for the field
support specialist who's on the other end of the line. In
private the field support specialist notes without emotion:
nJack and Ron hate me. I feel sorry for them that they carry
around that much fear and anger".
Both Parker and Tupsen believe the field support
speicalist was hired with the clandestine mission to take
over their jobs in the regional office. Both say they are now
looking for other work. Parker remained at his desk alone in
the office one afternoon as Baskin and I went upstairs in
search of a quiet interview room. Once out the office door
Baskin chuckled: nIt will drive Jack nuts knowing we are
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upstairs talking. Re'll think we are plotting against him".
There was no malice in her voice. It was like she was stating
a fact: "The boys are a bit paranoid".

Emotional Climate: Distrust

Distrust and resentment may have festered in the
regional office as a residue from Energy Team days, but they
were amplified and brought into stark relief with the arrival
of the new projects assistant. Baskin recalls: "First I get
hired to be project assistant in this secret little meeting
and then the Executive Director calls me aside and quietly
asks me to help clean up the problems in the Milwaukee
office. Nice, open start, right? So I walk into this totally
dysfunctional office and at our first meeting Jack won't talk
to me. I mean I'd ask questions and he'd whisper answers to
Ron who would then answer me. It was pretty strange."
Distrust and resentment has continued to block communication.
Baskin explains: "Staff meetings are just horrible. It is
like pulling teeth. We are supposed to straighten out the
massive problems in this region and Ron and Jack won't even
talk to me. I hate coming to work". In a "riot act" regional
staff meeting a central staff member suggested that the
Milwaukee regional office start passing notes if they can't
handle actually speaking to each other.
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Individual Expression of Fundamental Contradiction

Bank-shot communication and strained office relations
can be chalked up to the botched entry of a new player in the
regional office or dropped on the doorstep of personality
conflict or tagged as an example of individual turf battles.
All these perspectives may be true. but something more.
something deeper seems to be going on here. Service corps
history and its political genesis as a state agency of
education have built contradictions into the

wee.

The

contradictions between control and opportunity permeate

wee

philosophy and operations, but those contradictions are not
just expressed theoretically, they are embodied through
individual actors in the Corps. The Milwaukee regional crew
leader is a bit player on this stage (a central staff member
says: "Ron is little more than Jack's stoogeR) but the
conflict between Parker and Baskin reveal fundamentally
different points of balance between a closed, military-style

wee

of control and order and a more flexible. open, social

service-style

wee

of opportunity. Since Parker and Baskin

place human faces on the fundamental struggles in the

wee

and

since they also have the most immediate impact on the space
for educational action by crew leaders and corps members in
Milwaukee a closer look at these two regional staff members
is worthwhile.
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Jack Parker
Zntroduction
One early morning I walked into the regional office to
find Parker and the regional crew leader pouring over a
catalog of Franklin day planners. They were seriously
debating the merits of leather as compared to vinyl binding.
Parker seemed genuinely excited as he showed me his planner:
"Look at how clean my desk is now that I started using the
planner". With his Engineer Bill cover-aIls, green

wee

t

shirt, tennis shoes and stocky 6 foot frame, Parker cuts an
imposing figure. The army field jacket he frequently wears
adds more bulk to his presence. He looks physically powerful.
Though he can flash a boyish grin in private, around crew
leaders and corps members he carries a matter-of-fact
authority that defies crossing. Parker started with the

wee

5

years ago as a crew leader with the Energy Team: "This has
really been the only real, full time job I've had since I got
out of the Army", Though he grew up in Milwaukee he lives
with his wife and 4 kids on the outskirts of Madison. He
commutes the 70 plus miles to work everyday_

Parker's Zmage: MaDo-a-Mano
Parker has attained an almost mythical status among
crews in the Milwaukee region. Though his technical building
skills are respected, it is his reputation as a "tough guy"
and strict disciplinarian that has made him the larger-than
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life, root-of-all-evil among corps members and some crew
leaders. A former crew leader who worked under Parker
recalls: " Jack would be the wrong person to cross. I never
wanted him to change because that would ruffle his feathers.
That would mean trouble for me. Once he writes you off,
you're done for". Supporting the mano-a-mano masculine image
of the Corps, a crew leader who worked with him on the Energy
Team remembers a confrontation with Parker in the Energy Team
tool warehouse: nWe almost got into a fight. He was flexing
his muscles and I was being stupid. He wouldn't give and I
wouldn't give. That gave us some confidence and respect for
each other. After that we were finen.

Another crew leader

who worked under Parker responds: "Jack is an Army man. A
strong man. How do you think he feels when he runs across
somebody weak? He don't want to deal with it".
Parker is aware of this image and seems to actively
cultivate it. He talks with apparent pride about getting the
better of three crew members who jumped him during an
overnight outing when he first carne to the WCC: "They never
reported it, but I think that helped to establish my
reputation as someone not to be messed with". Revealing a lot
about how he views corps members and the role of the

wee

in

Milwaukee, Parker sees his tough image as a valuable asset in
his job: nEvery organization needs a bad cop. I don't give
reward or praise. I would rather the cop thing come around on
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me than the crew leaders. If I'm the heavy it takes the
pressure off crew leaders to operate in other waysn.

Corps Member Relations (-Gonna Shoot His White Ass-)

Milwaukee corps members get plenty of opportunity to see
the bad cop. Unlike outstate crews who may see a regional
crew leader once a month if that often, Parker drops in,
usually unannounced, on every urban Milwaukee crew almost
every day. He has a reputation for constantly busting corps
members for infractions of

wee

rules. As a consequence he's

not particularly admired by corps members. Typical comments:
nHe's a racist pig. He comes around like a spyn. nHe's the
gestapo.n nRumor has it he keeps our checks until the very
last minute so we can't get our money.n nHe's Jeffry Dahmer."
A crew leader recently reported that she ran into a former
Milwaukee corps member on the street who asked about Parker:
nI hate that motherfucker. I'm gonna shoot his white ass
somedayn.
For Parker, there seems little love lost with most corps
members. He expresses the jaded view of someone who's been
through the battle too many times: nNo, I don't care for all
the corps members I work with. I care about the new ones, but
if I find out they aren't going anywhere I don't waste time
on them. I can tell you in a week who's gonna make it and who
won'tn. He offers the example of Simon, who he reprimanded at
the blower door education day: nI'm not going to waste time
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on Simon. He's been through school. He's smart. What's he
doing here working for $4.25 an hour? He's got this victim
attitude and it's not worth my time". In general, corps
members must prove that they are worthy of Parker's concern.
If they do not meet his standards they become a nuisance that
must be kept in line until they leave which is usually much
sooner than later. In discussing the murder of his friend
Steve Lohman in the Energy Team office Parker slides into a
weary sort of bitterness: "Energy Team crew members liked
Lohman being shot. They got the rest of the week off with
pay". It is almost as if corps members are participants or at
least sympathizers in an enemy force and Parker is in charge
of an occupying army. A friend is murdered and he believes
corps members are happy about it. Os versus them.

Concern Behind the Tough Cop Lmage

Almost inspite of himself, Parker leaks signs of concern
for corps members. He helped arrange carpenter classes for
Milwaukee corps members at a local technical college. Though
scuttled by the central staff for logistical and policy
reasons, it took a great deal of planning and footwork to
arrange technical college support.

When asked about

individual corps members, Parker leans back in his chair and
looks at the roster board. Though there are no crew member
names on the board, he runs down the listed crew locations
and describes each corps member in detail. He identifies who
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is doing well. Who needs extra help. Who should be fired. He
has used his connections in the local building trade to get
some crew leaders and corps members well paying jobs. He
knows all of the crew members in his region. He likes to sit
in on all corps member hiring interviews: ·So 1 can place
corps members with the right crews. I can tell from the
interviews that some corps members will need a firmer hand,
so I place them with stronger crew leaders·, Expressing an
indirect concern for corps members and also a sharp, holistic
understanding of his job that often comes out in
conversation, Parker continues: "1 try to put the crews
together as a whole package. Certain crew leaders will work
-oetter with certain corps members who will work better with
certain sponsors."

Military Loyalty to Crew Leaders

While some crew leaders feel as beleaguered by Parker as
corps members, there seems to be more respect on both sides
of the fence. Parker acknowledges: "The WCC is correct. 1
always argued that they weren't

~1tt

they are right. The crew

leader is the key to success or failure of a program like
this. You can have a bad director but good counselors and the
program will work". He seems to practice an almost military
loyalty to the crew leaders who meet his standards. A former
crew leader recalls: "When I needed a heavy in my corner,
Jack was the heavy. If the central staff was vying against
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me, he was there through it all". One day I watched Parker
make a series of phone calls to Madison to protect one of his
crew leaders from further disciplinary action after she
inspired an alcohol-fueled disturbance during a crew leader
workshop. On the phone he described her difficult personal
situation and encouraged the personnel coordinator to send
her a letter of appreciation for her work: "I think you
should let it drop. I'll take care of it from here". On the
other hand, crew leaders who cross Parker can count on little
regional office support. A former crew leader recalled: "I
disputed Parker's version of a violent incident he was
involved in with a corps member. When central staff asked me,
I told them the truth. That was pretty much it for me. He was
going to get me out one way or another and he did". You mess
with the chain of command at your own risk.

Parker and Central Staff: (More) Distrust and Bitterness
On a more personal level, Parker feels a lack of
commitment from central staff: "I can't count on them to back
me up. They write these rules and then they don't back them
up with discipline. When it finally does come from Madison it
is too little and too late". If Madison crew leaders don't
like what they hear from Parker they simply call Madison and
go over his head. He expresses biting anger at central staff
tolerance for this end run around his authority. Whether
residue from Energy Team or repeated lack of disciplinary
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support, Parker seems to carry a grinding

distrust and

bitterness towards Madison. A regional staff member noted:
"Jack is wrapped up in animosity towards Madison. There are a
lot of hard feelings behind it". Parker thinks central staff
is setting him up to be fired: "I feel like the boot is going
to fall pretty soon". One afternoon I was barely through the
door of the regional office when he called me to his desk. He
grimaced as he gave me a copy of his yearly evaluation from
central staff. It recognized his strong technical skills but
it was also critical of his lack of supportive relationships
with crew leaders and corps members. Like Nixon with an
enemies list, he proceeded to tell me each of the corps
members or crew leaders who were behind each one of the
criticisms. At bottom he thought central staff was laying the
ground work for a legal dismissal.
He may be right. Off the record some central staff
members acknowledge that Parker has become the center of too
many problems in Milwaukee. One member of the Madison staff
admitted: nparker has got to go. He may transfer somewhere
else, but he can't stay in Milwaukee n . Another member of the
staff theorized: nConsciously or not, Jack seems committed to
make sure the structure we moved to after the Energy Team was
disbanded would not work in Milwaukee". Through his "bad cop"
supervision Parker was antagonizing so many corps members
that the Executive Director was concerned for his safety:
"When I watch the news and hear about a shooting on the
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northside I literally cringe and wonder if someone connected
with our organization was in the wrong place at the wrong
time. That's become a fear for me and it ought to be a fear
for him". Parker was a worry and came to be defined as a
problem for the central staff.

Soldier
Part of Parker's frustration with central staff members
comes from their lack of support for disciplinary decisions
he makes, their seeming disregard for the

wee

rules that he

tries to enforce and their tolerance for breech of chain of
command. Parker's complaints about central staff sketch the
outlines of his military-inspired organizational philosophy.
A crew leader who worked in the Milwaukee region pointed out:
"Not everyone could handle (Parker's] job. A soldier can. A
soldier can walk alone. I mean, check it out. All of his
successful crew leaders with the exception of me were from
the military". Another former crew leader agreed: "Jack is a
military man. If it was up to him all soldiers would be
running the

Wee".

wee
wee

When I asked him what would make the

more successful in Milwaukee, he suggested that the

should be a residential program: "If I ran a residential
program it would be like boot camp for the first three
months. Like the military. They beat you down then build you
back up", His speech is peppered with military metaphor. When
asked about his strengths as a technical crew leader, he
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offered: "One of my strengths is being able to move with the
situation quickly to take it out before it blows up further"
[my italics] .

Order on Chaos
Parker traces his organizational philosophy to his
experiences in the Army and his stints as a corps member and
counselor in the Youth Conservation Corps (YCC). He joined
the summer program of the YCC, the first descendant of the
military-style New Deal CCC, when he was 16: "It largely
shaped my philosophy about the WCC. I got discipline through
the YCC. They wouldn't let me do what I wanted to do. I had
no choice. They were bigger". Authority through might is a
lesson that Parker didn't forget. He considers the director
of the YCC camp, an ex-military officer, to be one of his two
role models: "He was firm, but fair. He knew all of us. He
kept it under control". The other role model was a sergeant
in the Army. When Parker describes him it seems like he's
painting a self-portrait: "He was strict with discipline. He
didn't take shit from officers. If he saw you were willing to
work and be a player in the game he laid out, he had heart.
But if he didn't see you fit into the fabric, he would get
rid of you". Parker sees the common characteristic shared by
both his role models as -the ability to bring order to a
chaotic situation". After his stay in the Army, Parker
rejoined the YCC as a counselor. He describes a scenario that
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sounds weirdly familiar: ftThings were changing by that time.
The old director was gone. He was replaced by someone who
didn't think discipline was as important. I didn't fit as
well. They should have gotten rid of men.

Fundamentalism

Fundamentalist Christian religious beliefs also shape
Parker's actions in Milwaukee. He admits: nMy religious
beliefs are important to me. I try to walk the talk. In all
my decision making I try to benefit those I think are closest
to my walk". A modern version of the Bible and pamphlets on
the life of christ are displayed prominently on his office
desk. Fundamentalism has affected his implementation of the
new wce educational curriculum: nI won't teach anything out
of the new Life Skills book because I don't agree with the
stand they take on contraception in there. The hotter issues
in the book go against what I believe. That's one reason I
set up those carpenter classes. I figured it would be a way I
could avoid the book and still get the mandated ed time inn.
In private, he implies that his beliefs also influence his
hiring decisions. He admits he would like to fill all the
Milwaukee crew leader spots with Christians: "Church
activities often mean a volunteer mentality which would serve
the wec well ft . He sat at his desk and gave a ftbeliever report
card" on all the crew leaders in Milwaukee signaling those
who were Christian and those who were not. A regional staff
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member pointed out: "Both Ron and Jack have a lot of
religion, but I'm not sure how much spirit they have. They
are concerned with religion as policy, as a set of rules".

Parker and Control: Keeping the Plate Clean
Order is important to Parker. His respect for military
structure and discipline and his fundamentalist beliefs are
reflected in his personal characteristics. His desk is
impeccably ordered and neat. On a number of different
occasions he sang the praises of his Franklin day planner: "I
like to check things off". The one time I saw him use the
office computer he was printing out a copy of his schedule
for the day. In his home life he says his rigidity sometimes
causes conflict with his wife: "She thinks I'm too
legalistic. When I eat dinner I like to eat my meat and
potatoes and vegetables in order. I've always done it that
way. I keep them separate on the plate. I don't like to mix
them. Last night we had company over and my wife laid into me
for making my kids eat the same way. I didn't make them do
anything. They just see me do it and they want to do it".
Often when I talked with Jack he looked like he was caught in
a wrestling match to control his emotions. During the first
few minutes of each interview his neck vibrated with tight
energy. His jaw seemed wired and the lower part of his face
quivered and contorted like a smile etched on a sizzling
bomb. As the interviews progressed he inevitably relaxed, but
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the initial tension was always a little startling. Through
his history, philosophy, actions and his very body, Parker
expresses a balance in the

wee

that acts towards a tense .

control and a stable order.

Michelle Baskiu
Rolling With the Punches
She specifically stressed to the waitress, no mayo on
the turkey sandwich. We were having lunch at a small white
bread cafe near the regional office before our scheduled
afternoon interview. While we waited for our food,
conversation wandered to life in Madison. I admitted that
just to be contrary to the insistent Madison ethic I
sometimes threw aluminum cans in the trash bin rather than
recycling barrel. She confessed that she's done it on
occasion herself: "There are lots of things I believe in but
I only carry them so far. You got to be human. When the
rules, no matter how good they are, become more important
than being human, you lost the battle". She never lost a beat
in our conversation as the waitress brought our lunch. She
just scraped off the glop of mayo that was oozing off the
turkey and ate her sandwich. It seems that Michelle Baskin
can roll with the punches.
At 5'6" or so with shoulder length blonde hair, the 32
year old Baskin doesn't look like she'd be much of a nemesis
for Parker, yet she provides a powerful counterpoint in the
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regional office. Her strength isn't rooted in flexed muscles
and military authority, but rather in flexibility and a self
confidence that seems grounded in social position and
experience. The daughter of a physician, Baskin recalls: "I
was lucky. I led a pretty comfortable middle class life".
Before accepting the position with the

wee, she directed an

urban redevelopment project for a small northern Wisconsin
city. The project received national attention and accolades.
Prior to that she worked as a volunteer community organizer
in the Dominican Republic for two years. She was one of the
finalists for the

wee Executive Director position when Radtke

was hired.

Standing in Her Power

Baskin carries an easy public self-confidence that
doesn't run from confrontation. During an education day forum
in which the regional crew leader was publicly answering
questions and complaints, one corps member accused he and
Parker of racist hiring practices. The regional crew leader
attempted a verbal dance around the complaint. Baskin joined
the debate demanding that the regional clarify the issue.
When he continued to dance around the topic, Baskin cut him
off like a prosecutorial courtroom dog and firmly demanded
again that he directly answer the corps member complaint.
When he finally gave her the information she wanted, she
firmly voiced her support for the corps member. Parker, who
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was in the audience, stared ahead in silence. Later she
explained: "Jack and Ron need to know how the corps members
feel about them. I've told them 'the corps members hate you' .
I'm not doing them a favor by protecting them. I know they
don't like it but I tell them the truth. It especially drives
them nuts to hear it from a woman". Walking back from lunch
one day I was confused about which street would get us to the
regional office building. I mentioned to her that she needed
to lead the way since she was more familiar with the city.
Her tone of voice changed, she looked me in the eye and
firmly, seriously announced: "I am leading". The force of her
proclamation took me back. Later she said her strength comes
from: "working from my heart and standing in my power".

Unexpected Counterweight

Central staff members agree that Baskin was not hired as
part of a grand administrative scheme to counterweight
Parker's military style. Noting that the field support
specialist position is basically a sponsor liaison, members
of the staff cite her urban planning experience and her
communication skills as the primary reasons she was hired.
Even Parker concedes that she got the

wee

position: -Because

of her silver tongue. She could talk to city officials and
make the WCC look good in Milwaukee. Her background with the
press and politieians looked like it would help PR here in
the city". But, the Executive Director implies he had other
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things in mind in selecting Baskin for the Milwaukee
position: "I didn't sit on the final hiring panel, but I was
pleased with the decision. I thought Michelle had the
intellectual capability and more importantly the kind of, I
won't call it human services, but I'll call it touchy feely,
that she had a better opportunity to relate to our corps
members than our existing staff in Milwaukee did". A central
staff member admitted: "We didn't expect it when we first
hired her, but the effect she's had on that office has been
to counteract a lot of the community hostility that Jack
generated". Intentional or otherwise, Baskin's entry into the
regional office sparked a smoldering conflict between a

wee

of control and one of opportunity.

Signs of Open Approach

Brandy, her Alaskan Husky was asleep on the living room
rug as Baskin described her experiences in the Dominican
Republic. She called in sick at the

wec

that day but agreed

to keep her interview commitment with me if I was willing to
meet her at her apartment. The apartment was neat, but funky
and slightly dishevelled. Used furniture, old rugs and
memorabilia from travel. She showed me a framed series of
pictures from her two years in the Caribbean as she described
a woman she met and most admired: "She was an old woman who
had this incredible spiritual depth to her. You could just
feel it. The whole family was very poor, but she taught me
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there is something more to a human being than just body and
mind". She says her experience in a developing country gave
her some lessons that have helped in Milwaukee: "First I
learned that you got to start where people are at. When I
first got to the Dominican Republic, I had these great ideas
but no one listened. It was when I started to listen to ebem
that things began to change. The other lesson I learned is
that my way is not the only way. There are other ways of
seeing and doing".

Different Approach with Corps Members
"It's actually pretty easy. Just asking corps members
how their day is going can make a difference. They are not
used to someone with authority taking interest in them. Look
at them and treat them like human beings, not like some
enemy". Baskin seems to have an easy, open relationship with
crew leaders and corps members. During an education day
gathering for black history month, she sat with the corps
members teasing and cajoling. From the laughter it seemed
corps members enjoyed her attention and company. A crew
leader offered: "I will tell Michelle what's going on in ways
I would never talk with Jack. She lets you know she's there
to help and I believe it. Jack just comes around to bust you
for breaking the rules".
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Fresh Air: Region Welcomes

N~

Approach

Baskin says she approaches corps members knowing:
"You're never going to change anyone too drastically. You
have to allow people to be who they are. Suggest. Give. Show.
But never control. It has a lot to do with caring. We are
dealing with human beings with huge karmic problems. I
believe in being firm and assertive but understanding. Love
and kindness are the only ways you can get an open response
from people". Corps members and crew leaders are those who
can most directly benefit from a program of opportunity in
the Milwaukee WCC. They acknowledge and express relief at the
change Baskin brings to the region. A former crew leader
offered: "She's a good role model. She's the kind of person
who will get in the trenches with you. Get dusty and dirty
and work side by side with you. She doesn't have to do that
but she gets respect by showing she's a human being. Not
sneaking around trying to catch you doing something wrong.
I'm glad they put her here. She's a breath of fresh air".

Personal Conflicts Reflect Different Visions of

wce

Both Parker and Baskin can see the conflicts in the WCC
from a larger political perspective. In private conversation
they both describe the day to day struggles between central
staff and Milwaukee as well as the icy tension within the
regional office as not just struggles between individual
personalities, but struggles between basic values and visions
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of the WCC as expressed through individual personalities.
Parker has an especially sharp acumen about the political
struggles within the Corps. He often describes his
relationships with Madison in terms of political alliances
and strategies of political maneuver. He can take a step back
from personal antagonisms and express respect for individuals
as representatives of ideas. For example, Parker seems to see
his difficulties with the Executive Director as a struggle
between bureaucratic and fundamental conservative values.
Using language that sounds similar to fundamentalist
Christian criticism of moderate Republicans (like Radtke),
Parker notes: "He's a politician. He says he has conservative
values but at the bottom he needs to protect his job. That
means he is primarily interested in what the Governor wants.
When push comes to shove values will get thrown out the
windows. We are both fiscally conservative, but I am not
willing to compromise my moral values. My position is
different from his". The conflict between Radtke and Parker
mimics a larger split in the conservative coalition that is
in political ascendance these days.

Struggle of Balance

For his part, Radtke talks of Parker not solely as a
personality with which he has some difficulty (which he
does), but also as representative of a Jurasic Park
"approach" to leadership: "The old approaches don't work
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anymore. I found that out first hand. There comes a time when
you have to be willing to change with the times.

Unfortunately for people like Jack things have become looser
in society than they would even care to admit". Parker admits
as much when he describes how one of the military role models
that inspired his own leadership style would fare as a crew
leader in today's
leader in the

wee

wee:

"The sergeant wouldn't be a good crew

because the game has changed too much in

the last IS years because of equal opportunity laws,
harassment laws and things like that". "Things like that"
also stand in the way of Parker's vision of the Corps in
Milwaukee. He sees the

wee

adopting a "softer" more flexible

approach represented by Baskin: "The

wee

has decided that

Michelle's way is the way Milwaukee is going to be run. Her
way is kinder and gentler". Later he added: "If my own resume
came through here with the way things are today, I probably
wouldn't hire me".

Relations surrounding the Milwaukee regional office
provide a useful vantage point to see how larger political
issues are played out by individual actors. Baskin embodies
an open, flexible personal and organizational approach that
accepts a certain amount of disorder as an acceptable price
for opportunity. Parker represents a vision of the Corps
directly descended from the quasi-military

eee

of the New

Deal. This vision emphasizes the importance of control and
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order as a necessary precursor to opportunity. Mix in
bitterness from a difficult Energy Team transition and a
central staff that sends out its own mixed signals of control
and the staff in the Milwaukee regional office is left
bouncing tense words off the walls. Fear, distrust and bank
shot communication do not create a particularly supportive
environment for regional staff members, crew leaders or corps
members in Milwaukee.
Next I will turn to discipline in the Milwaukee region.
This is another area of

wee

operation that reflects a

struggle of vision and approach, a struggle that affects how
long corps members stick around for education of any kind.
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Cont~21

Around 4:15 on a Friday afternoon the regional director
and a crew leader sat talking in the Energy Team office. It
was common for corps members and staff to relax in the office
after quitting time. There were less people around this day
because some of the Milwaukee crew leaders and crews were
upstate on emergency flood duty. Since it was a Friday,
everyone else had already left to start the weekend. The crew
leader and the regional director didn't pay much attention
when Chris Scarver, a Milwaukee corps member came into the
office. He quickly commanded their attention, though. He
reached in his pocket and pulled out a cheap, small caliber
handgun. He ordered the crew leader to lay face down on the
office floor and demanded that the regional director give him
money. Both assured Scarver that they didn't keep any money
in the office. Scarver responded by firing a bullet into the
back of the crew leader's head. Steve Lohman had only been a
Milwaukee crew leader for 3 months. He moved to the city from
the far rural north of the state where he was a counselor
with Job Corps near Lake Superior. In his short time in
Milwaukee he

~~d

Jack Parker had developed reputations as

crew leaders who ntook no bullshit n . In a region that often
seemed chaotic, Parker and Lohman ran disciplined crews.
Scarver didn't work on either Parker's or Lohman's crews.
Apparently he didn't even know Lohman. As the regional
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director quickly rifled office files to find some money
Scarver played with the gun then fired 2 or 3 more shots into
Lohman's head. In the confusion the regional director managed
to get out the door. Scarver took the Milwauke'e city bus home
where he was later arrested.

Effects on the Region

In appearances, the Milwaukee region apparently took the
murder in stride. Crews in the Milwaukee region got a week
off while the

wee

dealt with the aftermath. Parker, who was

one of the crew leaders out of the office on flood duty, got
a phone call from the Executive Oirector telling him of
Lohman's death. He came back to Milwaukee: nLohman's crew was
shook up for a couple of days but then things got back to
normal", He sees the impacts of the murder as relatively
small and short lived: nThe only difference I saw was that
people didn't stay around long after work anymore. when it
was quitting time people got out of the regional office
pretty fast after thatn. The regional office was moved to its
current, more secure location. The office door is now locked
all the time. With exception of these nods towards more staff
security, Parker saw little impact of the murder on regional
operations or his own attitudes and actions towards corps
members. Yet in conversation he admits: nIf I wasn't out of
town I would have been in the office that day. He would have
tried to take me out toon.
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Central staff members who were around at that time do
not seem as convinced that the impacts of the murder were so
minimal. A staff member muses: "It hurt us a lot. We lost the
best regional director we had in Milwaukee. He had to quit. I
mean, he saw it all that day. I'm also sure it's in the backs
of people's minds who were there like Jack Parker. Jack has
to contend with hostile people and that incident has to come
back to him". Another staff member also thinks that Parker
was affected more than he lets on: "Chris Scarver killing
Steve Lohman is over as an incident for the Corps in
Milwaukee though it is still affecting some individuals. One
is still carrying 'it could have been me'-.
Though all the crew leaders and corps members and most
of the regional staff members who were in Milwaukee at the
time of the killing have long since left the WCC, Lohman's
murder remains a part of the collective memory of the region.
It quietly colors the arena where corps members, crew leaders
and regional staff interact. They all have heard stories of
the incident. Corps members seem aware that Lohman's ghost
adds leverage to their frustrations. It adds the weight of
"it could happen" to idle corps member threats. A£ter an
angry corps member recently struck a crew leader in the mouth
with his fist, he threatened to come back and "Scarverize"
her. The murder sharpens the emotional edge around corps
member discipline. A central staff member comments: "If I was
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a crew leader over there that would be in the back of my mind
if I had to discipline a corps member".

Background of Violence
Though it is seductively sensational to focus
exclusively on dramatic violent events in the Milwaukee
region, acts of violence are not common occurrence in the
Corps. The daily routine for most Milwaukee crews is a daily
routine. Milwaukee is not under siege. But while violent acts
are rare, a threat of violence is part of the daily
background noise in the Milwaukee region. The regional front
door is always locked. Incidents like Lohman's murder add
dramatic punctuation to a constant tension that bleeds in
from the urban environment. Some perceive that the threat of
violence can affect how crew leaders treat their crews. A
central staff member comments: "I don't think the murder had
an impact on how crew leaders do their jobs, but incidents
like it do. If a crew leader is not aware of personal safety
they are either crazy or stupid". Another staff member adds:
"Violence and fear of violence prevents a lot of crew leaders
from taking disciplinary steps". A former Milwaukee crew
leader offered: "I'm a military man. When I'm training troops
in the military I know I have absolute authority to be cut
and dry. You can be rigid and make it work. In this public
life you come on with this sergeant attitude and someone will
blow your brains out. You will die out there".
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-Legitimate- Violence

It is hard to argue against control in the face of
violence. Corps member violence and the threat of violence
add legitimacy to a vision of the Corps emphasizing order and
control in its rawest forms. Safety and the need for
immediate physical control are rationales for the
occasionally aggressive discipline that Parker sometimes
personifies as the "bad cop". They are justification for the
veiled threat of counter violence that his tough reputation
carries like a partially concealed weapon.
Implied threats of "legitimate" violence may be or may
not be a useful tool for a discipline of control in the
region. One Milwaukee crew leader claims that the tension
surrounding such a disciplinary approach actually increases
the level of confrontation with corps members: "I think the
technical crew leader brings this on himself. His attitude
just adds tension to the situation. Far from diffusing
anything, he just winds the spring tighter. Corps members get
defensive and the thing just escalates". Even if a raw,
aggressive discipline successfully maintains control, that
control can come at a fairly high price. Part of that price
may be loss of legitimacy for individuals and the agency as a
whole. An education day confrontation and the aftermath of
that confrontation seem to provide a case in point.
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The Chokehold.

Details are sketchy and disputed but the gist of the
story has developed into a kind of Milwaukee region legend:
The Chokehold. During a regional education day at the
normally sedate Ravenwood Environmental Center, Parker saw
two corps members fighting. To break up the fight he put the
larger corps member into a chokehold. With this physical
encouragement, the fight ended. Both corps members were
fired.
Stories diverge over whether the two corps members were
actually fighting and the perceptual gap gets even greater at
the point Parker jumped into the scene. With encouragement
from his sponsor, a crew leader who was present filed an
incident report that claimed Parker used excessive force. In
this story, two friends were simply rough housing when Parker
burst onto the scene and physically choked one of the corps
members into submission. The alternative version finds
Parker's quick action stopping a violent fight from
escalating to a more serious level. A central staff member
who investigated the incident says most corps members agreed
that the fight was getting out of hand when Parker walked in,
yet Parker reports that most corps members think he
overreacted: -Nine of the 10 crews present said I used
excessive force. The one crew that didn't was the white crew
from Washington County". The rest of the crews were all black
or Hispanic. The central staff eventually exonerated Parker
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though he was required to attend a workshop on violence in
the workplace.

Losing Legitimacy

Parker's quick action brought physical control to what
he and others perceived as a dangerous situation, but
aggressive control added fuel to the fires of distrust
between the WCC and Milwaukee. The sponsoring agency that
supported the two corps members who were fired threatened to
file a complaint with the local chapter of the NAACP. The
director of the sponsoring agency drew parallels between The
Chokehold and the famous video taped incident of police
brutality in Los Angeles: ftWhite cop beating up black man.
You know what that is? It's Rodney King allover again ft .
Members of the sponsoring agency staff began to refer to
Parker as the ftgestapoft. The crew leader who reported the
incident to Madison was fired. While the termination was
justified by the central staff on unrelated grounds, both the
sponsor and the crew leader insist it was actually rooted in
the crew leader's decision to draw attention to The
Chokehold.
Relations between Madison and the sponsor, a holdover
from the Energy Team days, deteriorated. A central staff
member said with some apparent frustration: "The sponsor got
too involved with that whole incident. From that point our
relationship with that sponsor went downhill". Organizational
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relations within the region also deteriorated. Some crew
leaders and most corps members in the region sided with those
who were fired, openly expressing a lack of confidence in
Parker. Three months after The Chokehold, one corps member
stood up in an education day open forum and pointed an
accusing finger at Parker: ftI wrote and signed a letter
saying he used excessive force in that fight, but he's still
here. Why?n Most of the corps members in the audience erupted
with applause and shouts of approval. The incident added to
Parker's reputation as the tough cop and the story was passed
along to the next generation of Milwaukee corps members as a
framework for relations with the regional staff. A year after
the incident I asked a new corps member who had recently
joined the WCC if he heard about The Chokehold. He had:
·Yeah. Parker squeezed that guy so tight around the neck that
he turned blue and he's normally black n

•

Rigid Discipline Approaoh

Justified or not, The Chokehold was a raw expression of
the discipline of control: physical restraint to keep order.
Much more common in the Milwaukee region is a quieter,
bureaucratic discipline. It still seems focused on a rigid
type of control, but the control is not physical. It is a
discipline based on tenets of behaviorism and wrapped in
concern for a properly reinforced corps member work ethic.
Corps members are taught that if they step out of line and
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break the rules of the employer they will be punished and
eventually fired. The emphasis is on the letter of the law
and quick disciplinary reinforcement to mold behavior to the
letter of the law. The argument goes that if corps members
don't learn to follow the rules of the

wee

they will fail to

follow work rules once they get real jobs. Theoretically, the
outcome of such a clear connection between infraction and
punishment is an ordered and controlled work force for the

wee,

properly disciplined workers for future employers and a

stable work future for corps members. In reality, this
discipline helps make the

wee

a rapidly revolving door for

Milwaukee young adults by culling out those who won't "play
the game". Rigid adherence to

wee

rules and regulations

provides justification for spinning the revolving door.

Discipline Policy

The

wee

crew leader handbook has a 7 page section on

discipline describing the
guidelines and the

wee

wee

"Code of Conduct", discipline

policy of nprogressive discipline".

The progressive discipline policy outlines 5 steps for
correcting corps member behavior problems. The first step is
constructive advice. The following steps outline a series of
verbal and written warnings and suspensions. The final step
is termination. Corps members accrue a point score for
behavioral infractions of the

wee

code of conduct. The first

incidence of tardiness (S minutes to 1

hou~

late) gains the
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corps member a 2 point strike. The 5th incidence of tardiness
is a 10 point strike worth a possible termination. The first
episode of insubordination is a 4 point infraction. The 3rd.
incidence of failure to wear safety equipment after being
directed to do so is worth a termination. When corps members
accumulate 12 to 16 points their future with the Corps is
reviewed by the Personnel Coordinator in Madison. Some
behaviors such as unsafe conduct, willful destruction of
property and gross insubordination can lead to immediate
termination. A long time central staff member reflects: nI
think our discipline policies are more than fair. Not many
employers would give someone 5 chances to improve. Some crew
members wind up getting more than 5 chances. I have always
left discipline up to the crew leaders. I have never
disciplined a crew leader for not disciplining a corps
member". In fact flexibility in discipline is written into
crew leader policy. In boldface dark print the handbook
admonishes crew leaders: nThese are guidelines. Crew leaders
should use their discretion in determining the severity of
any incident and in the application of discipline" (W.C.C.,
1991, p.26).

policy in Practice
Discretionary guidelines seem to become more rigid in
Milwaukee. Regional corps members are routinely busted for
small and not so small breeches of

wee

policy. Sometimes it
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seems the rules are more important than the corps members
they are supposedly meant to help. A Milwaukee crew leader
offers an example: "If someone gets sick on the job, I was
told by my supervisor that he or she has to get a doctor's
excuse to come back to work. A doctor's visit costs $50.
That's more than a day's wages for corps members. That's
bullshit. That alone will get someone rifted out of the WCC.
Three of those absences in a year and you're gone".
Corps members and crew leaders complain that regional
discipline in Milwaukee often seems arbitrary, punitive and
based more on regional staff's need to express control than
any real concern for corps member development. They complain
of being repeatedly and frequently busted by the technical
crew leader for infractions that seem relatively minor. WCC
caps must be worn at all times, even indoors. WCC caps must
be worn with logo on the front at all times. Safety glasses
must be on at all times at the work site even if power
equipment is not in use. No smoking on the work site. The
list goes on. A crew leader comments: "How hard was it for
corps members to come to work alone everyday when they could
be making $2000 a day selling coke. Do we applaud that? No,
we fire them because they don't wear their hats right. We've
lost track of what we're really here forn. The apparently
petty rules and regulations may have justification in safety
or insurance concerns, but to corps members and crew leaders,
regional staff use these minor infractions to harass and
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control. These perceptions are exacerbated by a discipline
approach that finds the technical crew leader dropping in
unannounced on crews daily and consciously assuming the role
of "bad copn. As one sponsor notes: nThe regional staff is
just a spy networkn. Raising issues of race that are entwined
in the regional disciplinary approach, the sponsor continues:
"What occurs is something that is synonymous to the white cop
and the black youth on the street. That kind of deja vu is
pretty scary for corps members when they are dealing with
white supervisory guys who have only criticism for them". A
central staff member admits: "If we visited outstate crews as
often as Parker drops in on Milwaukee crews they would
probably be written up just as much. No one can work when
they are constantly looking over their shoulder expecting to
get in trouble", A former crew leader who strongly supports
Jack Parker's regional leadership laughs: "Parker just loves
to write people up. He enjoys it",

Argument for the Tough

Jack Parker sees a rigid disciplinary approach as a
necessary part of the job: "We're not doing corps members a
favor by letting them slide. Success in the

wee

should not be

measured by surviving a year in the program. Success should
be measured by getting a job once theY're out of here. I try
to make it tough here, like boot camp, so that it will
actually be easier for them once they get out and start
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working for a real contractor·, More than once he expressed
frustration at what he perceives as the lack of central staff
support for his enforcement of the rules: "The message we
should send out is if you touch the line you will get hung.
Now the message is that you can jump back and forth across
the line a dozen times before something will happen". The
connection between behavioral infraction and getting "hung"
is a message Parker wants crew leaders and corps members to
hear. It is a tough message of control that is embedded in
the roots of the WCC. It is also a message that plays an
important political function.

Discipline as Public

Rela~ion8

Recalling historical roots in the quasi-military CCC and
the value of inner city control as political currency, it is
not surprising that tough, rigid discipline finds a home in
the Milwaukee WCC. It is a romantic approach that sells well
in the popular press and in state legislatures. The
experiences of B.T. Collins and the California Conservation
Corps help

ill~strate

this point. The California service

corps was facing legislative challenge when Collins, a 40
year old ex-Green Beret, took over agency leadership.
Described in the press as "candid, irreverent, blustery,
perceptive, foul mouthed and devastatingly charming" (Lah &
Wolf, 1985, p.6), Collins reshaped the public image of the
Corps from an idealistic, environmental, youth development
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organization to a tough, disciplined, almost punitive "second
chance" agency for young adults. A "master of public
relations", he courted the legislature and the press with the
"tough" message of control. He encouraged the press to
reprint his standard speech to new corps members: WI do not
care about you. I am not concerned with your happiness. I am
concerned with the expenditure of taxpayer's dollars. I know
I am going to work you to death and I know you are going to
work hard or I'll fire you" (Lah & Wolf, 1985, p.6). In
Congressional testimony supporting national service corps
legislation, he frankly admitted this image of tough
discipline was fashioned to impress "corporate kings" and the
conservative legislators who respond to those corporate kings
(O.S. Government, 1989). The image make-over worked. Onder
Collins, the California Conservation Corps not only survived,
but expanded. Tough, rigid, control of troublesome young
adults was good PRo

Rigid Discipline and the Inner City

Good PR, but rotten policy, at least in the inner city.
Collins boasted about the policy changes he commanded: "We
made it something like the Marine Corps. We toughened up the
rules and just started firing (corps members]. It has become
a status symbol to survive- (Bass, 1983, p.62). Olga Connly,
is a training and development coordinator for a California
Conservation Corps regional office located near the border
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between South-Central and East Los Angeles. Both
neighborhoods are notorious gang territories. Her office was
burned down in the violent unrest following the Rodney King
police misconduct verdict. Connly notes that the rigid
discipline of B.T. Collins simply didn't work for the inner
city young adults of Los Angeles. It created a revolving door
in which corps members were disciplined out of the Corps as
soon as they got in. Though it played well among the
corporate kings of California, Connly believes the rigid
discipline of control defeated the larger purpose of the
service corps: WIn the California Conservation Corps there
used to be an attitude of 'that's great, there is a 50%
attrition rate, that means we have a tough program'. But
where are we sending all those people we kick out? We just
pass them on to another agency or prison system. We're not
doing society much good to kick them

out~.

Discipline and Corps Member Attrition

The same story is played out in Milwaukee. A rigid
discipline approach satisfies punitive, behavioralistic
fantasies of whipping troubled young adults into military
order, but in practice it is not working. A Public/Private
Ventures (p/PV) report on service corps member attrition
notes:

~Work

rules and the application of discipline have a

significant effect on tenure" (P/PV, 1989). A P/PV evaluation
of the California service corps noted: "Because firings make
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up such a large proportion of

eee

terminations it is clear

that corps member attrition and discipline are two issues
that are very much

intertwined" (Lah & Wolf, 1985. p.S7).

Analyzing the reasons for high corps member attrition Branch,
Leiderman and Smith (1987) write: "Rather than
sociodemographic characteristics of corps members or outside
opportunities, high attrition rates seem to reflect
programmatic decisions to maintain strict discipline and fire
corps members" (p.26). Records from the 1992 legislative
audit of the Milwaukee Energy Team show that 52% of corps
members left the

wee

voluntarily. Thirty six percent (36%)

were fired (Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, 1992). While
no reliable figures are currently available for the Milwaukee
region, reports from corps members, crew leaders and former
corps members and crew leaders show the rigid discipline of
the regional staff compounded by low wages to be major
reasons why corps members voluntarily and involuntarily leave
the

wee

in Milwaukee well before their year tour of duty is

completed. Recall that the 1992 legislative audit of the
Milwaukee region found the average tenure of corps members to
be 92 days. Corps members are fired, pressured out or simply
can't handle the disciplinary demands. Jack Parker almost
admits as much: "You keep going through people until you find
those people who want to change. If that means you are
turning over crews constantly then that's what has to
happen", A former crew leader who is a strong supporter of
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the regional staff offers: WParker wants Milwaukee to be
successful. If you not down with the program, then he wants
you to leave". Such rapid corps member attrition in Milwaukee
has a dramatic impact on corps member education.
This point is important: corps members in Milwaukee do
not stay in the

wee

long enough for much education to occur.

A rigid, discipline of control serves to weed out corps
members who aren't "down with the program n

wee

,

but it undercuts

legitimacy as a "second chance" program to help young

adults readapt to a system of education and work that has
previously discarded them. A former Milwaukee crew leader
notes: "It's a revolving door. It makes us look stupid in
Milwaukee. You gonna look stupid if you tell a guy to walk
and then you keep tripping him. Tell him run, then cut off
his legs". Gambone (1993) writes that such a disciplinary
approach creates an environment that is not only not
supportive of corps member education and growth but actually
stands in the way of that growth: "Environments that hold too
much challenge without adequate support are toxic, promoting
defensiveness and constriction n (p.19). This approach to
corps member discipline individualizes failure and defeats
the promise of opportunity in corps member development.

Alternative Approach

"It's necessary to have discipline and sanctions. I've
worked with another inner city organization that didn't and
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it flopped big time.- This

cent~al

staff member pointed out

that discipline is not necessarily bad: "There needs to be
some kind of discipline to help the corps members learn about
work and not kill themselves in the process, but that
discipline has to be flexible. You got to look at the
personn. Some crew leaders, central and regional staff
members and even sponsors describe and sometimes demonstrate
a discipline that is not so explicitly based on control. They
describe a discipline that seems to be grounded in concern
for corps members more than concern for order. Rules are
means rather than ends. It is an approach that is flexible,
individualized and responsive. It is a teaching discipline
more grounded in human values than in stimulus-response and
control.

Discipline Grounded in Relationship
Fundamental to this alternative disciplinary approach
seems to be a connection with corps members that is based on
respect and a concern for corps members that reaches beyond
WCC work roles. Without the support of an established
relationship of human concern, discipline is perceived as
nraw n , punitive and threatening. Reflecting from her decade
long experience as a front line worker with young adults,
Olga Connely offers: "Corps members crave discipline but
they've been crushed so deeply they can't take raw
discipline. There needs to be discipline but discipline with
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love and support". Michael Hensen works closely with wee
crews as construction manager for a Milwaukee sponsor. Like
Connely, he stresses the fundamental importance of connection
to any corps member discipline: nIf the wee is trying to
instill discipline then there are other things that have to
be done before it is implemented. That kind of bonding is not
in the wee equation. If young corps members thought the wee
really cared they would be more responsive to the discipline.
There has to be a foundation of bonding, of concern. There
has to be a level of love that motivates the action. Not just
raw discipline". Both Hensen and eonnly have extensive
experience in working with young adults from the inner city.
Neither seem prone to syrupy platitudes, yet both volunteered
that a relationship of love is fundamental to discipline.
Gambone (1993) sees relationship as the foundation for a
discipline based not on external punishment but internalized
identification and concern: "When young people do not see
themselves as members of a community of equals it can be
difficult for them to consider the consequences of their
decisions for that community or group. These issues might
seem unrelated to the skills needed in the workforce, but in
order to make decisions based on other's expectations an
individual must feel obligated to meet those expectations. In
social groups where youth do see themselves as important
members (for example gangs and athletic teams) they will
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begin to evidence a concern for that community in their
decisions and actions" (p.16).

Learner Rather Than Enemy

Hand in hand with a relationship of human concern, those
who describe a teaching discipline express different
assumptions about who corps members are. Instead of seeing
corps members as a hostile force that needs to be culled and
controlled, corps members are described as people who are
wrestling with basic change in their lives. Crew leaders and
staff members who describe an alternative approach to
discipline seem to recognize corps members as whole people
who limp into the

wee

with complicated histories from

complicating social environments and who wrestle with both
the opportunities and threats of change. Michelle Baskin
notes: "We should be aware we are all human beings and we are
all fallible. We should be firm, assertive, but
understanding". Michael Hensen underscores that discipline
may be a big change for some corps members: "Discipline is
taught. Responsibility is taught. The

wec

in Milwaukee hasn't

even recognized that they deal with a lot of young guys and
young women who haven't been taught that". Gambone (1993)
writes that resistance to discipline may sometimes indicate
inexperience rather than insurrection: "If the adolescent
does not yet have the capacity to think at more complex
levels, his or her

diffi~ulty

might be more a matter of not
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understanding the rules of the game rather than an
unwillingness to play or a refusal to play or an inability to
play the game n (p.1S).

Flexible Rules

Proponents of an alternate discipline also describe a
flexible relationship with rules and regulations. Instead of
a rigid set of commandments, these crew leaders and staff
members describe the wee handbook as a set of guidelines that
provide guidance which must be adapted to individual
circumstances. eorps member development is not always
synonymous with following the rules. A former Milwaukee crew
leader offers: nIf you're on somebody's side you are not
going to destroy them all the time. You have to bend the
rules a bitn. Later this crew leader admits: "I don't play by
the rules. I have to bend the rules to help these guys, but
if I get caught, it's my ass. I'm doing something right
thoughn. Randy Radtke, wee Executive Director, notes that
rigidly imposing wee guidelines in Milwaukee is not working:
nI think we need to figure out how to fit instead of trying
to impose the rigidness of the structure that some people
have". Michelle Baskin says wee action in Milwaukee should be
evaluated against the spirit of the Corps rather than a rigid
set of rules and regulations: nWe need to be more flexible.
We need to look at the spirit of the WCC and how to adapt it
to Milwaukee. In order to meet those ideals in this
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environment sometimes the rules and regulations have to be
bentn.

A Story of Teaching

One early morning with the United Front crew I got to
see teaching discipline in action. Since, as usual, I was
lost on the side streets of downtown Milwaukee I assumed I'd
be late for the 7 a.m. crew start-up time. I pulled into the
parking lot of the United Front. building around 7:10 to find
only one crew member waiting. Rassan and I sat outside and
talked while the rest of the crew saundered in over the next
10 minutes. Even the crew leader was late. Michael Hensen,
construction manager for the United Front non-profit agency,
opened the office door and let us in. From the greetings and
handshakes, it was immediately clear that Hensen was
respected by the crew. He returned the greetings but paid
little attention to me. There were no reprimands for the late
start-up. Corps members wandered around the office yawning,
eating doughnuts, waiting for the crew leader to arrive.
About 15 minutes after we got inside the office, Hensen
singled out Rassan. I met Rassan, a 19 year old corps member,
a couple of months earlier at a regional education day where
he asserted his leadership among other crews by becoming the
point man in harassing the visiting insulation expert. In
contrast to the swagger and jive I saw from Rassan at the
education day, he stood in respectful silence while Hensen
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spoke. In a calm, even, to-the-point voice, Hensen
reprimanded him for wearing good clothes to work: QIt doesn't
look like you plan on doing much work today, Rassan".
Apparently Rassan was fresh off a day suspension for leaving
work early without permission. At that time his dress slacks
and high stepping shoes were a give away that work wasn't
among his plans for the day. While other crew members read
newspapers and half-listened to the conversation, Hensen and
Rassan stood face-to-face next to me. With his stern body
language and firm authority Hensen let Rassan know he was
letting his family and his people down by not taking work
seriously. The lecture was full of racial pride, firm
expectation and encouragement for continued education and
growth. Rassan began to interrupt. Hensen firmly cut him off.
There was no question who was in charge. The stance of
authority and firm tone of voice carried the message of a
tough, concerned father. "You know I love you and you are
screwing up. You have responsibility for your future. You are
a black man and you can become anything you want, but you
have to do it. You're just playing their game if you wind up
back in the street Q. Hensen looked over-Rassan's shoulder at
me: QI don't care who this man is behind you. It is you I am
concerned with". Rassan stood with his head down and
listened. The conversation took 5 minutes. Hensen ended it by
touching Rassan on the shoulder and asking if he understood.
As Hensen returned to filling the coffee machine he talked
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with the other crew members, asking each how they were doing.
Rassan sat back down. The next day when I asked Hensen about
his talk with Rassan he reflected: nRassan understands over
time. I've seen Rassan's house. I know his family. I've tried
to force him to develop a 5 year action plan. To look in the
mirror. I've tried to create a supportive environment so that
Rassan knows someone cares about him. Even though I may come
down hard on Rassan, I'm always quick to tell him that I'm
doing it because I am concerned about his welfare. I'm
telling Rassan out of love and out of an understanding of
what is in store for Rassan if Rassan is not prepared. What
is in store for Rassan is, statistically speaking, Waupun
[state prison]

n •

Ten minutes after the talk the crew, including Rassan,
was stationed in chairs and desks around Hensen's office. As
the crew leader sat at her desk preparing paperwork and
Hensen sat at his doing the same, the crew talked about how
hard it was for young black men to survive in white America.
Hensen lectured that the system really doesn't want corps
members to get good jobs and succeed. One crew member said he
wanted to draw cartoons for a living. Hensen asked him: "Why
just draw? Why play their game? Why not become an engineer?
It is up to you. If you are willing to struggle you can get
there". Later the crew leader told me more about Hensen's
relationship with the corps members: nThey respect him
because they know he cares. He has them over to his house to
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talk. He is willing to go the extra mile for them. One time
someone broke into Rassan's mother's garage. He went over
there with tools and materials and helped Rassan fix the
hole". Samuel Garner, Director of the United Front offers:
"Hensen came from the same streets corps members live on. He
gets to know them personally. Knows their families. He's a
black man who can relate to young black men and their
problems. He is an excellent role model".

Discipline Pram the Crew
Rudolfo Sandovar provides another example of a teaching
discipline based on relationship. Crew leader for an all
Hispanic central city crew, corps members and Sandovar
himself admit he frequently provided support for his crew
members outside of work hours. Like Hensen, he also helped
his crew see their personal struggles from a larger
perspective of social relations: "One day we were having a
discussion about racism. One of the corps members really got
into the discussion. It lasted all day while we were working.
By the end of the day he seemed upset. I gave him a call at
home that night to continue talking with him. He was seeing
things in a new way and I didn't want to leave him just
hanging. People need support at times like that". Sandovar
described discipline on his crew: "A lot of times I make it a
process for the entire crew. We will talk about it as a group
and decide what is the best action to take. Like one guy kept
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showing up late for work. The WCC rules said I should fire
him. I asked the rest of the crew. They knew he was having
personal problems at home. They decided he should be given
another chance, so I gave him another chance. Other times the
crew has said someone is a screw up and really needs to be
written up or suspended".

Resistance

California Conservation Corps experience in Los Angeles
demonstrates the importance of staff and crew leader
commitment in implementing a teaching discipline. Olga Connly
explains: "We need understanding. knowledge and patience to
teach an inner discipline. If staff doesn't have it they
can't teach it to corps members. so it has to start with the
staff R , Given the importance of control in the military and
political roots of service corps, such a shift is easier said
than done. connly voices frustration at the resistance she
has found in implementing an alternative discipline approach:
"People don't want to give up simplistic discipline. It's
easier to use a hollow discipline. There is resistance to new
styles. It means you will have to give up a bit of your false
power, your power to dominate. That power allows you to feel
important because you can order people around",
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Discipline is a complicated issue in Milwaukee. It is
complicated by violence and the threat of violence. It is
complicated by political, organizational and some personal
histories that favor control. Though wee policy speaks of
discipline in terms of "discretion" and "guidelines", in
Milwaukee those guidelines harden into a rigid structure of
infraction and punishment that helps spin a revolving door of
corps member turnover. The revolving door may serve a larger
purpose for the state by reinforcing the individualization of
failure, but ultimately it means that the wee cannot
adequately meet either its function of control or legitimacy_
Young adults are spit back onto the street without receiving
internal discipline or work training. In Milwaukee the
promise of corps member education goes unfulfilled. eorps
members are once again weeded out, this time from a "second
chance" system, before they can benefit from the individual
opportunity of education. Some in the Milwaukee region
describe and practice an alternative approach that makes
discipline primarily a tool for corps member development
rather than primarily a means to maintain order. Resistance
to a teaching discipline harks back to larger tensions within
the wee between control and legitimacy. The wee creates
rhetorical space for a teaching discipline, but in Milwaukee
there are stronger historical and environmental pressures for
a discipline of control. Some of those environmental
pressures are cultural. We turn there next.
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ViZI. Conflicts of Race, Gender, CUlture and Power

Entwined in the issues affecting education in the
Milwaukee region are the tensions of difference as connected
to organizational power. Regional crew and staff members,
particularly those from non-dominant groups perceive
fundamental social differences of race, gender and culture
between themselves and

wee

leadership which leave them as

outsiders in an agency that not only doesn't speak, but often
doesn't appear to value their language.

A Story of SeparatioD

White corps members and black corps members sat on
opposite sides of the room. No interaction. No
acknowledgement between the two groups. The all-white
Washington county crew sat stiff and quiet on the rigid
plastic chairs in the downtown state administration building
basement. As in the other Milwaukee regional education days I
observed, they looked painfully out of their element. In
contrast the urban crews were animated and boisterous.
Laughing, talking, strutting, sprawled over chairs and
tables, coloring outside the lines. Though the physical
setting was different, I saw the same corps member seating
chart at the last regional education day. Black and Hispanic
alive in movement and laughter and anger on one side of the
room, white sitting quiet, stiff and uncomfortable on the
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other side of the room. Though the seating arrangement may be
an expression of familiarity, the lines of familiarity are
visibly drawn along boundaries of race. Race is an issue that
affects wee operations in Milwaukee.
A few months before this education day,

Martha Rene, a

30 year old crew leader who recently started with the wee,
approached the regional staff about organizing a presentation
around the theme of Black History month. Jack Parker approved
the idea and all crews in the Milwaukee region gathered in
the basement of the state administration building for the
presentation. With molded plastic chairs, gun metal grey
government shelving along the walls and a gold tasseled
American flag on its wooden stand behind the portable podium,
the meeting room had all the comfort of a 1960's post office
lobby. Most of the corps members, though, didn't seem to
mind. As crews wandered into the meeting room Rene and her
assistant crew leader handed out raffle tickets for some rap
music tapes and books on black history that she got local
merchants to donate for the cause. About 32 corps members and
crew leaders were there including the Washington eounty crew.
Technically part of the Milwaukee region, in type of work,
physical location and crew make-up the Washington eounty crew
has much more in common with outstate crews than with urban
Milwaukee crews. Parker calls it the only "traditional" crew
in the region. Its work is largely outdoor. Its location is
largely rural and its color is all-white. When central staff
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members and even regional staff members refer to Milwaukee
crews they are usually not referring to Washington county.
Still, the crew makes the 45 minute drive into the city for
regional functions such as education day gatherings.
As always the regional ed day began with an open forum

in which corps members and crew leaders made announcements
and aired issues of concern. The last open forum was an
emotional exercise in bashing Jack Parker for The Chokehold
and subsequent firings. This time Parker sat quietly in the
back of the room with the Washington County crew. Looking
official dressed in a brown WCC dress shirt and dark brown
pants, Ron Tupsen, the regional crew leader, stood at the
front of the room and started fielding another round of open
forum complaints about Parker.
Simon, the 20 year old corps member who would tangle
with Parker during tomorrow's blower door education day,
stood up and complained about a question he and other corps
members were asked during their hiring interviews: nr think
it's racist to be asking a black man questions about pulling
a lawnmower with a rope around himn. A few weeks earlier
Parker mentioned to me that a question he often asked
prospective corps members was 'How would you respond if a
crew leader put a rope around you and asked you to pull a
power mower that was running?'. Parker explained his point
behind this strange question was to see if new recruits would
blindly follow crew leader orders. For Parker it was a red
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flag if potential corps members claimed they would do
anything a crew leader asked, even if it was unsafe. Samuel,
a 24 year old heavy set corps member, sat in his chair and
slowly explained: RAs a black man from the South it makes me
nervous whenever a white man starts talking about ropes
around my body. It startles me for a minute. It reminds me of
lynching. I don't think you should ask those kinds of
questions R • Tupsen, the regional crew leader, nervously
shifted back and forth on his feet attempting to dance around
the issue. Eventually, with insistent prodding from Michelle
Baskin, the new white field support specialist, the regional
crew leader agreed to drop the question from the interview
schedule, saying: nThat's what open forum is all about,
communication and changeR.
Most of the morning was spent watching a talking-head
interview video with the historian Chancellor Williams on the
grandeur of early African civilizations. This was followed by
a 45 minute motivational audio tape on individual
responsibility. We sat under the florescent lights in the
government office basement watching a small tape recorder
talk to us. Many of the black corps members looked bored. The
Washington County crew looked comatose. Parker actually
looked like he was falling asleep. At least some black corps
members were aware of this reaction. The next day during the
blower door ed presentation at Ravenwood Environmental
Center, black corps members made a theatrically exaggerated
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point of snoring and feigning sleep during the lecture. One
corps member later explained: "If Parker can fall asleep
during our ed day on black history, it seems only right that
we fall asleep in his ed day on blower doors". Sominex
posturing was a form of black corps member racial resistance
to a perceived lack of respect by Parker and the Washington
county crew.
Rene brought the room back to life with door prizes.
When a black crew leader or corps member won a prize there
were handshakes, high fives, groans and laughter. When a
raffle number held by a member of the Washington County crew
was drawn the room was quiet except for Rene's attempts to
milk some enthusiasm from the group. For white corps members
it was a long, silent walk to the front of the room to get
their rap cassettes or their Malcom X baseball caps. A
Washington County corps member won the last prize. It was a
book about the lynching of black Americans. The dust jacket
carried a vivid picture of two black bodies hanging from a
tree. The crew member with the winning number didn't want to
stand up to get the prize so awkwardly, as everyone in the
room watched, he handed his winning ticket to another
Washington County crew member who was willing to make the
walk to the front of the room. In silence he went up and got
the book from Rene. A black corps member complained loud
enough to hear across the room that the Washington County
crew member shouldn't get the book since he didn't really
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want it and it wouldn't mean anything to Him. The other black
corps members sat in silence and watched the white corps
member go back to his seat with the book. No one in the room
was smiling.

Corps Member/Crew Leader Racial Resentment
As perceived by some Milwaukee crew leaders and most

corps members racial antagonism is not only folded into
Milwaukee history and etched in service corps roots, but it
is also a daily reality in current
crews are all black or Hispanic.

wee operations. Milwaukee

wee central staff and

regional staff are all white. There is distrust and conflict
across this divide of race and organizational power. A
central city sponsor observes: nI think corps members resent
the militaristic attitude of the Corps. They see all the
workers are black and all the leaders are white. It's pretty
obvious for them to say 'I don't like this system because
white guys are telling black guys what to do'". Michelle
Baskin, the white regional field support specialist also
describes corps member resentment about the marriage of race
and organizational power: "lone time asked some corps
members if they were mad at white people. They said 'yeah,
we're mad'. There's this anger towards white people. It's
white men. White men from Madison telling them what to do.
There's not a lot of good feeling about that. They'll do what
the guys say, but there is an attitude about it". A central
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staff member who has had experience with another inner city
service agency ties this racial distrust to high corps member
attrition rates: "Black corps members leave so quickly
because they are tired of white people telling them how
things are supposed to be. These young black kids who have
probably been through so much shit, now they have a white
gestapo telling them what to do. Well,

'Adios,

Milwaukee corps member I spoke with perceived

wee,n.
the wee

Every
as a

racist organization.
Some crew leaders also resent the racial gulf between
crew leaders and corps members on one hand, and the

wee

administrative staff on the other. A former crew leader
explains why he believes black and Hispanic crew leaders have
not been promoted into the regional and central staffs:
"Remember, this may be 1995, but there are still people who
think anyone but Anglo Saxons are still behind the plow. That
slavery thing is still in people's minds. 'He may be a nice
guy and he speaks well. but don't let him get too far ... '''.

Perceived Insensitivity of Leadership
Some observers perceive the racial split in the

wee

to

be more than an accident of staffing. Michael Hensen, the
black construction manager for a former

"The

wee

wee

sponsor, asserts:

is in a position of not wanting to deal with black

folks. but then again 'I've got to deal with them or else I'm
going to be accused of not wanting to deal with them'. I
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think there are tactions in the

wee

that are racist. If you

could catch them after a few beers they would tell me about
'those Milwaukee niggers ... 'N. One regional staff member
observes that Madison may not even know they are racially
insensitive: "They just seem to have these problems in
Milwaukee. Most of those guys in Madison don't even know any
black people. They don't have black friends. They never met a
black person until they were 15 years old. They have no
idea". Michelle Ba.skin reflected on the racial gulf she
experiences: "I know how to go up north and talk to a white
person really easily. I talk to a white corps member and kind
of know what's going on in their life and be pretty much
right in tune with it. I just can't do that with a black
corps member. I don't care how many times they tell me that
corps members throughout the state are similar. They are not.
Never is a black person in the U.S. the same as a white
person. Even if you raise them in a white family they still
go out there and face a different perception that affects
them. The

wee

doesn't face the fact of that difference".

Response to Charges of Racism

While corps members level charges of racism at specific
individuals on the regional staff, some crew leaders and
regional staff members themselves deny those charges. A
former crew leader responds: "If the regional staff is racist
then I'm working for the wrong region. I'm a black Puerto
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Rican and Parker was in my corner

much~f

the time fighting

on my behalf with Madison". One regional staff member is not
surprised by corps member charges of racism: "If I say
anything to a white crew, they accept it. If I say something
to a black crew, then I am a racist. They see themselves as
victims".

He continues: "If I was racist why would I be in

this job? I'm helping many of the same people who claim I'm a
racist. I'm steering them in the direction they wanted to go
in".

Gender: WTwo Strikes w

Some women members of the central and regional staffs
perceive that difference confounded with power extends to
issues of gender in the

wee.

of the 12 person central staff,

4 are women. No members of the formal or informal core
central staffs are women. Statewide, approximately 1S% of
corps members and crew leaders are women. The women staff
members who are critical of the

wee

relation to gender do not

focus so much on unequal numbers in the Corps as the
fundamental attitudes and culture of the Corps. One female
staff member believes women are blocked from the real power
in the agency: "Sometimes it's hard to be a woman in a man's
world. I think that as a woman you have two strikes against
you around here. The staff does not take you as seriously.
You don't go out to lunch with the boys where the real
decisions are made". Lunch with the boys shows up in another
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staff member observation about male power in the Corps: d1
walked out here and two of our male staff members were having
beers at lunch time. If our corps members did that, let me
tell you, they would have a price to pay. And they were
joking around taking an hour for lunch. It was a little of
that good 01' boy thing. 'We don't have anything to worry
about. We're white. We're male and life is good.' It reminds
me of a masculine attitude of being in power for a long, long
time and not having to be accountable -for yourself, but
making sure everyone else isd.

Masculine Organization
This same staff member sees the

wce

inhospitable to

women in more subtle but pervasive ways: dThis is a masculine
organization. Look at the uniform for starters. The work is
very masculine oriented. We have four organizational goals
and the last one is a human services goal. The guys on the
staff can't stand to address that human services thing. They
are fine with the conservation and construction stuff, but
not that human services stuff. They don't want to talk about
it. They can't figure it out. You can build a house or plant
some trees but how do you do anything with human services? It
has to be physical. It has to be seeable. It has to be
measurable in a concrete way. That's very masculine. They
want to be masculine. Build. Do. Make an imprint, man on the
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ground type of thing. 'We're conquering it.' The Corps is a
reflection of that".

Gender and Corps Member Relations

More specifically, women staff members and crew leaders
see a gender difference in how they approach relations and
rules in the WCC: "For the most part the female crew leaders
that we have and the female staff members that we have tend
to be more flexible in their thought processes. What can
happen. What can not happen. They tend to be more flexible
and a little more creative on solutions. Their value systems
are relational. It is a whole different mind set. When Ron
and Jack find out a corps member is not working, Boom!, they
go to write them up. Me? I find out someone's not working I
wonder what the problem is. I wonder if they are having a bad
day. Is that a masculine, feminine thing? I see a pattern
that it is". It is important to note how gender overlaps with
issues of disciplinary approach within the Corps. The
teaching discipline described in the last chapter sounds
similar to the emphasis on relationship and flexibility in
use of rules described by this staff member as a women's'
approach to leadership within the WCC. This is an approach
that California Conservation Corps experience in Los Angeles
has found to slow the revolving door of service corps
attrition among inner city young adults.
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Urban/Rural Split

"Urban" has become a code word for poor and black in
political rhetoric these days. This is especially the case
when "urban" is connected to "inner city". Much like the
rhetoric surrounding welfare reform, targeting the "urban
inner city" offers a way to talk about race without suffering
the label of racism. The coding is not without validity, the
urban inner city of Milwaukee is largely a place of color. In
Wisconsin blacks are more likely to be poor and urban than
rich and rural. Eighty percent of all blacks in the state
live in Milwaukee county_ Forty one percent of all blacks in
the state fall below the poverty line.
Though race and culture are closely intertwined, they
are not the same. When looking at the

wee

in Milwaukee it is

useful to tease the two apart and examine the urban culture
as a separate site of conflict from the one surrounding race.
This separation provides another perspective on the
organizational tensions between Madison and Milwaukee. These
tensions are expressed in miscommunication, imposition of
culturally myopic hiring practices and policy and
antagonistic resentment. As with race, there is a gulf of
culture wrapped in organizational power that separates the
central and regional staffs from Milwaukee crew leaders and
corps members.
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Cultural Mismatch

Just as the central staff is white, middle class and
largely male, it is also rural in its roots. As noted
earlier, the

wee

was born in a flannel shirt and work boots.

The Milwaukee region is more comfortable in an Oakland
Raiders warm up jacket, a White Sox hat worn backwards and
unlaced Air Jordans. Michael Hensen describes the cultural
mismatch between the

wee

staff and Milwaukee crew leaders and

corps members: "The cultures are different. Here you are
dealing with a segment of the population which is basically
poor. Here you are dealing with the young, inner city African
American man or woman or the young inner city European man or
woman. They have grown up violent, in poverty. That kind of
urbanization has created a culture to itself and it is not a
Leave it to Beaver prototype. You are dealing in many
instances with people who have raised themselves. They have
developed their own families by necessity. Those in charge of
the

wee,

where are they at? They represent a type of white

America that is OK. Things are fine for them. It's middle
class. It's stable. It's predictable. It's under control.
It's in charge of itself. All of those virtues that they
happen to have been blessed with do not really exist in the
lower socioeconomic stratum of America". A Milwaukee sponsor

sees this cultural gap as a major reason the

wee

is failing

in the city: "I just don't think they have a clue when it
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comes to how to operate in the city and 90% of that is due to
cultural differences".

CUltural Conflict in the Day to Day

Michelle Baskin describes an example of how cultural
difference between staff and corps members can play out in
small, but critical daily interactions: "When I came in this
morning I said to the one guy 'How's it going?' and he said
something to me I couldn't understand and he did this rap
thing. I didn't know what he was doing so I just said
\whatever' and turned to walk away. He got angry and said,
'Don't talk to me that way'. I said \What do you mean don't
talk to you that way? I don't even know what you just said to
me. All I asked was \how are you doing'. He said, \just be
nice to me'. I said, 'I was being nice to you. I don't know
what you just said to me. I have no idea. It was like a
foreign language'. There you go. Immediately we're not
getting along in the first 30 seconds of the day because he
didn't understand my words and I did not understand his
words. To a black inner city kid I come from another planet.
There will never be an understanding there n

wee

•

rules and the power to enforce those rules are also

a site of cultural conflict. Work safety is an important
aspect of

wee

corps member training. Three reprimands for not

wearing safety glasses or hard hats can lead to termination.
In Milwaukee, corps members are frequently disciplined for
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not wearing proper safety gear. A crew leader observes: "As a
crew leader I got to make them work productively with all
that gear on all the time. Where these guys come from, they
are thinking about a lot more important things' than if some
dust gets in their eyes from not wearing safety glasses n

•

A

regional staff member agrees that the wee staff comes at
safety rules from a different cultural mindset than most
corps members: "I'm sitting here looking at this 'Safety
First' poster on the wall here. That's so important to the
WCC. I don't think it's as important to a guy who ... one of
our corps members on his way to work just got stabbed. It's
just not as important to someone like that who is afraid of
getting shot on the way to work. It's different priorities in
life. It's hard to explain to a kid who has learned not to be
afraid of being shot on a day to day basis why safety glasses
are so important. One of our corps members didn't make it in
this week because his girlfriend was shot the night before
last for being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Corps
members beat up. Corps members shot. eorps members in jail.
Safety glasses? Excuse me? It's just not like the top
priority, righe? Yet the wee expects them to jump when they
say to pue the glasses ann.

CUltural Representation in

wee

Leadership

Most Milwaukee corps members and crew leaders are
sensitive to the cultural differences between Madison and
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Milwaukee. They are also well aware of the homogeneous make
up of the central and regional staffs. A former sponsor
drolly notes: nThe

wec

hasn't really tried to develop a

culturally diverse leadership in Madison or Milwaukee.
They've

k~pt

folks in managerial positions fairly

homogeneous n . All members of the core central staff are
white, male and all live in rural areas outside of Madison.
Jack Parker, the defacto director of the Milwaukee region
fits into the same categories. Of Milwaukee regional staff
only Baskin actually lives in Milwaukee and she moved there
just 3 months ago. Many associated with the

wee

in Milwaukee

see the lack of local representation in Corps administrative
and regional leadership as an indication of a lack of WCC
commitment to Milwaukee in general, and more specifically, a
lack of sensitivity and real commitment to addressing the
needs of inner city young adults.
Some crew leaders view the regional staff as mercenaries
who are disconnected from the community, who drive in each
day to impose a controlling discipline and then drive out
each night to the comfort and security of their homes. Crew
leaders see the geographic isolation of the regional staff
affecting daily operations within the region: nIf I didn't
live here [in Milwaukee] I could do what Jack and Ron do.
Walk away. I can't. The same kids I work with I pass on the
street. I know their families. I see them at the Bucks games.
That has to affect my decisions. I live here. I can't get
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away. If there were problems in Rhinelander I could fire the
whole damn crew and never see them again. Jack and Ron can
leave their work and go home". Another crew leader notes:
"You got guys coming in from Hollow Creek into the big city.
They don't care anything about the big city. They can get out
in the evening. They don't have to worry about drive-by
shootings or their house burning down. They don't care. If
they lived here they would have a different attitude n

•

Some in Milwaukee express anger over the cultural
isolation of

wee

leadership and its effects on organizational

attitudes and policies. An inner city sponsor notes: "Who's
making the decisions about what's good for Milwaukee? How
many African Americans? How many Hispanics? How many Hmongs?
Look at your Board! Look at your management!" A crew leader
angrily points out:

ftwee

is on the hill there in Madison.

What do you see from there? College kids with backpacks. They
make policies for Milwaukee and they have no idea what it's
really like in Milwaukee ft

.

Another Milwaukee sponsor

observes: "They should run the regional office with urban
people, not rural people. Who better to tell you how to run a
program than the people who are really there?". The Executive
Director of the

wee

wee,

Randy Radtke, admits: "Look at us. The

administration is a bunch of white folks who live in

rural Wisconsin".
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Diversity Not a Central Staff Issue
Unlike Radtke, not all central staff members see a lack

wee

of cultural diversity and urban representation in

leadership as a problem, or at least a problem that should be
addressed in Madison. During a recent formal strategic
planning exercise the central staff used a nominal group
process to establish a list of

wec

strengths and weaknesses.

Radtke suggested that one weakness was "the central staff is
lily white and rural". He also suggested the

wee

Board's lack

of cultural diversity as a weakness. A central staff member
asked Radtke to explain why he thought these were weaknesses.
The question and the puzzled looks.on many faces of the
central staff seemed to telegraph that the lack of diversity
on the staff and Board was a new, not very important idea to
them. As part of the group process for determining the final
list of weaknesses each of the 12 central staff members was
given 15 votes they could "spend" in any way they chose on
the list of potential weaknesses. The top vote getting
"weakness" was lack of teamwork and communication in the
Corps. Of 180 possible votes "lily white central staff"
received only one vote as an important weakness of the

weco

That one vote came from Radtke. The lack of diversicy on the

wce

Board did not receive any votes as a weakness.
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Problem of CUlture or Insensitivity?
One central staff member points out that racial and
cultural representation do not necessarily translate into
effective inner city leadership: "At one time we hired a
local black woman to run the Energy Team in Milwaukee. We
thought she would be a savior. It turned out to be a
disaster". He and other central staff members seem to place
responsibility for WCC failure in Milwaukee not on the
cultural conflict between rural and urban, but on the
dysfunction of the inner city culture. A long time staff
member admits: "It's only in the last year that I am coming
to believe that Milwaukee really is different than the rest
of the state, that maybe we need to do something different.
One of our biggest problems in Milwaukee is getting those
people to show up every day". Another central staff member
observes: "People there just don't have a work ethic". This
staff member goes on to explain that the WCC would not be
doing corps members in Milwaukee any favors by adapting to a
largely dysfunctional inner city culture. Expressing a rigid,
willful imposition, he asserts: "When they are at work there
should be only one culture--the

weco

We should not adapt to

their circumstances".
Some sponsors, crew leaders and staff members in
Milwaukee see the problem as not a dysfunctional urban
culture, but an insensitive

wee

leadership. A former sponsor

notes: "The WCC is not connecting here. They want to say it's
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because their corps members are of such low caliber here. I
say it's because they haven't taken the time to really learn
and connect with the corps members here". A former crew
leader agrees that the

wee

needs to adapt to the urban

culture of Milwaukee: "I still think there's room for the

wee

in Milwaukee, but they got to make some changes. Not just
keep bulling ahead as if this was Rhinelander. Just like a
lizard gets on a vine and if the vine is green it changes
colors. It makes it work by adapting". A staff member offers:
"We need to go back to the spirit of the

wee.

The spirit of

helping young adults. That, we shouldn't compromise, but in
order to maintain a useful presence in Milwaukee we need to
explore how we can adapt that spirit to the needs of the
city".

Winding Through Conflict

wee

organizational fault lines between those who have

power and those who don't run closely parallel to the fault
lines of race, gender and culture. Agency leadership is
largely white, rural and masculine in its outlook. Corps
members and crew leaders in the Milwaukee region are largely
black, urban and relational in outlook.

wee

leadership has

the organizational and cultural power to impose its outlook
on Milwaukee. Since these differences are confounded with
organizational power they sinuously wind through all other
conflicts in the Corps. With chicken or egg uncertainty it is
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hard to tease out the relationships of these differences from
the struggles which I claim largely define the Corps.
Conflicts of race, gender and culture are both a part of and
an expression of struggles between control and legitimacy,
between a discipline of control and a discipline of teaching,
between Madison and Milwaukee.
Michael Hensen, the black construction manager for an
inner city sponsor, observes: "There is a police state
mentality among WCC leadership that is applied to the
supposed low caliber segment of the population they've been
dealing with in Milwaukee". Hensen's observation provides a
glimpse of how the issues of difference may be entwined
together. nPolice state mentality" speaks of control and
discipline which in turn touches issues of gender and
relation. It is a masculine vision of imposed rules,
regulation and order. nLow caliber segment of the population"
mimics popular coding for issues of race and urban culture.
It racializes failure and blames the victim for any systemic
shortcomings, a politically popular move that camouflages the
state's role in maintaining inequitable economic and
political conditions. "Supposed" speaks to the culturally
myopic vision of those who define the problem in the

wce

in

Milwaukee as a problem of racial and cultural dysfunction and
who have the power to back up that definition with policy and
procedure.
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Issues of race, gender and culture are wrapped together
and expressed in the day to day operations of the

wee

in

Milwaukee. They can be seen in black corps members
theatrically snoring during the "whiten blower door ed day.
They can be seen in the daily disciplinary approaches of
Parker and Baskin. They can be seen in the miscommunication
of a morning °hello n between corps member and staff that ends
in confusion and resentment. It is important to point out
that these issues are historically rooted and individually
expressed. On their own they create tensions within the
Corps, but they are also bundled into conflicts of
discipline, control and power that define how the Corps
operates. Independently and entwined in other fundamental
organizational conflicts, difference of race, gender and
culture formally and informally affect how corps members,
staff and crew leaders relate. They help further define the
space for action within the

weco

Next I will take a look at

how these issues affect the most pivotal relationships of

wee

education: the relationships between crew leaders and corps
members.
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IX. Crew Leaders and Organizational Space

"Crew leaders are the backbone of the Corps." Executive
Director Randy Radtke voices a view that is shared throughout
the WCC: "It all comes down to a crew leader working with a
corps member. There have been periods of turmoil on the
central staff, confusion in Madison, but the crew leaders
working with their crews maintained the continuity and
quality of this program through it all". Jack Parker, defacto
director of the Milwaukee region, agrees: "The WCC is
correct. I always argued that they weren't. The crew leader
is key to success or failure of a program like this. You can
have a bad director but good counselors and the program will
work". The pivotal educational issue of corps member turnover
is influenced by the crew leader relationship. According to
Jack Parker corps member attrition is largely tied to crew
leader attrition: nThere is a high turnover of corps members
because there is a high turnover of crew leaders. When a crew
leader leaves the crew usually folds n

•

In Milwaukee, the

average length of time a crew leader stays with the WCC is
only 125 days (Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, 1992). Not
much time to develop a mentoring relationship. Like corps
members, Milwaukee crew leaders don't stay with the WCC very
long.
Crew leaders are fundamental not only to service corps
success in terms of retaining corps members, but also in
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creating a relationship that supports positive change in
young adults. Crew leaders are supervisors, counselors and
teachers for corps members. Whether focused on general work
behavior, specific skills training or life development, the
relationship between a crew leader and a corps member is the
primary site of education in the WCC. It is fundamental to
the service corps model and it is fundamental to WCC success
in helping young adults. Gambone (1993) notes: ftA growing
literature on mentoring supports the centrality of a
relationship with a caring adult as a critical factor in the
development of youth from high risk environments ... The
presence of a caring relationship with an adult is often what
distinguishes youth who surmount the barriers associated with
maturing in impoverished environments from those who do not"
(p.46).

Sxemplar Crew Leader Characteristics

"Caring" is the word most often used by corps members,
crew leaders and staff throughout the state to describe
exemplar crew leaders. One WCC corps member with experience
on a California Conservation Corps crew explains that his
crew leader was more than a boss: "The crew leader had a lot
to do with it working. She had a good heart and kept
expressing how it feels to be a family. We had a lot of
conflict on the crew but she kept encouraging people to get
real. She never came out and told people what to do. You
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could just see what to do in the way she acted". As this
corps member implies, crew leader/corps member relationships
that are perceived as exemplar have a caring that goes beyond
work roles. A former Milwaukee crew leader reflects:
"Sometimes I was tough. Sometimes I was soft. But I always
tried to let them know that the

wee

cared for them. That I

cared for them as people. The system cared for them. That
they didn't need to go back to sticking guns in people's
faces". Another Milwaukee crew

l~ader

offers: "If you are not

interested in a corps member's life as a whole I know damn
well you are not going to teach that corps member anything".
Interviews with staff from exemplary young adult service
programs showed that successful creation of a supportive crew
relationship had more to do with who crew leaders were than
with what formal education or training they had received
(Gambone, 1993). This study also showed caring to be part of
a constellation of crew leader characteristics that fostered
supportive relationships. Other characteristics included
commitment, sensitivity, creativity, patience, flexibility
and openness. A caring for corps members that reaches beyond
work roles, flexibility, openness, patience, sensitivity. All
of these sound like foundation for the teaching discipline
described earlier. It is an approach that apparently hasn't
found a lot of organizational support in Milwaukee.
Brad Duncan, director of Training and Development for
the California Conservation Corps, wraps these exemplar crew
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leader characteristics in a specific educational approach for
young inner city corps members that emphasizes emotion and
critical reflection: ft[Corps members] need to establish an
emotional connection to the program. They need to establish a
commitment to change. I'd be in their faces with a social
economic and political approach. I'd push their buttons. 'So
you realize who's running your life right now? Do you want to
wake up?'".

An Example

Duncan's comments bring to mind Michael Hensen, the
construction manager for United Front, a central Milwaukee
sponsor. Recall his firm morning talk with Rassan about
racial pride and personal responsibility. Though he doesn't
work for the Corps, Hensen shows the characteristics of an
exemplar crew leader--flexibility, concern for corps members
as whole people, commitment--authoritatively expressed
through a firm and supportive respect for corps members as
independent young adults. He encourages corps members to
analyze their own experiences through a larger lens of race
and power and encourages them to set personal career goals as
political acts of self-definition. He is the father or older
brother in the ftfamilyn of this inner city crew. I once asked
Hensen if he would work for the Corps. In measured tones he
said no: "If the WCC truly followed its principles it would
be a standout organization helping young men and women in
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Milwaukee. I'd be leading the charge. But the wee in
Milwaukee is sick and dying fast. Instead of helping young
men and women in Milwaukee it is an example of how the system
subverts their growth. The eorps has gangrene". Is there room
for a Hansen who can create the supportive space for corps
member growth in the wee? The firing of a crew leader from
the wee crew that Hansen works with provides some indication
about the space within the Milwaukee region.

Firing Becker: The Xdeal Sponsor
The United Front is a non-profit, downtown Milwaukee,
community development agency that is a long time wee sponsor.
Primarily it refurbishes old, inner city houses and sells
them to low income families. Samuel Garner, a former banker,
is now director of the agency. White, in his mid-SO's wearing
a grey overcoat, suit and pork pie hat, Garner looks like
he's still a banker, but he seems genuinely committed to The
United Front and the low income community of Milwaukee:
"We're not just here to rehab houses, we're here to help the
community. I could hire a general contractor to come in and
knock these houses out, but that's not what we're here for. I
hire local contractors. The money should stay in the
community. It's not efficient, but we are here to revitalize
the community". Unlike some other Milwaukee sponsors who view
a wee crew as cheap labor, Garner sees The United Front's
support of a wee crew as an aspect of community development:
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"Hiring a

wce

crew has its own inefficiencies, but we're here

to give opportunities to people who otherwise wouldn't get
them". In many ways Garner's agency is an ideal sponsor. It
has a proven commitment to the community. It has consistent
work that offers WCC crews the chance to practice a range of
building skills. It furnishes all crew supplies and
transportation. It provides daily technical crew support
through its construction manager. It seems committed to corps
member growth. Garner continues; "We've helped corps members
who dropped out of the crew. Corps members who were fired. We
helped them get jobs and houses n

•

Firing Becker: The Crew

When I first met the United Front's

wee

crew they were

among those snoring the loudest as part of the black corps
member protest at the blower door education day. From the
auditorium seats, Rassan laughed as he repeatedly interrupted
the speaker with off-the-wall comments and questions. Peter
refused to get up to watch the demonstration of the blower
door apparatus. Manny threatened to "kick Parker's ass". It
seemed like a different crew a few weeks later at the United
Front's office. With Hensen, Rassan was polite and reserved.
Manny offered apologies when he bumped into another corps
member in the doorway. Peter shook my hand in greeting. The
crew treated Hensen and each other with respect. Manny is 25
years old, heavy set and always wears a green jumpsuit and
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sweatshirt with the hood up and a green WCC hardhat perched
on top. He's been in trouble with the courts and admits to
dealing drugs on the side to make ends meet. Rassan is 19
years old and the class clown of the crew, talking jive,
commanding attention. Peter is a quiet presence from the
notorious Cabrini-Green projects in Chicago. Robert, 18 years
old, is at the lunch room table scanning the want ads. He
reads one of interest out loud. Peter raises his head off the
table, looks at Robert and twists his voice into a falsetto
so he sounds something like a female receptionist: "50 you
are interested in the job? Do you have a high school diploma?
Do you have a drivers license? Have you been convicted of a
felony?" The whole crew laughs. Clearly they have all heard
these questions before. Clearly these questions limit the job
prospects for all of them.

Firing Secker: The Crew Leader
Doc Becker was the crew leader for the United Front WCC
crew for 11 months. He is tall, with a solid build and dark
black hair. Probably in his late 40's or early 50's, he is a
protestant minister who is active in the National Guard. He
said he took the crew leader position because it "seemed like
the right thing to do": "I've got an old work ethic. I come
from down South where dad was a preacher. Mother used to work
in houses for people who were wealthy. I was raised in the
Pentecostal Church where we were taught to do the right

~hing
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and pray hard". Becker reflects that his relationship with
the United Front crew was strong: DI think they knew I cared
about them and the extent of my care was beyond making sure
they got to work on time. I was conscious of their family
problems. What they did on weekends. I was willing to
listen". Corps members agree with this assessment. During an
open forum discussing Becker's firing one corps member stood
up and said: "He was like our father. You just fired our
father". Garner expands: "Doc gave encouragement. I saw him
counselling kids. He was a minister and he acted more like a
minister than a construction boss. It was precisely what the
kids needed. Hell, he'd even give me a boost when I saw him
in the parking lot. I thought firing Doc was unconscionable",

Pired

WCC central staff will not talk in detail about Becker's
termination, but Becker and staff at the United Front say he
was fired for threatening
repeated errors in

wee

wce

control, Officially he made

required paperwork. Apparently central

staff claims he filed an incorrect time sheet that resulted
in a corps member being paid for non-work time. Becker denies
this, but admits paperwork is not one of his strong suits. He
and staff at the United Front think the real reason he was
fired was for filing a report about Jack Parker's actions
during The Chokehold. Becker and the United Front staff say
it was after he filed this report that Parker came to the
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United Front

office~and,

while Becker wasn't present, went

through his paperwork. Apparently when the time sheet
discrepancy was found Becker was given the option of firing
the corps member who was overpaid and who had a number of WCC
infractions on his record already, or being fired himself.
Becker refused to fire the corps member.

The Reaction

Becker was a popular crew leader. Corps members and most
crew leaders in the region reacted angrily to his dismissal.
At the next regional ed day open forum corps members and some
crew leaders verbally attacked Parker wondering why he wasn't
dismissed for The Chokehold but Becker was dismissed for
reporting it. One crew leader stood up and said: "Why is it
always the black crew leaders who get fired?" In his car
after the ed day Parker mused: "Doc let his crew members get
away with too much. That's how he could hold on to them for
so long, by letting them walk allover the rules". In
reflecting on his dismissal, Becker conjures a fearful,
controlling image of the WCC: "I guess when you make the hand
that feeds you aware that something is going wrong you get
booted out. That's what happened to me. You can have a crew
leader doing a great job for a sponsor but if you don't
particularly like that crew leader you can come down when his
back is turned arid go through his records and find 3 things
that you think you can hang him on. Then you throw him out".
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Staff at the United Front also reacted with anger to
Becker's firing. Hensen says the dismissal showed Madison's
true colors: nWhen Doc was fired for trying to get to the
bottom of the chokehold incident I realized there was no
hope. When I heard they gave Doc an ultimatum to terminate
Peter or lose his own job, Doc decided to be terminated. r
thought that was a hell of a testament to Doc's character and
I thought it was a pathetic display of power from those guys
in Madisonn. Pleased with the work Becker was doing with the
crew, Garner and the United Front encouraged him to appeal
his dismissal. The United Front became a strong advocate for
Becker filing formal complaints with

wee

central staff. A

central staff member notes: "We had a falling out with United
Front over Parker's manipulations behind the scenes that led
to the termination of a crew leader, but there were valid
reasons why that crew leader was terminated". Another central
staff member recalls: nUnited Front got involved with that
incident too much. From that point on our relationship went
downhill. They held onto their crew leader too tight to where
we couldn't even get in there to give him suggestions".
Garner defends his advocacy for Becker: "I went to bat for
him because he was a good person and he was getting screwed.
Period. Maybe we shouldn't have done that kind of
advocacy ... No, we should. And I'd do it again".
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Firing Becker: The Loss of a SpoDsor
When United Front applied for a

wee

crew the following

year their application was denied. Central staff says the
decision to not renew United Front's crew was not connected
to Becker's firing. One staff member offers: "United Front
was dropped by the Board for economic reasons". Another
central staff member reports: "They simply didn't fill out
the application properly. They didn't return the application
despite calls from Michelle [Milwaukee field support
specialist]. Doc had nothing to do with the non-renewal".
Garner admits the application wasn't completed on time: "If
they really wanted us to continue sponsoring a crew they
would have found a way around the application problem. Hell,
if I was in Radtke's shoes, in his state of mind, I wouldn't
want me as a sponsor either".
Becker's firing and the subsequent loss of United Front
as a

wee

sponsor may say more about the values, priorities

and approaches of the

wee

in Milwaukee than about the

individuals involved. Corps member, crew leader and sponsor
reports say Doc Becker was successful in creating the
supporting relationships that seem so critical for the growth
of inner city young adults. He had the day-to-day technical
and supervisorial support of Hensen and the organizational
support of the United Front. Yet, he did not meet

wee

paperwork requirements. If Parker is correct, he allowed too
much flexibility in application of

wee

disciplinary rules and
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he threatened the image of the Corps and the military chain
of-command by involving Madison in The Chokehold. His
emphasis on flexibility and relationship over efficiency and
control did not fit in the region. A regional staff member
muses: "He wasn't rules oriented. His priorities were seeing
that the guys were cared for. He'd get stuff done but not the
way the WCC likes to do it. Plus he filed a report on the
chokehold. If you do anything to cross the WCC you've pretty
much written your death sentence. You will pretty much be in
trouble. You don't step in on their power".

Firing Becker: Room for Relationship?

United Front seems like an ideal sponsor committed to
the growth of corps members and the inner city community.
More than just cheap labor, they are willing to advocate for
the individual corps members and crew leaders they sponsor.
Yet, some of the very things that made United Front such a
good inner city sponsor threatened the WCC.

As

if to confess

that corps member growth may not be the top priority in
Milwaukee a regional staff member admits: "United Front,
yeah, they're supplying technical support. The racial aspect
that comes into it, that makes it iffy. It encourages the
perception that 'we're being put down because here comes the
white guys telling us what to do'. If that was taken out of
it I would have no problem with that project. Corps members
are learning something on that job". United Front's Garner
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reflects:

nI think we challenged [the

wee]

philosophically.

We challenged them on their operations. We advocated for the
crew and they didn't like it. Honestly, it may be egotistical
of me, but I think their not renewing us as a'sponsor is much
more their loss than ours. We put out for our crew n . Becker
thinks the

wee

doesn't have room for the type of relationship

that corps members need: nWhen you try to help people in
their entire lives, more than just work, people don't care
for you to do that. They say,

'we got to get rid of Y?U'. So

a lot of minority crew leaders get rifted off for one reason
or anothern. Michael Hensen also sees the firing as a
reflection of

wee

priorities: nWhen I began to realize they

were not as committed to helping these guys develop as I am,
I began to challenge their judgement. They eventually
withdrew. They didn't even want to talk to me anymore". The
United Front crew never really recovered after Becker's
firing. A regional staff member dryly remarked: nWell, we
took care of that problem. The crew folded so we don't have
to worry about it anymore. That's what we do here. Hire
people, then fire themn.

Pressure of Organizational Boundaries
Organizational space is most clearly defined by
termination. One way or another Becker stepped outside the
organizational space that defines acceptable crew leader
actions and attitudes in Milwaukee. Some Milwaukee crew
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leaders have built relations with regional staff members and
sponsors that give them more flexibility in pushing the
organizational boundaries. They are not supervised as closely
by regional staff. Sponsors give them more latitude in use of
time for crew activities. Though they do not experience the
heavy hand of termination these Milwaukee crew leaders feel
more subtle pressures from challenging the boundaries of that
organizational space. One of those pressures is a perceived
lack of organizational support.

No Perceived Support: Take 1

Donald Byrd, a former inner city crew leader admits:
"I've always been a problem for the

wee

because I'm my own

man ... They didn't feel like they had control over me and they
didn't like it". Bryd had a reputation for hiring some of the
tougher corps members in the city: "I took the people other
crew leaders didn't want to bother with". A regional staff
member recalls: "He developed a group cohesion on his crew.
He gave them an identity. The crew became his gang". Byrd
says he chose more troubled corps members for his crew
because: "lowe something to this community. When I was young
and in serious trouble there were people here who picked me
up and got me going right again. They only thing they asked
was that I do it for someone else. This is how I do it". Byrd
claims he was successful as a crew leader: "Look at my
record. I could keep a crew of the people no one else wanted.
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Some of them went on to school. One is a local record
producer now. They still come by to my house and say they
miss working with me". A regional staff member says Byrd was
about as successful as the average crew leader in keeping a
crew, but concedes that is an accomplishment considering who
was on his crew. When I first interviewed Byrd he had just
received a reprimand from the central staff for playing
basketball with his crew during work time: "I took them out
one morning and played ball as a way to loosen up physically
and to get them working together. We needed to start working
like a team. Playing ball is a good way to work things out.
With the problems some of these people have, I thought it was
.a good thing". Central staff disagreed. A year later he
reflected on the write-up: "What I was doing with my crew
worked. It didn't fit WCC ideas but it worked. Most of the
time I didn't let the WCC know what I was doing. I didn't
want central staff to know my business. They made me
responsible for everything and then they wouldn't stand
behind me. They make all the rules sitting way over there in
Madison. Half the people who make the rules don't follow
them. I don't trust themn. Byrd says he eventually left the
Corps because of this lack of trust and support: nTrust is a
problem in the whole organization. I knew what would work
with my crew and they wouldn't leave me alone. They promised
me I would be promoted then they did just the opposite. I got
tired of it".
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No Perceived Support: Take 2

Rudolfo Sandovar says he left the

wee

for similar

reasons. Sandovar also had a reputation as one of the rare
successful Milwaukee crew leaders. He had one of the lowest
rates of corps member turnover and some of his crew have left
the

wee

for college or decent jobs. Sandovar sees no

distinction between work and education: nEverything I do with
the crew is education. That is why I'm here n . He spent a half
hour each morning before work talking with the crew about
issues in the news. One morning it was welfare reform.
Another it was sexual harassment. Another it was the racism
his crew felt as Hispanic workers in an Anglo workplace.
Often these discussions continued through the day during
work. At the time of our first interview he said: "I have
enough faith in myself and the crew that we will use
education time however it will help us, not how they say we
have to use it". Sandovar turned discipline into an
educational exercise, inviting the crew to get involved in
debating when to be firm and when to be flexible. He now
reflects: nI was a successful crew leader and I used my
philosophy, not Madison's. I took the ground I stood. Nobody
gave it to men. Like Byrd, eventually Sandovar also grew
tired of the lack of support and trust: nThey'd say one thing
to my face, then oppose me behind closed doors in Madison.
I'm a team player, but to the real team, the corps members.
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Not Madison. They lost their ideals and I didn't want to be a
part of that anymore n

•

Take 3: Donit Play Basketball
Basketball shows up in another, more recent story about
a popular staff member who grew weary of pushing
organizational boundaries to meet the needs of Milwaukee. A
former crew leader explains: ftWe decided to have a picnic for
all the Milwaukee crews. With all the problems and tensions
and turmoil we thought it would be a good thing. We even paid
for it out of our own pockets. Radtke came down. We had music
and barbecued brats and ribs, you would have liked it. Radtke
was out there playing basketball with the crews. He wasn't
the Executive Director, he was just Randy. It was great. A
few days later we get a call from personnel saying we could
never do it again. I said why not? It was a nice day. People
got to know one another. We got to realize we're all in it
together. You know, esprit de corps. They said every crew
would want a picnic. Well, what the hell is wrong with a
picnic once a year. The other big thing was we played
basketball. They said, 'What if someone got hurt'. When they
said don't ever do it again, I said don't worry I won't
because I'm not going to stay here. I just don't think you
can stay if you have a good rapport with corps members in
Milwaukee. I think the central staff just hates you if you
have a good rapport with corps members. You can't follow the
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rules as set out by the

wee

and care at the same time. You

have to only care about the rules".

Different Space OUtside the City

In visiting other areas of the state it is clear that
some crew leaders are successful in carving out and defending
organizational space for crew relationships that work. These
crews are more geographically isolated from Madison, central
staff and regional crew leader scrutiny than those in
Milwaukee. They reflect the rural foundations of the WCC as a
whole and the central staff specifically so the space they
carve still fits within the cultural parameters of the WCC.
These crew leaders are respected and honored in the WCC. Some
of them are promoted into the central staff. Such isn't the
case in Milwaukee.

No Space in Milwaukee

This is important: there does not seem to be enough
organizational space for crew leaders to adapt the

wec

to the

needs of young adults in Milwaukee. The very characteristics
that create an environment supporting corps member
development do not fit in the

wcc

in Milwaukee. The

relationship between crew leader and corps member is critical
to the education of corps members. Research and experience
describes this mentoring relationship as grounded in a
holistic caring, flexibility, openness, patience that
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transcends the rigid control of rules and regulations. It is
wrapped in an approach that honors emotion, encourages
challenge and fosters critical reflection. Milwaukee crew
leaders and even staff members who push the boundaries of
acceptable attitude and action in this direction do not
believe they receive organizational support. Former crew
leader Sandovar notes: "There is a new social awareness and a
new political awareness that starts to happen when corps
members are encouraged to reflect on their circumstances. But
the

wee

wouldn't support me when I did this. I'm really

idealistic but the

wee

is a bureaucracy just like every other

state agency. The central staff is all in their heads. If
they were more connected to their hearts they'd see the whole
vision is really about people. They'd have a lot more people
in their corner in Milwaukee if they operated from that
vision. Even though I am struggling to get by now, I finally
decided this is not an organization I want to be a part of".
Expanding on her earlier assertion about the importance
of a supportive environment for the education of young adults
from at-risk circumstances, Gambone (1993) underscores the
significance of organizational context in creating that
environment: "Organizational culture and climate are more
complex features to describe but are critical to the success
of creating supportive environments since they have powerful
effects on the motivation and performance of staff" (p.S8)
She continues by noting that corps member growth and
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development must be the clear priority of the organization in
order to create that supportive environment:

nA

clear

mission, management practices and an organizational culture
that promotes youth development as the (sic] primary goal of
an organization are needed if staff are to provide the type
of supportive environment that enables youth to achieve the
maturity required for occupational success n (p.6S). The
quasi-military organizational history of the

wee

and the

contradictory political functions of service corps as
expressed through individuals in Madison and Milwaukee create
organizational pressures that make it difficult or impossible
for crew leaders to create the supportive environment that
Milwaukee corps members need.
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x.

Corpsmember Education and Milwaukee

Corps member education is a part of the

wce

mission. It

is written into the service corps model, etched in the

wee

through its historical roots in the Civilian Conservation
Corps and buried in the enabling legislation that established
the Wisconsin corps. Whether the

wce

is a state work agency

that has an education component or a state education agency
that does work is still an open question. The question is
alive with real implications for the daily commitment of

wee

time, resources and rhetoric. Since Smokey the Bear first
helped kick the Corps into action twelve years ago, the
struggle and perseverance of individual crew leaders and
staff members has incrementally expanded the role of
education in the agency. In the past 3 years, the pace of
this shift has accelerated. University of Wisconsin-Madison
was contracted to develop and help implement a corps member
development (CMD) curriculum. A former high school teacher
committed to education was named WCC Executive Director. A
training and development coordinator position was added to
the central staff. The current Executive Director now calls
himself the principal of the largest alternative education
program in the state of Wisconsin. What education is he
talking about? What kind of education does the

wee

offer its

corps members? Most importantly for this study, how does this
education serve corps members in Milwaukee?
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Challenges to Service Corps Education

Standardizing an education component in a young adult
service corps organization is an exercise in swimming
upstream. Part of the difficulty comes from the "open
enrollment n policy of service corps and the characteristics
of corps members and crew leaders. An evaluation of the
California Conservation Corps notes: nDiversity of youth
served by the

eec makes it difficult to develop educational

offerings that fit the needs of all crew members" (Lah &
Wolf, 1985, p.49). A Public/Private Ventures (p/PV) national
assessment of service corps reports: nService corps face
serious educational challenges: great variety of needs, corps
members who enter and exit in an unpredictable manner and
competition between work schedule and education time" (Branch
et al., 1987, p.62). The

wee

is currently wrestling with

these challenges of implementing a standardized curriculum in
crews located throughout the state. The training and
development coordinator is facing nuts and bolts issues such
as how to deal with different crew leader teaching abilities,
different crew interests and different levels of corps member
academic skills. These are challenges he faces throughout the
state before he even gets in the car for the drive to
Milwaukee.
Another difficulty in implementing a service corps
curriculum is the conflict between education and work.
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Productive work commitments and corps member education
compete for service corps resources. Again the p/PV national
assessment underscores this struggle: "The fundamental
tension between production and youth development orientations
of youth corps raises a serious question: are youth corps
programs actually capable of meeting the educational needs of
their participants? To date the record is unclear- (Branch et
al., 1987, p.viii).
An even more fundamental split colors service corps
education. The contradiction between control and opportunity
that permeates service corps as agencies of the state impacts
the extent and type of education that a service corps offers
its corps members. The presence of a formal educational
component sends a symbolic message of opportunity to corps
members and their communities. The type of education actually
provided justifies that symbolism or leaves it hollow. Not
surprisingly, those who stand in different social positions
in relation to the state have different views on what kinds
of education service corps should provide.

Education for What? (Different Visions)

Corporate interests are well represented on non-profit
agency boards such as Public/Private Ventures, and major
foundation boards such as the Ford, Kellogg, Mott and Hewlett
foundations that have supported most of the study and policy
advocacy of young adult service corps. Business is interested
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in service corps. Corporate representatives see the CCC
legacy and the service corps model as a institutional
response to the threats of an unstable workforce. From this
perspective service corps education should primarily aim to
create a predictable, stable workforce. Chevron Oil's vice
president, Ron Hartug, notes that business support of service
corps is not just "moral and ethical, but very pragmatic"
(U.S. Congress, 1989, p.130). Testifying in support of a
national service corps, Frank Petty, Senior Representative of
the Shell Oil Corporation and Chairman of the Texas
Conservation Corps, expands: "We can talk about educational
upgrade but if we don't talk about young people having the
work ethic then we don't talk about a viable competitive work
force"

(U.S. Congress, 1987, p. 17). B.T. Collins, the former

Director of the California Conservation Corps, makes no bones
about directing service corps education to meet the needs of
business: "You know what corporations are worried about?
Workman's compensation. There are over a billion dollars
worth of claims in this state every year because of people
drinking and smoking dope on the worksite. So you get a kid
who says 'I understand discipline'. It's that kind of work
ethic as opposed to work skills that we need" (U.S. Congress,
1989, p.1231. Work ethic seems to mean low absenteeism,
punching the time clock on time and following employer rules.
From this position education is synonymous with discipline is
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synonymous with work. It is an educational vision of control
and order.
Collins' view of corps member education as preparation
for disciplined wage labor is echoed by members of the wee
board and central staff. Ron Sabota, the longest sitting
member on the governor appointed board says clearly the
purpose of wee education should be to: "Help the person to
the extent they can be employed in the private sector. It is
very much tied into employment". Some members of the central
staff see the internalization of wage discipline as the
primary goal of corps member education. In discussing
education in Milwaukee, one staff member concedes: neome on,
we're not fooling anyone if we think 'building demolition' is
teaching saleable skills. The only thing we can teach is work
discipline." Another central staff member agrees that the
development of appropriate work behaviors should be the
primary educational goal: "I want corps members to leave here
with a good work ethic. If they leave here working 40 hours
per week, reliable, show up on time. I think we've taught
them something". Both of these central staff members agree
that other educational goals such as GED completion,
development of an environmental ethic and acquisition of life
skills are admirable, but see the wee as primarily
responsible for education in general work behaviors. One
staff member adds: nIf we don't do that, we'll be paying for
their food stamps later onn. Randy Radtke, wee Executive
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Director, expands the vision of corps member education a bit
beyond wage labor discipline. He thinks service corps should
provide both technical training in basic work skills and a
generalized life skills education. His support for a more
holistically defined corps member development is somewhat
discounted though by his choice of language. He says there is
room in the

wcc for "both a technical education and the warm

fuzzy stuff". Though it sounds like he's describing slippers
under the bed, presumably the "warm, fuzzy stuff" includes
such things as self-esteem, interpersonal skills and general
life skills. The WCC training and development coordinator has
a more efficient, orderly and specific vision of service
corps education. He wants each corps member to choose an
educational track (4 year college, 2 year college,
apprenticeship) when they first enter the Corps. Each track
has a checklist series of competencies that the corps member
must successfully demonstrate. These competencies will be the
basis for future college credits, skill certificates or
letters of recommendation. The coordinator eventually wants

wee

education to fit into the established state technical

college structure in Wisconsin.
In Milwaukee, Jack Parker cynically calls the 4 hour per
week corps member education requirement "vegetation time". He
observes: "Right now education is very PC [politically
correct] so everyone is on the bandwagon. In a few months it
will be something else".

As

long as the Corps requires an
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education component he believes its emphasis should be on
technical skills training: "These people need to get jobs .. We
are not going to teach them anything new about condoms or
gangs or drugs. They already know enough about those things.
They need to learn how to work and get some skills to do itn.
A Milwaukee sponsor agrees that corps member education should
be focused only on work skills: nWhose life skills are you
going to teach? Yours? Theirs? What gives anyone the right to
determine that? The wee should just stick to the basics.
Work. I don't think you need to be all encompassing
educators. It's condescending. You are putting your values on
someone else", Some Milwaukee crew leaders describe an
educational vision that reaches beyond the work site. One
crew leader sums up: "These men and women come from difficult
situations. They need to be taught about caring for
themselves, for their people, for their work. We need to take
them by the hands". Corps members, on the other hand, return
to an instrumental vision of education that boils down to one
word: jobs (preferably high paying), When I asked corps
members what kind of education they wanted from the wee,
almost to a person they said they wanted to learn the skills
to get a high paying job. In follow-up conversations they
often admitted the recognition that such jobs aren't readily
available in Milwaukee, still they said they wanted the wec
to provide job skills that would translate into high pay.
Whose educational vision is actually implemented in the wec?
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The new corps member development (CMD) curriculum materials
provides one answer to that question.

The wee Curricul.um

In the past three years a curriculum team from the
University of Wisconsin--Madison and an advisory committee of
crew leaders known as the Training and Development Committee,
produced 9 different workbooks and 3 supporting videos as
part of the statewide CMD curriculum project. These workbooks
can be used during the four hours per week that

wce

policy

gives each crew for non-work project related education. Four
of the books are crew member workbooks addressing 4 general
content areas: basic carpentry, basic calculations,
conservation/natural resources and life skills. Each book is
70 to 170 pages in length, spiral bound and protected by a
brightly colored laminated cover. The books were physically
designed to be used by corps members in the field. In content
and form they reflect a straight forward technical
presentation of general topics.
Each book has a corresponding

~competency

profile" which

crew leaders are supposed to fill out for each crew member.
At the top of each competency profile crew leaders are
instructed: "Evaluate the student by checking the appropriate
number or letter to indicate the degree of competency. The
rating for each task should reflect employability readiness
[sic] rather than grades given in class". The competencies
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range from "Read plans" and "Perform tool sharpening" in the
basic carpentry unit to "Identify types of sexual abuse ll and
"Accept supervision willingly" from the life skills unit.
Another 4 books are crew leader support guides to the
corps member books. They contain assignment answers, lists of
additional topic resources and assignment suggestions. The
remaining book is a teacher training manual for crew leaders.
It provides introduction to teaching philosophies, learning
styles, learning problems and different teaching techniques.
The videos cover natural resources, basic carpentry and life
skills.
The

wee

workbooks and videos represent more than just a

body of knowledge for transmission to corps members. Their
content and form carry implicit and explicit baggage that
supports a given political and educational vision within the
Corps. The core curriculum presents material evidence of a
decision about what kind of education corps members should
receive as well as evidence about who makes that decision.
While the curriculum content was largely selected by the
crew leader Training and Development Committee, the format
was designed by the OW curriculum team. All materials were
approved by the WCC board. According to the director of the
curriculum development team, the materials were developed as
instructional tools to support corps member education rather
than instructional templates that dictate the parameters of
corps member education. He presented the workbooks as
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flexible resources that could be used (or not used) to add
more depth and breadth to crew leader teaching. Regardless of
the OW team's intent, from examination it is clear that the
guiding vision behind the 4 crew leader workbooks is a fairly
rigid notion of proper work behaviors and skills. Notable by
their absence are such critically reflective and relevant
issues as labor or service corps history, issues of gender
and race, issues of environmental and urban activism. The
workbooks contain outlines of basic information along with
illustrative diagrams and written exercises. All of the
books, including the one on life skills, have the appearance
and allure of standard high school shop class workbooks. In
content they present a limited technical picture of how
things are with little critical recognition of why they are
that way and how they can be changed. In format, the step by
step outlines with end of unit competencies encourage a focus
on individual achievement and pave the way for a reductive,
mechanistic accounting system of tighter control. This
supports the content emphasis on technical job skills.

Poor CMD pit in

~lwaukee

Through crew leader workshop trainings and regional crew
leader support, CMD curriculum materials have been largely
accepted and implemented by most outstate crews. In
Milwaukee, crew leaders report that the books are rarely
used. One staff member from the Milwaukee region reports:
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"Crew leaders are using the CMD books like baby-sitters use
television. 'Here, read it. Don't bother me'". There is not a
lot of regional support for use of the materials. Jack Parker
is not impressed with the books: "OVerall I don't value the
CMD materials a lot. I won't teach out of the Life Skills
book at all because much of it goes against my religious
beliefs". One crew leader exclaims: "Crew leaders don't know
how to convey the basics of wearing a hardhat and you want us
to teach the stuff that's in these books?!". She goes on to
point out that Milwaukee crew leaders often don't have
assistant crew leaders on their crews and so they can't leave
to attend crew leader workshops that provide training in use
of CMD materials. Other crew leaders, corps members and
regional staff members note that some of the topics are not
appropriate for the city: nyou really expect these guys to
give a damn about the hydrologic cycle [in the natural
resources book]? Think about their lives for a minute. Hell,
the hydrologic cycle here in Milwaukee is that it sometimes
rains and the rain goes in the gutter. That's the hydrologic
cycle here". Parker points out that the assumptions behind
use of the books are inappropriate for Milwaukee: "The books
assume that corps members can read. I've got crew leaders who
can barely read. Hydrologic cycle? How are they going to
teach out of these books? For example I think the natural
resources is over most crew member's heads in Milwaukee
because it's over most crew leader's heads in Milwaukee. n One
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crew leader echoes: "You could tell the corps members they
got to read those books, but I don't think they would. In
Madison they probably think the book is a good idea. They
probably read a lot in Madison. All kinds of books. Down here
sometimes they do read and sometimes they don't. Them is
street people. They be in the streets most of the time".
Milwaukee corps members who have used the books universally
give them low marks, usually accompanied by an obscene
epithet. A common corps member complaint is that they are too
much like school: "I dropped out of school to get away from
this shit". One corps member seems to speak for all Milwaukee
crews when he reviews the CMD materials: "They suck". The

wee

training and development coordinator in charge of education
for the entire corps concedes the

wee

curriculum doesn't work

in Milwaukee: "They are not ready for those CMD books in
Milwaukee. I don't think any of the crew leaders are ready to
be dealing with competencies. I told the regional crew leader
down there that his people have a lot of basic life skills
they have to deal with first. You have to get them to work on
time. That kind of thing. When you get that stuff in place,
call me and we'll start working on the education end. It's
their call in Milwaukee. I'm staying out of it for now".
Though use of the CMD materials is limited, some formal
educational initiatives beyond the quarterly regional
education days have been attempted in Milwaukee. Parker
arranged crew academic assessments through a local technical
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college. He also coordinated crew enrollment in a basic
carpentry class through the college. This was later abandoned
because of central staff disapproval. Two regional crews
received consistent GED training through the support of their
sponsoring agencies. One sponsor that provided this support,
United Front, has not been renewed as a WCC sponsor. Once
again, what seems to work with outstate crews is not working
in the inner city. The training and development coordinator
admits: nNo. Absolutely not. You can not think about
education in the same way in Milwaukee as you can in the rest
of the staten. A Milwaukee crew leader reflects on his own
experience with inner city crews: "WCC got its thing it do
for education but it ain't working because they [central
staff] not here in Milwaukee. They don't know what's going
on. Sometimes around here you got to talk about survival.
That's the education these folks need".

Different Education: Content
Calls for a different corps member education in
Milwaukee usually focus on curriculum content. Though they
may disagree about a curriculum emphasis on survival skills,
life skills or construction skills, all Milwaukee corps
members, crew leaders and regional staff members agree that

wee

formal education in Milwaukee needs to reflect more of

the issues and needs of corps members in the city.
Representatives from the California Conservation Corps make a
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similar argument from their inner city experiences in Los
Angeles. Brad Duncan, statewide Corps Member Development
Coordinator for the California corps notes: "We have some
parts of our curriculum that are standardized 'across all
state crews, but mostly when the education program reaches
the field it is tailored at each center to meet
circumstances". Speaking from over a decade of experience
teaching inner city young adults, Olga Connly, the regional
training coordinator for East Central Los Angeles explains:
"When you are dealing with different centers like the inner
city you identify what the issues are for corps members in
those areas and you build from those issues. It's a basic
tenet of adult education, you start from their experience. If
their experience is racism, gangs, drugs and violence, that's
where you start. There are some common issues across centers,
you use those as well". Noting that the California
Conservation Corps requires at least some corps member
education in natural resources for all its crews regardless
of location, Connly continues: "You must start from where
they are at. When they have only seen pigeons you can't just
jump into clearing trout streams. We try to explain how the
environment affects everyone, even people in the middle of
East Central Los Angeles n

•
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Different Education: Target
Supporting a different curriculum content, some Corps
personnel in Milwaukee call for a different curriculum
target. Rather than focusing on simply the work roles of
corps members they think WCC education should more explicitly
address the whole person. Rudolfo Sandovar pleads: ftLet's
teach these people the rules of life before we try to dump on
them the rules of the workplace. The only rules they know
right now is to duck so you don't get hit". From this
standpoint a curriculum emphasizing solely work behaviors or
work skills is inadequate. The Urban Corps Expansion
Project's Blueprint for Success recommends that service
corps: ftDevelop the whole person through

developme~t

of work

skills, cognitive development, interpersonal relationships
and psychological development" (Urban Corps Expansion
Project, 1990, p.14). To this list could be added skills in
critical reflection and community action. Summarizing
evaluation results from a study of employment training
programs for young adults, Gambone (1993) writes: "Youth who
represent the largest proportion of the clientele served by
the JTPA system [including service corps]--the economically
disadvantaged--are not well served by programs focusing
solely on occupational or basic skills training. The barriers
to stable employment for these youth often extend beyond the
lack of specific skills or competencies; these barriers are
because of conditions that are correlates of poverty. The ill
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effects of economic impoverishment extend into virtually all
areas of life considered important for reaching a healthy,
stable adulthood; parental and family relationships, peer
group influences, educational opportunities, community
resources, adult role models and influences and job
opportunities" (p.2). Gambone describes several employment,
life and survival challenges facing corps members in
Milwaukee, yet with exception of brief, usually indirect,
mention in the corps member Life Skills workbook, the book
that Parker does not encourage his crew leaders to use
because it conflicts with his religious beliefs, and the
accompanying Life Skills video, which to my knowledge has
never been used by Milwaukee crews, these challenges are not
formally addressed by the corps member development (CMD)
curriculum. None of the curriculum materials even hint at the
structural and political nature of many of these challenges,
let alone how to address such structural challenges. As a
p/PV evaluation of nine young adult service corps implies,
the insights and skills necessary to meet these challenges do
not materialize by magic: ftObservation of all nine corps
suggest that changes in attitudes and behaviors are not
realized [in corps members] in the absence of carefully
implemented, specific strategies. This runs counter to the
idea that a sense of service will be developed simply by
doing useful work ... corps hoping to achieve such results must
plan to produce those results and implement effective plans"
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(Branch et al., 1987, p.x). The

wee includes no specific

plans to address many of the most critical educational needs
facing corps members or the inner city communities of
Milwaukee.

Different Education: Approach
Wrapped into relevant content and holistic target, a
different education for Milwaukee should include a critically
reflective approach that challenges corps members to not only
acknowledge where they are at l but ask why they are there.
The Urban Corps Expansion Project's Blueprint (1990) calls
for a corps member education that: -Encourages reflection and
problem posing and other forms of critical thinking" (p.l0).
Though describing critical reflection as an educational
method divorces it from its emancipatory theoretical roots,
corps member critical reflection can be used in a way that
reconnects to those roots. Recall Brad Duncan's prescription
for an inner city corps member education: "They need to
establish an emotional connection to the program. They need
to establish a commitment to change. You canlt do any
education without that. I/d be in their face. I think I would
use a social-economic-political approach: 'Do you realize
who's running your life? Do you want to wake up?'". This
emphasis on critical reflection is a call for a corps member
education of transformation that goes beyond acquisition of
technical work skill information. Gambone (1993) writes: "Our
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[educational] design

con~erns

must be about more than

external behavior and what adolescents know; they must be
about how adolescent understand themselves and the world"
(p.1S) .

Service Learning

The experiences of service corps in New York and
California (and of some crew leaders in Milwaukee) show that
the concept of service learning may legitimize an attitude
and approach that offers corps members a relevant

I

holistic

i

experiential education anchored in critical reflection.
Service learning combines community service with directed
reflection. The Commission on Work

I

Family and Citizenship

sees service learning as: "Both a type of program (with the
goal of community service) and a philosophy of education
(with the goal of engaged

I

socially responsible learning) .

Because they draw on the basic tenets of experiential
learning

I

all service learning programs can be viewed as

experiential learning programs" (Lewis

l

1988). Brad Duncan of

the California Conservation Corps describes the California
service learning program as nwork/learn": "In an academic
setting it/s usually called service learning

I

but for our a

service corps the emphasis is on both work and learning so we
use that name". He defines work/learn or service learning as
an approach rather than a specific method: nlt/s an attitude
a way of going about work. Basically it means getting corps

l
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members to think about what they do and why". For Duncan,
work/learn is the bridge that heals the service corps split
between work and education.
Duckenfield and Swanson (1992) outline three components
to service learning. First is a process of identifying and
analyzing the community needs that can be addressed by a
service activity. They stress the importance of including
program participants in this planning process. Next comes the
service action which must be engaging, challenging and
meaningful. Finally comes well structured participant
reflection on the service process. Duckenfield and Swanson
stress the importance of the reflective component to service
learning: "Without reflection students simply go through the
motions of service, unaffected by the experience or with
personal ignorances or biases reinforced" (p.6).

Philosophic Roots/Relations
Olszewski and Bussler (1993) trace the philosophic roots
of service learning to the Progressive Education Movement and
later to the philosophy of reconstructivism, Dewey'S idea
that education is the reconstruction of experience. This
reconstruction forms the learning component of service
learning--that the experience must be mentally revisited for

learning to occur. With its emphasis on conscious reflection
and fundamental change in corps member perspectives, service
learning is related to transformative learning (Mezirow,
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1991). With its suggestion of corps member involvement in the
work planning process, its potential for a critical
reflection and

its potential for political insight and

action, service learning is related to Freire's process of
conscientization (Shor

~

Freire, 1987; Apps, 1985; Freire,

1970) and the emancipatory learning of Habermas (Clark, 1993;
Bredo

~

Feinberg, 1982; Habermas, 1976).

DMpacts of Service Learning
In Youth and the Workplace, Smith, Walker and Baker
{1987} describe service learning as a way to enhance "second
chance" programs for young adults: "The concept of community
service offers intriguing possabilities for providing many at
risk youngsters with the means to attain personal growth,
assume constructive roles, make tangible contributions to
their communities and develop the discipline and maturity
they will need as workers and members of the community"
(p.45). Olszewski and Bussler (1993) see service learning as
a bridge between skill training and emotional transformation:
"Successful participation should result in a change of both
thinking and feeling. It must be as much a matter of the
heart as of the head" (p.6). Evaluation of a service learning
approach targeted at "emotionally disturbed n youth found that
service learning resulted in positive gains in self esteem,
responsibility and educational achievement (Nicolaou

~

Brentro, 1983). Some of the literature on service learning
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seems to come equipped with the wings of panacea. Among the
favorable learning outcomes associated with a service
learning approach are personal growth (self confidence, self
esteem, sense of identity, self responsibility), social
growth (communication skills, interpersonal skills, sense of
belonging, sense of caring for others), intellectual growth
(problem solving, decision making, critical thinking),
citizenship (democratic participation, social action skills,
awareness of community needs, organizational skills),
preparation for work (reliable work skills, human service
skills, professionalism, realistic ideas about work)
(Dukenfield & Swanson, 1992, p.1-3).

Service Learning and Service Corps

New York City Volunteer Corps, considered among the more
innovative of the inner city service corps, has redesigned
the education component of its program to reflect a service
learning approach. According to Ron Redfels, Education/Career
Assistant to the N.Y. Corps, virtually the entire curriculum
now revolves around the activities and issues generated from
specific work projects. Crews develop their own curriculums
based on their service projects. Redfels explains that City
College of NYC has been contracted to provide supporting
classes based on these curriculum themes.
Through its "work/learn" approach, the California
Conservation Corps is also using tenets of service learning
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for corps member education. Brad Duncan explains that
critical reflection is an important part of corps member
daily activities: nWe get corps members involved in figuring
out what projects we will do. Then we have them do journaling
on a daily basis and project logs, both of which are
reflective exercises n . Each day crews are required to read an
entry from the California Corps nBook of Readings", a book of
short readings to spark reflection and crew discussion. Among
topics addressed by the readings are equality and racism (nI
have a dream" speech from Dr. Martin Luther King), leadership
(chapters from the Tao of Leadership), nature (readings from
Aldo Leopold), metaphysics, women, drug use and education
(excerpts from Freire)

(California Conservation Corps, 1992).

All corps members are required to keep daily journals and
weekly project logs which are used to reflect on work
activities asking such questions as 'who benefits' and 'why'.
Closer to home, some of the crew activities directed by
individual Milwaukee crew leaders fit some aspects of service
learning. Rudolfo Sandovar describes crew discussion around a
corps member's drug use: nEveryone knew he was using. He
admitted it, so we talked about how drugs affect work. We
also talked about who really benefits from the use of drugs.
Police. Prison guards. Big money people. The whole crew got
into it. Some of the crew even did a little book reading
behind it. It wasn't sponsor work, but it was what was
important at the time so we worked together on it. I don't
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know if our discussions had anything to do with it, but that
guy isn't using now. Last I heard he was taking some classes
at the technical college". Saldovar points out though that he
received little organizational support for his educational
efforts: "All they wanted was work and more work".

Service Learning and Organizational Support
Duncan admits there is resistance to work/learn among
come California crew leaders and corps members: "There are
different degrees of work/learn implemented at different
sites. Crews are supposed to journal a minimum of sao words
each week. Maybe 3/4 of the crews actually do that. Only
about liS of the centers do the project logs which is the
closest we really get to formalized reflection. Use of the
daily readings is uneven". A few years ago the entire
management team of the California Conservation Corps received
training in the philosophy and approach of service learning.
At some crew sites some aspects of service learning were
adopted. At others the impact of the training was apparently
minimal. Duncan observes: "You can tell people something but
if they don't buy into it they will just shine it or go
through the motions. The organization can pay lip service to
change and still not change". He underscores the importance
of an organization that is fully committed to corps member
education: "You have to develop a culture of education. A
culture that says education is important to everything the
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crew does. It is not different from work. It is integrated as
a part of the work".

Commenting on plans to use the

California Conservation Corps to supervise prison work crews,
Duncan again connects corps member education to
organizational attitude and structure: nCYA [California Youth
Authority] is a boot camp. It has a military mentality.
Trying to put education into that is a joke. What are they
going to learn? Chain of command? You try to integrate a free
thinking education into that kind of structure and you just
confuse people. You just create schizophrenia". In Duncan's
view, organizational context must support the educational
vision and approach or it won't work.

In her examination of work training programs for youth
and young adults from inner city environments, Gambone (1993)
concludes that to have any positive impact these programs
must provide an education of transformation. She describes
some preconditions for creating an environment that supports
this type of education: 1) programs must adapt to the
circumstances of participants, respecting individual levels
of development, academic skill and community strengths and
needs; and nif programs are to facilitate growth that will
yield positive outcomes, the single most critical source of
the support adolescents must have is, 2) stable, caring
relationships with adults" (p.17). Gambone's emphasis on the
critical importance of the organizational environment and
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Duncan's comment about the influence of organizational
context on corps member education underscores the crucial
connection between corps member education and the
organizational space that defines the parameters of that
education. This drops us back on the doorstep of this study:
Does the

wee

in Milwaukee create an environment that supports

education for its corps members?
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XI. Conclusion

Some ImPlications for Action

Bridging education and work, individual and community,
the wee carries an institutional promise for positive change
into an urban environment that is desperate for positive
change. Even the wee's harshest Milwaukee critics admit that
the service corps idea represents hope for marginalized inner
city young adults confronted with profound educational and
economic need. Yet for most Milwaukee corps members this hope
is not realized. For most Milwaukee corps members the
educational opportunity of the wee is hollow. When wee staff,
sponsors and crew leaders speak of corps member education in
Milwaukee their words ride on the sadness and frustration of
unkept promises and unfulfilled potential. Michael Hensen
notes, liThe [Wee] philosophy is excellent. If the wee were to
apply the concepts, the theories, that they have on paper to
inner city youth, this would ?e a premier organization. It
would be extremely effective with these young adults.
Unfortunately I don't think the wee understands the depth of
their own philosophy, the social impact that it is supposed
to render. If they had that depth of understanding I would
probably be trying to get a job with them". Recall the former
crew leader who described the initial spirit of the wee in
Milwaukee as an eagle flying high, but who now sees that
spirit as a turtle crawling across a muddy field: "In order
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for that spirit to get right they need to do some serious
soul searching. Try to put wings on that turtle ... •. How can
that turtle find some wings? What actions could build a
service corps that is respected in the inner cities of
Milwaukee, that attracts and keeps corps members long enough
to provide the opportunities of education, that makes a
substantial, positive impact on the lives of corps members
and their communities?

Creating More Space

If organizational context is smothering corps member
education in Milwaukee, action to improve corps member
education can be seen as a conscious process of creating more
educational, organizational and political space for corps
member development. Ironically, the very conflicts of
educational vision and tensions of difference that frustrate

wee

efforts to establish an effective presence in Milwaukee

indicate sites where more space can be created in the
existing context, sites for the transformation of corps
member education. The description and analysis in this study
imply directions and actions for such transformation.
Generalization of these suggested actions to other service
corps or educational contexts is left to the reader.
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New Parameters for Educational Space
The last chapter introduced an alternative corps member
education that was relevant in content, holistic in target
and reflective in approach. This alternative education is
rooted in the realities of corps members in Milwaukee, not
the expectations of crew leaders in Antigo or staff members
in Madison. It allows Milwaukee corps members to express
their own wisdom and hear their own voices by encouraging
crews to construct their own curriculums grounded in their
own circumstances and cultures_ It does not minimize the
curricular importance of technical work skills or behaviors,
but it balances technical knowledge with relational and
political knowledge. It recognizes that all three types of
knowledge are critical for individual and community social
and economic growth. As described by Paulo Freire, it is an
education in literacy, teaching corps members to name the
world (Freire, 1970) _ To learn not only how to work, but how
work fits in the larger context of their lives and their
communities. Some suggested actions:

***Deemphasize standardized curriculum.
The first step towards an alternative education is for
the

wee

to reevaluate its emphasis on a standardized

curriculum. There are positive aspects of the CMD curriculum
that deserve support. Its development and implementation
provided a critical focus for agency debate over

wee
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priorities and helped establish committee structures for crew
leader participation in

wec

decision making. The curriculum

also provided useful guidance for crew leaders who were
unsure about how to fill the 4 hour per week education
requirement. As a symbol of agency commitment to corps member
education, the CMD curriculum deserves applause. As tools for
support of technical instruction, the CMD materials are
useful. On the other hand, as a standardized template that
defines the parameters of teaching and learning in the Corps,
the curriculum constricts rather than expands the space for
corps member education in Milwaukee. It is clear that
Milwaukee is different from Rhinelander--different work,
different corps members, different culture, different
educational challenges and different educational needs. While
organizationally efficient, a single standardized curriculum
is not educationally effective across such radically
different local contexts.
The WCC can create space allowing multiple curriculums
to develop at the regional and crew levels. Brad Duncan notes
that the California Conservation Corps has nlocalized" most
of their curriculum after experience showed that a state-wide
curriculum was not engaging corps members or meeting their
educational needs. This does not mean that some aspects of
the curriculum cannot be standardized. Agency-wide curriculum
requirements should be broadly defined by the spirit of corps
member development rather than by specific curriculum content
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or competencies. Local crews should be given great latitude
to implement those requirements in ways that honor local
culture and context.

***Encourage development of curriculums relevant to the
strengths and needs of Milwaukee corps members.
CUrriculums localized on a regional or crew level create
more space for locally relevant curriculum content.

As

Olga

Connely observed from her experience with inner city corps
members, effective education is situated in the lived
realities of corps members, not in the realities of
university researchers or administrative staff members.
Localized curriculum implies that the curriculum
development process needs to be opened to local crew leader,
corps member and community input. In developing the new CMD
curriculum, the WCC made an important move in this direction
that deserves recognition. Through the Training and
Development committee, curriculum content was largely
determined by crew leaders rather than administrative staff.
For Milwaukee, the curriculum development process needs to be
opened even further. This does not mean that University
researchers, administrative staff members or technical
college admissions officers cannot have valuable input in the
process, but it does mean their voices should not drown out
the voices of Milwaukee corps members, crew leaders and
community members.
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CUrriculums that are rooted in corps members' lives will
be fluid. CUrriculum development will be an ongoing creative
process of dialog and debate between corps members, crew
leaders, staff members, and the larger organizational
contexts. In addition to technical work skills relevant to
crew work projects, a Milwaukee crew curriculum might
critically address issues of addiction, race, culture,
gender, labor history, urban environmentalism, spirituality,
social activism. The California Conservation Corps book of
readings (see Chapter 10) provides intriguing curriculum
ideas that are used in corps member education.
The service corps model with its interweave of work and
education offers a structural opportunity to acknowledge and
use the integration of education and life. The WCC should
take advantage of this integration by seizing the rich
education opportunities provided by the day to day
experiences of Milwaukee corps members.

*·*Expand educational vision and focus.
In content and process the formal WCC curriculum is
largely focused on the technical work skills and work
behaviors of individual corps members. Gambone (1993) points
out that such a limited focus is not enough: "The barriers to

stable employment for these youth often extend beyond the
lack of specific skills or competencies ... " (p.2). The WCC
needs a more holistic vision of corps member education. It
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I

needs to reconceptualize corps members as whole people, not
just workers. It needs to reconceptualize work roles as
intimately and inexorably intertwined with the rest of life.
It needs to revision its goals for corps member education as
holistic corps member development and empowerment rather than
a narrowly defined acquisition of work behaviors and skills.
As Gambone underscores, a holistic vision of service corps

education will actually lead to a more successful corps
member work transition since it addresses more of the
barriers that block this transition.
Adult educators recognize that education is a process of
body, mind and spirit (Apps, 1994; Brookfield, 1990; Daloz,
1986). Corps member education should honor and create space
for corps members as whole people. It should recognize that
corps member work roles are intimately entwined with the
other aspects of their lives. They cannot and should not be
separated. In practical terms this means flexible curriculum
content that addresses individual corps member circumstances,
flexible crew leader/corps member mentoring relationships
that can reach beyond work roles and are fundamentally
grounded in caring and love. An example of a practical,
institutional move towards a more holistic conception of
corps member education is the Milwaukee Community Service
Corps' (MCSC) recent decision to hire a counselor in addition
to its staff instructors. Such a move acknowledges that corps
member education and work roles cannot be separated from life

I
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circumstances. MCSC Director Antonio Perez observes: nMany of
our corps members are dealing with outside problems that
affect their work. Drugs, courts, family. It is part of our
job to help".
Corps member education should be holistic, not only in
its conceptualization of corps members, but also in its
conceptualization of knowledge. Habermas notes that technical
knowledge of the kind provided in the CMD curriculum (i.e.,
nHow ton) only offers a limited relationship to the world
(Bredo & Feinberg, 1982). In order to fully understand and
actively shape their lives and communities, corps members
need relational knowledge (i.e.,

-What does it mean?n) and

political knowledge (i.e, nWho benefits?n) in addition to
technical knowledge. Once again,

wee

curriculum content needs

to reach beyond narrowly defined work competencies.
***Take advantage of the community connection and educational
space created by nservice n .
The

wee

needs to find its community heart in Milwaukee.

The concept of nservice n could provide a path to that heart.
Clearly, the

wee

is more than just a job. It is a chance for

young adults to learn as they give back to their communities
and for those communities to see and support changes in their
young adults. Through the

wee,

local people are working on

local problems in their own communities. This relationship of
service has tremendous potential for individual and community
education and transformation. Through nservice n , the

wee

can
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create educational space for both corps member and community
change in Milwaukee. Yet, the transformational power of
service goes largely untapped in the WCC. Both inside and
outside of the organization, the Corps is seen as a work
program, or at best, a work training program, with some
education thrown in for good measure. The service work
provided by Milwaukee corps members is conceptualized as work
training or as cheap labor for non-profit building
contractors. I have never heard anyone associated with the
WCC in Milwaukee mention the word "service". It is a powerful
concept that can break down boundaries within individuals and
between individuals and their communities. The WCC needs to
see itself as a nSERVICE n corps. It needs to take advantage
of the educational power of community service. It should add
npotential for service" to "useful work" in its criteria for
work project selection. Corps members should be given more
opportunity for face-to-face contact with the individuals who'
will benefit from their service work. The concept and spirit
of service should be stressed in crew leader and corps member
orientations. Formally and informally, service should be
invited into the organizational culture of the WCC.

*.*Implernent a service learning approach.
Localized/ relevant, holistic curriculums all support a
service learning approach to corps member education. Built on
a foundation of service to the community and critical
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reflection, a service learning approach breaks down barriers
between education and work and creates space for individual
and community change (see Chapter 10). Research (Olszewski
and Bussler, 1993; Duckenfield and Swanson, 1992; Nicolaou
and Brentro, 1983) and the experience of service corps
(California and New York) show that a service learning
approach has potential to engage inner city corps members and
build on their strengths of commitment and community service
while addressing some of their most pressing educational
needs. Basic tenets of service learning should help guide WCC
work project selection and curriculum content decisions.
Critical reflection should be an integral part of all corps
member education .

• ··Increase crew leader support.
Crew leaders are fundamental to the success of the WCC.
At the street level they make a service corps program work.
Gambone (1993) underscores that crew leader mentoring of
corps members is the most critical component in corps member
educational success. In the WCC, crew leaders are publicists,
supervisors, counselors and teachers. In their relationships
with the state and the WCC administration they are workers.
They have complex and difficult professional job
responsibilities with the compensation and job security of
temporary state workers. They are given low wages, meager
benefits and tenuous job security. Under the most recent
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state budget, crew leader compensation and job security is
compromised even further. Originally conceived as a short
term job for transitional workers with useful technical
skills, the crew

leade~

role is actually a difficult teaching

and supervisory position requiring complex technical, social
and educational skills and experience. In Milwaukee it is
hard to find, train and keep good crew leaders. erew leaders
in Milwaukee stay with the wee an average of 125 days
(Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau, 1992). Crew leader
stability is essential for development of the mentoring
relationships so crucial for corps member education. The wee
needs to create a supportive work space to attract and retain
crew leaders. This means increased financial compensation,
increased job benefits, stable job security, supportive
supervision and increased opportunity for crew leader input
into wee decision making.

***Substantially expand crew leader training.
In general, crew leaders receive limited preparation
from the wee for their roles as educators. One day during
each quarterly crew leader workshop is spent on "teacher"
training. Like the CMD curriculum itself, this training is
technical, largely focused on "how to" use of the curriculum
materials. Given the substantial and occasionally dangerous
challenges facing Milwaukee crew leaders, the limited scope
and duration of crew leader preparation in that region is
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organizationally irresponsible. New crew leaders receive a
brief introduction to WCC policy, procedures and paperwork
requirements before they are put in charge of a crew. Due to
rapid crew leader turnover and frequent turmoil within the
regional office, new crew leaders receive little consistent,
supportive supervision and training for their roles as
supervisors and educators. Though Milwaukee crew leaders
often attend the general crew supervision training offered at
the quarterly state-wide crew leader workshops, there is no
special training to prepare Milwaukee crew leaders for the
issues they might face in supervising an inner city crew. For
most new crew leaders, it is trial by fire. In Milwaukee that
fire can get hot.
Effective use of a localized, relevant, service learning
approach to corps member education requires that Milwaukee
crew leaders receive a substantially increased amount and
more holistic type of crew leader education. Crew leader
education should be as important as corps member education in
the WCC. Like corps members, crew leaders need an education
that is technical, relational and political. Presentation of
technical teaching and work skills should not be minimized,
but in content, this crew leader education will balance
technical knowledge with exploration of social relations,
social meanings and political reflection relevant to
Milwaukee. Crew leaders who are learners in different types
of knowledge will more likely create space for corps members
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to be learners in different types of knowledge. Crew leaders
who are critically reflective of their own work and
educational circumstances will be better guides for corps
member critical reflection.
Like corps members, crew leaders need an education that
makes room for body, mind and spirit. If crew leaders are not
connected with their own bodies, minds and spirits, they
cannot consciously create space for corps members to do their
own reconnecting. Jazz trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie once said:
nif you don't got it, you can't get it out your hornn. Olga
connely brings Gillespie a bit closer to home when she notes
that crew leaders can't offer a teaching discipline to corps
members if they don't have an inner

discip~ine

to teach. This

education would help crew leaders explore the fundamental
values and assumptions that guide their own teaching and
learning. It would create room for crew leaders to change. In
this way it would model how crew leaders can create room for
corps members to go through their own changes. This
alternative crew leader education could come through crew
leader workshops, formal and informal crew leader support
networks, supportive regional supervision and mentoring
relationships with experienced inner city crew leaders.

New Parameters for Orqanizational Space

Organizational space largely shapes educational space in
the WCC. Action to create room for an alternative corps
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member education in Milwaukee cannot be divorced from action
to change the organizational context of the WCC. This study
points to organizational change that at first glance seems
somewhat ethereal. Notions of organizational spirit, culture
and commitment are difficult to pin down in

tec~~ical

terms.

Yet far from discounting these notions, this difficulty
underscores the point that technical solutions alone will not
lead to the organizational transformation the

wec

needs in

Milwaukee. Notions of spirit, culture and commitment have
intensely practical effects on corps member education and WCC
operation in Milwaukee. Regardless of WCC rhetoric, Corps
actions in Milwaukee are guided by often unseen
organizational beliefs and values. To create an
organizational space that truly supports an alternative corps
'member education, the

wee

needs more than technical quick

fixes. It needs to reconnect, reexamine and, in some cases,
replace some of its fundamental beliefs and values. Some
suggested actions:

***Return to the spirit of the

weco

Apps (1994) describes the "sacred coren of an
organization as its

n

essence " after "the organizational

charts, policy books and operational guidelines have been
stripped away" (p.133). He notes that the sacred core should
be reflected in everything an organization says and does. A
common observation about the

wec

in Milwaukee is that the
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agency has lost touch with its spirit, with its sacred core.
It has lost touch with fundamental principles of community
service and corps member opportunity. Its spirit has been
buried beneath a bureaucratic and controlling concern for
efficiency, rules, regulations and order. The

wee

needs to

reconnect with the sacred core of service and opportunity in
Milwaukee. A firm organizational grounding in sacred
principles would create room for more flexible

wee

operation,

discipline and education. All action should grow from this
sacred core. The spirit of service and opportunity should
have a consciously invited presence in every Corps action.
Practically this means the

wee

needs to reconnect and

reinforce the spirit of the Corps in Milwaukee. Apps (1994)
offers some ideas that contribute to organizational spirit.
These include: seeing all people as human beings, not
numbers, positions or roles; allowing people to share their
own emotions and spirit; sharing organizational power;
keeping people openly informed about organizational action;
encouraging time for individual and organizational reflection
(p.134). The

wee

needs to critically reflect on the barriers

that have smothered the spirit of service and opportunity in
Milwaukee. It needs to practice using that sacred core as a
guide for organizational action.

2S7

···Build a culture of education in the wCC.
A

spirit of service and opportunity provides foundation

for an organizational culture of learning. Goodenough
describes culture as "standards for deciding what is,
standards for deciding what can be, standards for deciding
how one feels about it, standards for deciding what to do
about it and standards for deciding how to go about doing it"
(in Conrad et al., 1993, p.SO). CUlture permeates
organizational vision and action. To create organizational
space that truly values, facilitates and supports corps
member education, the

wec

should foster an organizational

culture permeated with learning. Like the sacred core, an
organizational culture of learning.offers a springboard and a
measuring rod for all organizational action. It holds each

wce

action in Milwaukee up against the question: "How will

this help or hinder corps member development?". Gambone
(1993) asserts that an organizational culture which promotes
corps member development as

~the

[sicl primary goal" is

needed in order to provide the supportive environment that
allows "youth to achieve the maturity required for
occupational success" (p.6S). As an organization permeated
with learning, the

wec

would emphasize effectiveness over

efficiency, quality over size, relationship over rules,
flexibility over predictability, opportunity over control.
Individuals within the organization and the organization
itself would facilitate and support transformative change. As
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a learning

org~'ization,

the wee would have more room to

adapt to the challenges of Milwaukee.

***Adopt a new organizational metaphor.
With its emphasis on top-down management, rigid
discipline, control and order, the military metaphor will not
work as a guide for the wee in Milwaukee. Plugging new
solutions into the old organizational metaphor inherited from
the eee will simply create new types of rigidity and control.
The wee desperately needs a new way of thinking about
Milwaukee. old solutions will not work. Apps (1994) notes
that perspectives on adult education are shifting from a
mechanistic attitude of predictability, control, efficiency
and objectivity, towards an attitude that values context,
multiple types of knowledge and shared power. He writes: "The
new perspective on adult education leadership requires a new
metaphor. The old metaphor was one of a machine, of
components that operate in a linear fashion and outcomes that
are predictable. The new metaphor is one of a living
organism--extremely complex, unpredictable and interconnected
with other organisms" (p.1S). The wee needs to critically
unpack the baggage it carries from the 50 year old

eivili~~

Conservation Corps. Some aspects such as education,
opportunity and service, should be kept. Other aspects, such
as military structure, rigid discipline and social control,
should be deemphasized or discarded. The wee needs a new set
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of assumptions for Milwaukee. It needs a living metaphor that
can adapt to shifting local circumstances and the
unpredictability of corps member learning.

***Embrace diversity_
The WCC needs to actively embrace gender, racial,
cultural and class diversity, not because it meets some legal
mandate, but because it adds to the adaptability, the
richness, the strength and the effectiveness of the
organization. Once again, there should be a transformation in
fundamental organizational attitudes and values. Currently
the best that can be said about the WCC is that it tolerates
diversity as long as it fits in the largely white, masculine,
rural, middle-class organizational culture. This is clearly a
problem for Milwaukee corps members and crew leaders and, as
the organization is confronted with changing political and
demographic circumstances, it will increasingly be a problem
for the agency as a whole. Diversity as valued in hiring
practices, promotion decisions, curriculum decisions,
teaching approaches, discipline approaches, leadership styles
and organizational attitudes offers tremendous potential for
organizational transformation within the WCC. Creating space
for diversity within the

wec

will help create space for

alternative approaches to corps member education.
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---commit to Milwaukee.

wee

presence in Milwaukee has been largely driven by

political necessity rather than an organizational commitment
to service and opportunity. The number of crews and corps
members in Milwaukee is small compared to those in the rest
of the state. In terms of efficiency, it may not be
worthwhile for the

wee

to change its values and priorities in

order to maintain an effective presence in Milwaukee. But, if
the

wee

listens to its spiritual core, acts from an

organizational culture of learning and clearly recognizes the
organizational benefits that come from diversity, it will
deeply commit to corps member education in Milwaukee even if
it means the organization has to alter its beliefs and
values. As even critics concede, the

wee

has potential to

have a positive impact on the young adults and inner city
communities in Wisconsin's largest city. The tensions and
struggles in Milwaukee have potential to transform the

wee

into a more flexible, responsive, effective agency for the
education of young adults.

New Parameters for Political Space

wee cannot
The wee grew

Organizational space within the
from the larger political context.

be divorced
from economic

and political crisis. It is steeped in a politically popular
mandate of social control. It remains an educational agency
funded and directed by the state. The state sets parameters
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that limit the extent and direction of organizational
transformation within the

weco

Pleas for more financial

support of crew leaders will remain hollow as long as the
state keeps drastically cutting the

wec

budget. Calls for a

more supportive, holistic corps member education in Milwaukee
will remain empty so long as ascendant conservative political
groups declare open season on government supported social
programs. Commitments to embrace diversity will be difficult
to implement as long as marginalized social groups are
defined as the enemy. Action to change the space for corps
member education in Milwaukee must not only address issues
inside the organization,_ it must also confront the contextual
barriers to an alternative corps member education that are
outside the organization in the larger political environment.
Suggested political action:
***Support political action that facilitates community
service and opportunity for corps member education.
The larger political context that impacts corps member
education can be changed. The state is a site of struggle,
mediation and compromise between competing economic and
social groups. The state responds to political power. An
example is the shifting balance between control and
opportunity, a state contradiction that affects corps member

education. During the 1960's and early 1970's, the state
responded to intense political action surrounding civil
rights, the Vietnam war and gender equality by shifting the
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balance of control and opportunity towards support of
previously marginalized groups. New progressive structures,
policies and attitudes were reflected in state actions and
cultural values. In contrast, increased effective political
action by the conservative Right during the 1980's and 1990's
has allowed the state to shift back towards control.
Continuing state conflicts between control and opportunity
mean there is room for action to shift the balance towards
state policies and cultural attitudes supportive of
organizational transformation within the WCC. Apple (1982)
makes the connection between organizational space and outside
political action: ftbuilding alternative meanings and
practices in our daily institutions does not stand alone. It
must be organized, connected to the work of other progressive
individuals and groups. Only then can we make a difference at
a structural level ft (p.168). While this sounds simple, it
demands analysis of each political situation against values
of community service and opportunity and it demands action
based on that analysis that is appropriate to the
circumstances of each political event. It is a continual
process of reflection and action followed by more reflection.
Action could range from political education to voting in
local elections, from lobbying state legislators to
supporting local struggles of marginalized groups. The
important point in this discussion is not the specifics of a
political action, but that aspects of the larger political
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context will support or block the organizational
transformation necessary in the WCC to create an effective
corps member education in Milwaukee and that individual and
collective action can alter that political context provided
that action grows out of principles of service and
opportunity and provided it is rooted in correct analysis of
local circumstance.

Closing Notes on Actions
It is important to recall that actions by
individuals and collectives within the WCC have made dramatic
impacts on corps member education by taking advantage of
conflicts and struggles within the larger organizational
context. As the first WCC Executive Director, Bill Brakken,
quietly muscled enough room in

wec

policy for a 4 hour per

week education requirement that remains a guide for crew
leaders today. Recall that crew leader pressure helped lead
to an increased agency commitment to education, a commitment
that resulted in the addition of a Training and Development
Coordinator position to the central staff and the development
of a new corps member curriculum. Recall Rudolfo Sandovar
who, for a time, created his own space for a relevant street
curriculum that engaged his corps members through critical
reflection on the problems in their own lives. Changes can be
made. Space can be created.
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Some Directions for Further Research

Beyond connecting corps education with organizational
context, this study describes the complex nature of that
connection as it is played out in Milwaukee. During this
research it became clear that not only did the larger
political context affect corps member education, but the
nature of that effect was shaped by contradictions inherent
in the state--contradictions that were mediated or
exaggerated through the

wec

and individuals in the WCC. This

study describes other contextual influences, such as gender
and race, that are shaped by and, in turn, influence the
larger political context. What begins to emerge is a complex
picture of contextual interplay between political structure,
dominant culture, organizational culture, local circumstance
and individual actors. This complexity provides rich
opportunity for further research. The following are some
brief suggested directions for further research:

***Further explore impacts of context on corps member
education.
There are gaps, sometimes large, in the existing
literature on service corps that

s~ould

be addressed by

further research. Considering the importance of the service
corps model in ·second chance" educational programming, in
school-to-work, welfare-to-work, prison-to-work transitions,
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there is a surprising lack of research on service corps
operations. Most literature on the subject comes from private
foundations or agencies such as. Public/Private Ventures
(p/PV) and is focused on description of existing service
corps structure, outcome evaluation or general policy
prescription. I could find no research on how service corps
actually operate and why. I could find no research that nests
service corps in their larger organizational contexts. This
is a critical research gap. This study demonstrates the
importance of context to service corps education, but it does
this only for a specific agency in a specific inner city
location. It would be valuable to see if the observation and
analysis expressed in this study relate to other service
corps settings.

***Develop comparative information within and outside of the
WCC.
Comparative information from other regions within the

wce

and other service corps outside the

~larify

wec

would further

the issues of corps member education in Milwaukee by

holding them up to a contrasting light. By examining exemplar
service corps programs, the outlines of an alternative corps
member education could be
defined. It could also provide another check on the analysis
and explanation presented about corps member education in
this study.
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In Milwaukee, a good place to start collecting such
comparative information would be with the Milwaukee Community
Service Corps (MCSC), a non-profit, Milwaukee service corps
that is part of the p/pv urban corps demonstration project
(See Chapter 3). Working with the same corps member
population as the WCC in Milwaukee, MCSC has a substantially
lower corps member attrition rate than the WCC, greater
success in placing its corps members in jobs after they
graduate, and a much more positive reputation of service to
local communities. It would be intriguing to take a closer
look at MCSC and how it deals with the challenges of inner
city young adult education.

***Explore impacts of service corps education on corps
members. local communities and wce itself.
With exception of CCC alumni narratives and scattered
corps member testimonials, there is virtually no rich,
qualitative information about the impacts of the service
corps experience on young adults. There is no information on
impacts specific to corps member education. Apps (1994) notes
that the impacts of individual learning can reach beyond the
individual to touch the organization and the larger
community. I imply that corps member service learning
can help transform not only corps members, but their
communities as well. Is this really the case? What are the
individual, organizational and community impacts of corps
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. member education? How does the type of education affect corps
members and their communities? Such information might be of
practical use to service corps attempting to convince funding
sources of program value. It would be useful to clarify
issues of educational effectiveness. It would be useful to
clarify the dialog between education and context.

***Explore iSiues of organizational learning and
organizational transformation.
The

wee

needs to change if it is to maintain an

effective presence in Milwaukee. It needs to learn new ways
of seeing and new ways of operating. What is organizational
learning? How does an organization like the

wee

learn? What

is the relationship between individual and organizational
learning? How can a service corps that is in a unique
contextual relationship with the state and with local
communities change? With increasingly drastic budget cuts,
extensive personnel changes in the Milwaukee region, recent
additions to the central staff and a continued commitment to
corps member education, the

wee

is in a rapid period of

transition. It would be intriguing to closely examine this
transition and see how the

wee

learns and changes.

***Explore crew leader training.
Outlines of an alternative corps member education
include notions of a teaching discipline, mentoring and
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service learning. How can crew leaders be prepared for their
roles in this type of education? In describing the
characteristics of effective adult mentors for inner city
young adults, Gambone (1993) implies that who a crew leader
is might be more important to the success of corps member

education than what a crew leader knows. Can training prepare
crew leaders for the challenges of providing a holistic
education? Is effective crew supervision and education more
an issue of hiring practice or of crew leader training? If
training has an impact, what should that training look like?
Crew leaders play the most critical role in corps member
education, yet we know very little about the effective
preparation of crew leaders for that role.

***E2Q;!lQre
ion.

~g:!.g;a t

i!I!:!2a~ts

of

th~ milita~

metaabor on l&Q.::es me!!!.t!er

What influences does metaphor actually have on WCC
vision and operation? The military metaphor for
organizational structure and operation has been honed by
centuries of experience. It is a template for efficiency and
control. This metaphor is packed in the baggage of the

cce

carried by today's service corps. Is the military structure,
social control, and educational commitment of the

ece

really

passed on to service corps when they hitch a ride on the

cce

legend? Is this baggage actually transferred by metaphor? Can
the

wce

unpack the baggage from its New Deal predecessor and
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discard what stands in the way of corps member education? How
can a service corps change its guiding metaphor? Can it
change its metaphor and still be a service corps?

***Explore issues of gender on corps member education.
In numbers, attitude and approach, the

wee

is a

masculine organization. This imbalance towards masculine
values colors leadership, discipline, relations with corps
members and education in Milwaukee. There is a growing body
of research that examines the impacts of gender on
organizational operation and education. Rosener (1990)

found

that women lead differently than men. They encourage more
participation, share power and information and they tend to
enhance other people's self worth. Gilligan (1982)

found

evidence that women evaluate the world differently than men,
valuing relationship and circumstance over rules and rigid
order. Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule (1986)

found

women less rigid in their relation to knowledge, accepting
the value of multiple types of knowledge and valuing the
construction of a flexible, adaptive knowledge. All these
qualities of leadership, evaluation and knowing seem
supportive of an alternative corps member education and
supportive of the organizational space necessary to allow

development of such an alternative education. Further
research on gender within service corps could provide
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important insights about the service corps model and its
adaptability to an urban environment like Milwaukee.

***Explore how emotions and spirit shape organizational space
for corps member education.
This study briefly touches the role of fear in

wee

operation. I argue that service corps are an institutional
response to social and economic crises, in essence, a
response to fear. Parker Palmer (1994) notes that
organizational fear leads to a closed organization of
control. How do emotions affect organizational space? Does an
organizational genesis in crisis really lead to an
organizational culture of control? What is the root of
organizational fear? What is the root of organizational joy?
Spirit is another issue briefly addressed in this study.
It is difficult to talk about spirit in technical language,
but the notion of spirit intuitively seems crucial to the

wee

malaise in Milwaukee. Apps (1994) notes that organizational
spirit is difficult to describe, but everyone seems to know
when an organization is connected to spirit. What is
organizational spirit? Where does it come from? Is it
something more than the spirit of the individuals who make up
the organization? How is it related to organizational
culture? What damages an organizational spirit? What supports
an organizational spirit?
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The wee faces problems in Milwaukee that are technical,
political, emotional and spiritual. Technical solutions alone
will be inadequate to address these problems. This study
paints a picture of how political context shapes a specific
organizational space, but how do emotions and spirit impact
that space? How do the technical, emotional, political and
spiritual aspects of the wee interact? This study hints at
some of that interaction, but the issues seem well worth more
focused exploration.

Summary/Conclusion
There is not enough organizational space within the wee
for an effective corps member education program in Milwaukee.
eorps members don't stay in the eorps long enough to learn.
They are expected to adapt to a rural organizational culture
that keeps the front door locked to protect itself from a
threatening urban environment it barely recognizes, let alone
understands. They are expected to adapt to a rigid, military
discipline that is geared not to teach, but to control, a
discipline that serves to weed out those who do not quickly
fit into the ngame plan n . They are expected to adapt to an
organization that is not their color, doesn't speak their
language, resides a distance that is more than

j~st

geographic miles away from their lives and, for the most
part, doesn't see that any of those issues are problems. They
are expected to adapt to an organizational culture of
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commitment and dedication, but also of distrust and fear.
They are expected to adapt to an organization that has a
historical and political mandate for control. They are
expected to learn from crew leaders who don't stay in the
Corps long enough to teach. If they do, they are expected to
use curriculum materials that in content and form do not
clearly speak to the educational needs facing Milwaukee crews
and inner city communities. When they create their own
organizational space for an alternative corps member
education they are not supported. There is not room in the
WCC in Milwaukee for the very things that service corps
evaluation research and experience say characterize effective
corps member education: flexibility, holistic approach,
street relevant curriculum content, critical reflection,
solid mentoring relationships, a clear primary commitment to
helping corps members learn, an organizational culture of
education and support.
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The parameters of space for education in the WCC are
defined by the larger organizational context. The Corps is
nested in historical, political and cultural contexts that
emphasize military structure, masculine values and, most of
all, control. Contextual influence is expressed through
individuals within the Corps who mediate or exaggerate the
impact of these pressures depending on their own social
positions and personal experiences. Yet, though expressed
through individuals, the story of corps member education in
Milwaukee cannot be separated from the larger organizational
context. In essence, context is the story.
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Appendix: Notes on Method

This research rides on epistemological assumptions
supported by critical theory and is shaped by a case study
design that uses ethnographic techniques of data collection
within an inductive, dialogic, grounded approach of data
collection and analysis. It is a case study in its focus on a
bounded phenomenon, in this case,

wee

education in Milwaukee.

It uses ethnographic techniques of data collection including
ethnographic interviews, participant observations, non
participant observations, document review and historical
analysis. It uses a grounded approach of data collection and
analysis in its inductively evolving dialog between data,
analysis and theory. It rides on epistemological assumptions
of critical theory in its recognition and bridging of
empirical, phenomenological and philosophical knowledge. It
lives in the same neighborhood as critical ethnography, but
unlike most critical ethnographies, this study does not begin
from a foundation of structural theory. Perhaps it could be
described as a inductively derived critical ethnography.
Perhaps "case study" is label enough.

Case Study Design

Merriam (1988) describes a qualitative case study as a
research design that offers intense, holistic description and

explanation of a bounded system. She notes that it is
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especially suited to explore questions of process, meaning
and context. It sounds like she has the WCC in mind as she
describes the value of a case study design in examining
complex system relationships: "The case study offers a means
of investigating complex social units consisting of multiple
variables of potential importance in understanding the
phenomenon. Anchored in real life situations, the case study
results in a rich and holistic account of a phenomenon"
(p.32). Chronbach calls case study "interpretation in
context" (in Merriam, 1988, p.10). According to Merriam, case
study research is particularistic in its focus on a
particular situation or system. It is descriptive in its
potential to provide a rich portrait of context. Case studies
can be heuristic in encouraging the rethinking of a
phenomenon. They can also be inductive in their analytic
approach. The focus on a bounded phenomenon, the space to
explore that phenomenon holistically and methodological and
theoretical latitude made a case study design ideal to
explore the complexities of contextual relationships in the

weco
Techniques for Data Collection
Information for this study was collected through a
variety of research techniques. Most, though not all, are
qualitative. Survey data was used to construct the
demographic skeletons of the

wee

and Milwaukee. Document
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review was used to trace

wee

historical roots, to explore

past and present Corps policy and to examine the

wee

educational curriculum. Participant and non-participant
observation was extensively used to gain a rich sense of
operation, culture and relationship throughout the
organization, particularly how they relate to education.
Structured and unstructured interviews provided empirical
information on

wee

structure and operation, phenomenological

information on meaning and relationships in the Corps and
political information on the social positioning and
educational values of

wee

personnel.

Entry and Pirst Phases of Data Collection

I formally collected information for this study during a
21 month period from October, 1993 through June, 1995. I
gained entry to the

wee

as member of a University of

Wisconsin-Madison curriculum team working on

devel~pment

and

implementation of a new corps member development curriculum.
For the first 9 months of this study I served as an evaluator
for the curriculum team examining organizational factors that
facilitated or hindered use of the new curriculum materials.
In collecting information for this evaluation I visited
crews, crew leaders, sponsors and

wee

staff throughout

Wisconsin. Most of my research time was spent with outstate
crews and crew leaders during this first 9 months of study.
Information gathered during this period provides an often
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unseen contrast and comparison for the second half of this
study which is focused solely on urban crews in Milwaukee. By
the time I began my own focused research on the urban crews
of Milwaukee I was personally familiar with most

wee

personnel throughout the state.
At the end of the curriculum development project I
requested and received permission from the

wec

central staff

and the Milwaukee regional staff to continue research on
education in the Corps. The original proposal I submitted to
the central staff emphasized my interest in the emotional
aspects of corps member learning in Milwaukee since many of
the characteristics of the service corps mcdel seemed ideal
for a different, transformative learning (See Chapter 3).
During the early stages of data collection in Milwaukee the
focus of study evolved into its current form. Almost without
exception WCC staff, corps members and crew leaders were
supportive of my presence. At one point in the study the
director of the Milwaukee region offered me a crew leader
position supervising a Milwaukee crew. I declined the offer.

Interviews

Interviews were conducted in any location that worked.
Most corps member interviews occurred at

wee

worksites.

Frequently the interviews occurred outdoors. I finally gave
up interviewing one crew because my mouth, fingers and brain
were too cold to operate out on the shaded trail the crew was
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constructing one cold February morning in Northern Wisconsin.
Some corps members were interviewed in focus groups. Most
often they were interviewed privately. On occasion I tape
recorded crew member interviews. These tapes were later
transcribed. Most often I took notes during the interviews.
These notes became my record of interview responses and my
impressions of those responses. Corps member interviews were
generally structured asking about use of WCC curriculum
materials, reasons for entering the Corps, personal
backgrounds and general impressions of Corps experiences.
Corps member interviews were generally 20 minutes to 1 hour
in duration.
Crew leader interviews lasted 30 to 90 minutes. They
were conducted at worksites, crew leader workshops and, after
work hours, almost anywhere else that was convenient (i.e.,
shopping malls, restaurants, private homes). Some of these
interviews were tape recorded and transcribed. Most often
they were recorded by hand in rough interview notes made
during the interviews. These notes were reviewed and
"cleaned-up" shortly after the interviews were completed.
Crew leader interviews were occasionally structured (i.e.,
use of CMD workbooks), but more often unstructured roaming
over issues of WCC personnel, operations and relationships.
Some crew leaders were interviewed more than once during the
period of data collection.
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Central and regional staff interviews were tape recorded
and transcribed unless the staff member requested otherwise.
On two occasions when the interview topic wandered into
problems in Milwaukee central staff members requested I turn
off the tape recorder. Staff interviews were always conducted
in private and they were usually conducted in wee offices in
Madison and Milwaukee. On occasion they occurred over lunch
at local restaurants. Staff interviews lasted from 1 to 2 1/2
hours. Most staff members were interviewed more than once.
Some were interviewed 5 times over the 21 months period of
data collection. Interviews were occasionally structured
(i.e., wee policy or formal operations, etc.) but more often
unstructured, resembling conversation rather than formal
interview.
Representatives from state service corps outside of
Wisconsin were interviewed by telephone. These interviews
provided comparative information on service corps operation
and educational programming. Since he now lives outside of
wisconsin, a former wee Executive Director was also
interviewed by telephone. All other interviews were conducted
in person.

Observations
Participant and non-participant observation occurred at
crew worksites. Worksites ranged from wilderness trout
streams (in January!) to urban Victorian rehab projects in
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downtown Milwaukee. My visits were arranged by telephone with
crew leaders a week or more in advance of my arrival. On
occasion I worked along with crews digging post holes or
cleaning side lots. More often, I talked with corps members
and crew leaders or simply wandered around watching crew work
and interaction. Site visits from central and regional staff
members are common on all crews. Crew leaders often noted
that corps members were accustomed to having visitors observe
them during work. I introduced myself to crews as someone
from the University of Wisconsin who was studying the WCC. My
site visits lasted 4 to 6 1/2 hours. I made process notes
during each site visit. These were reviewed and "cleaned-up"
immediately after each visit. These notes were later typed.
During the 21 months period of data collection I also
observed and occasionally participated in numerous crew
leader meetings, crew leader workshops, and central staff
meetings. I kept process notes during each of these meetings.

Grounded Theory and Theoretical Sampling
Research focus, sampling and data analysis largely
followed a grounded theory approach. Grounded theory provides
an analytic process to inductively develop categories and
relationships of information. Merriam (1988) calls grounded
analysis an "evolving process guided by an emerging theory"
(p.51). Through a process of "theoretical sampling" there is
an ongoing dialog between the sampling, data collection,
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coding and analysis of data. Each round of sampling, data
collection and analysis informs the next round until patterns
and relationships become clear. Strauss and Corbin (1990)
describe a grounded theory as "one that is inductively
derived from the study of the phenomenon it represents"
(p.23). Rather than squeezing information into categories
dictated by pre-existing theory, categories and relationships
grow from the data. They are grounded in specific
circumstance. Grounded theory tends to hide the hand of the
researcher as if theory was inherent in situation rather than
a construct of researcher perspective and agenda. Still, the
inductive nature of grounded data collection and analysis
offer potential for a closer fit between situation and
interpretation. It somehow honors the specificity and
complexity of context by not explicitly forcing it into pre
existing theoretical categories. This suited my interests in
the

weco

I was more concerned with understanding what was

going on in Milwaukee as a bounded case study than as a test
of existing theory.

Initial Open Sampling

In overall trajectory, this study followed a classic
hourglass shape as informed by a grounded approach. First the
net of data collection was widely cast. As focus evolved the
net became narrower. In later stages of analysis the scope of
the study ballooned out again reaching out to larger
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political and economic contexts. Sampling was a process of
progressive focus. Strauss and Corbin describe initial
sampling in a grounded approach as ·open n

•

It is a "mucking

about n process of discovery and identification of issues.
This initial period of open sampling began at the onset of
the curriculum evaluation. I conducted a superficial database
search for existing research on service corps and skimmed
printed

wee

materials on organizational policy and structure.

To expand my initial organizational entry as a member of the
curriculum team I asked a key central staff informant who
actively supported the OW team for suggestions of crew
leaders and sponsors to contact throughout the state who
might have feedback on the newly developed curriculum
materials. Using snowball techniques, I asked each crew
leader or sponsor I interviewed to suggest other crew leaders
or sponsors nwho might be willing to talk with men. During
this initial sampling I gained a sense of how the

wee

operates, what education corps members were receiving and
what hindered or supported that education. This preliminary
phase of study resulted in a detailed evaluation report on
the use of the curriculum. The evaluation report was
presented to the

wee

central staff. This phase of study also

narrowed the focus of my own research to the education in
Milwaukee. Observations and interviews with outstate crews
identified issues surrounding corps member education that
were variations on the themes of poor distribution of
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materials and poor crew leader preparation for use of
materials (Pence, 1994). Observations and interviews in
Milwaukee showed corps member education to be in a whole
different ballpark, one that at the time, the

wec

central

staff did not even admit existed. This led to the next phase
of sampling.

Relational Sampling
Strauss and Corbin call this next cycle of sampling/data
collection/analysis, relational and variational sampling. In
this sampling there is still some "mucking" but it is more
directed at defining emerging categories of data and
exploring the relationships between categories of data. In
this case the categories revolved around the issue of corps
member education in Milwaukee. I contacted Jack Parker,
defacto director of the Milwaukee region to identify crew
leaders, crews and sponsors who "would be willing to talk
with me about what's going on with the

wcc

in Milwaukee".

Parker became a crucial key informant. At his suggestion I
attended the first of 4 regional education days I observed.
The educational activity of that day, construction site
visits, seemed buried beneath the anger and frustration
directed towards the regional staff for the firing of a
popular crew leader. Racial, cultural and organizational
conflicts were the undercurrents of that education day. They
were undercurrents that reemerged in every following
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education day_ After his initial suggestion, I attended
regional education days as a matter of course. During this
phase of sampling the street level categories affecting corps
member education began to emerge. These categories became
evident during transcription of interview tapes and retyping
of observation process notes. The categories now roughly form
chapters 6 through 11 of this dissertation. Categories
emerging from this second phase of sampling included
discipline, race, urban culture, conflict in the regional
office and conflict between Madison and Milwaukee. Though I
visited crews and crew leaders suggested by Parker, open
ended interviews on issues of education (i.e., Can the WCC
provide the education ,that corps members need?) always seemed
to wind back to issues of conflict, most

co~~only,

conflict

between Parker and corps members or conflict between central
staff and the Milwaukee region. Categories and relationships
of conflict between those categories came from relational
sampling.

Discriminate Sampling

"Discriminate sampling" is Strauss and Corbin's final
phase of data collection and analysis. In this sampling "a
researcher chooses the sites, persons and documents that will
maximize opportunities for verifying the storyline,
relationships between categories and for filling in poorly
defined categories" (Strauss' Corbin, 1990, p.187). They
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suggest that data collection

~ontinue

in this phase until a

point of "theoretical saturation" is reached. During this
last period of sampling I became more autonomous and
directive in selecting crews and crew leaders to interview. I
was concerned with verifying facts, exploring alternative
perspectives on key Milwaukee events (i.e., Lohman's murder,
The Chokehold, etc.) and finding examples of alternative
educational approaches that would provide comparison for what
I was seeing in Milwaukee. For example, during this period I
interviewed sponsors, corps members, crew leaders, regional
staff and central staff members specifically around the
firing of Doc Becker, the popular inner city crew leader,
since that seemed to express many of the recurrent themes of
conflict that emerged in relational sampling. I made it a
point to interview Michelle Baskin since her presence in the
regional office created a new tension and offered example of
an alternative approach to corps member relations. I also
called representatives from the California Conservation Corps
and the New York City Volunteer Corps to see if similar
conflicts affected their corps member education (it did) and
if they had alternative approaches that seemed to be working
for their inner city crews (they did) .
This round of data collection also gave me a chance to
chart some longitudinal change in the WCC. So many corps
members and crew leaders revolved in and out of the Milwaukee
region so quickly that getting a trustworthy description of
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the region was like trying to paint a fast moving train. This
final phase of study occurred close to a year since my
initial interviews in Milwaukee so I took the opportunity to
ask some of the same questions of Parker and the regional
staff that I asked a year before. For example, the first year
Parker expressed some hope and excitement about the potential
for corps member education in Milwaukee. During that time he
even sat as a volunteer on the Training and Development
committee reshaping corps member education. A year later he
was off the committee and described education in Milwaukee as
a lost cause.
Coding of interview transcripts and observation process
notes became more specific during this phase of study.
Approximately 60 coding categories emerged from the collected
information. These ranged from crew leader turnover to Jack
Parker's fundamentalism to

wee

political history to central

staff views of Milwaukee. Information was resorted by coded
category.

Including Literature in the Dialog

During this last phase of sampling I returned to

wee

and

service corps documents and literature for more detailed
examination. This time I was not searching for an
introduction to service corps operations, but rather an
explanation for the categories and relationships that emerged
from previous sampling. The existing literature became an
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active part of the analytic dialog. Like interview and
observation notes, it was· sorted into the emerging data
categories allowing for closer dialog and comparison. For
example,

se~rice

corps literature on discipline (Chapter 8)

and education (Chapter 11) was physically juxtaposed in the
same coded categories with interview and observation notes
describing discipline and education in the

wee.

The search

for explanation as guided by literature also expanded the
horizon of

wee

context into the larger political and economic

systems. While data collected in the earlier, relational
sampling began to shape work/education as the fundamental
conflict affecting corps member education in Milwaukee,
literature from the sociology of education provided hints of
an even deeper, more powerful explanation for fundamental
conflicts in the Corps. When placed next to data on
history, interview transcripts on
notes on

wee

wee

wee

values and observation

relations, that fundamental conflict took the

shape of control/legitimacy. This, in turn, helped direct the
final phase of data collection searching for confirming and
disconfirming evidence to support the emerging analysis and
explanation of the

wee

in Milwaukee.

Jack Parker's decision to leave the

wee

in May, 1995

seemed an appropriate point to end formal data collection.
Basic issues and categories affecting corps member education
in Milwaukee were clearly defined and reinforced by

2sa
triangulated evidence and, though complex, the relationships
between the categories were internally consistent.

Bpistemologica~

Legitimacy from Critical Theory

Critical theory provided epistemological legitimacy for
expanding the "context" of corps member education in
Milwaukee to include not only structural and demographic
facts, but also perceptions and meanings that study
participants place on

wee

events as well as the influences of

the larger political framework in which the

wee

operates.

This, in turn, created a methodological legitimacy for the
use of multiple research techniques from both positivist and
naturalistic paradigms to fully explore various aspects of
the expanded context.
Jurgen Habermas, the most famous contemporary
representative of critical theory, describes three types of
information: empirical, phenomenological and philosophical.
Each type of information requires inquiry by different
research techniques. Empirical information is uncovered by
positivist, empirical-analytic techniques. For this study,
survey data, formal

wee

policy statements and formal

wee

organizational structure descriptions provided an empirical
skeleton. Phenomenological information describes the inner
subjective meaning that individuals and social groups place
on a situation. It is constructed from interpretivist
research techniques such as interviews and observations. The
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bulk of the fLeld work for this study fits into this
category, examining how individuals and groups perceive and
interpret WCC issues and events. Philosophical information
synthesizes both empirical and phenomenological information
into the broader context of political power. Philosophic
inquiry creates a new information not from specific research
technique, both positivist and interpretivist techniques can
be used, but from interpreting a synthesis of empirical and
phenomenological information from a larger, structural
framework--to explore how political power and dominant values
ftdistort ft the process of self-determination and emancipation
for individuals and social groups. Critical theory says corps
member education can not be understood outside of its larger
political context. This seems especially true in Milwaukee
where corps member education is virtually swallowed by its
larger political context. A philosophic or critical
perspective winds through much of the interpretation in this
study. It is most clearly seen in the chapter on the role of
the state in education (Chapter S) .

In the Ballpark of Critical Ethnography

In its use of multiple research techniques, its
reflexive synthesis of different types of information and its
attempts to illuminate the connections between street level
actions and the larger political structure, this case study
most closely approximates critical

et~nography.

Anderson
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(1989) notes that critical ethnography is rooted in
interpretive epistemological philosophies such as
hermeneutics, phenomenology and structuralism and in
progressive social theories such as neo-Marxism and feminism.
Critical ethnography attempts to bridge the determinism of
social theories such as correspondence theory (Chapter 5) to
the autonomy of individual agency implied by phenomenological
theories of epistemology. Describing the tensions that led to
the use of critical ethnography in educational research,
Anderson (1989) writes: "On one hand, critical ethnography
has grown out of dissatisfaction with social accounts of
"structures" like class, patriarchy, and racism in which real
human actors never appear. On the other hand, it has grown
out of dissatisfaction with cultural accounts of human actors
in which broad structural constraints like class, patriarchy
and racism never appear" (p.249). As the process of
theoretical sampling progressed in this study it became clear
that something more than just individual conflict was going
on in Milwaukee. Individuals like Parker, Baskin and Radtke
were indeed in conflict but their conflicts seemed to
represent more than clashes of personalities and fireworks of
individual agency. Critical theory provided a way to create a
dialog between the individual actions of corps members, crew
leaders and staff members and the larger historical and
political environments. Dominant values and political
structures influenced individual agency within the Corps
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while at the same time individual agency mediated the
expression of dominant values. Much of this study attempts to
describe this dialog as it plays out in Milwaukee corps
member education. Anthropologists Marcus and Fisher note: "A
critical wholism recognizes that "the outside forces" are an
integral part of the construction and constitution of the
"inside," the cultural unit itself, and must be so
registered, even at the most intimate levels of cultural
process" (Marcus & Fisher, 1986, p.77). I consider the
integration of different types of information into a dialogic
bridge between political structure and the

wee

in Milwaukee

to be one of the most important outcomes of this study.

Bias

Critical ethnography is especially vulnerable to
criticisms of bias and unreliability. With an openly
ideological agenda that critiques dominant social and
political structures and a reliance on .research methods that
are largely interpretivist, Lather (1986) warns that post
positivist research such as critical ethnography requires a
"self-corrective element to prevent phenomena from being
forced into

preco~ceived

interpretive schemes" (p.6S). She

notes: "Data must be allowed to generate propositions in a
dialectical manner that permits use of a priori theoretical
frameworks, but which keeps a particular framework from
becoming a container into which the data must be poured" (in
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Anderson, 1989, p.254). While the grounded approach of this
study minimized, particularly in the early stages of
sampling, the seduction of a priori theory, self-corrective
strategies to increase the trustworthiness of data and
interpretation were integrated throughout the data collection
process.

Trustworthy Data Collection Techniques
Does the information I collected actually say what I
think it says? Such questions of internal validity lead back
to the techniques used for data collection in this study,
primarily observation and interviews. Bourdieu (1991) notes
that interviews are "profoundly distorted artificial social
relationships"

(p.41) that result in information which should

not be taken at face value. Briggs (1986) warns that
"interview techniques smuggle outmoded preconceptions out of
the realm of conscious theory and into that of methodology"
(p.3). One of those preconceptions is an epistemological
assumption about an unmediated reality that is clearly
communicated in conversation. Particularly during open ended
interviews I was not so much concerned with content "factsn
as with participant perception, meaning and communication.
Briggs goes on to write that interview context even shapes
the phenomenological information obtained: "The social
situation created by the interview does not simply constitute

an obstacle to the respondent's articulation of his or her
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beliefs. Like speech events in general, it shapes the form
and content of what is said" (p.22). Guba and Lincoln (1981)
offer some suggestions to improve the trustworthiness of
interview data. Among the suggestions incorporated in tne
data collection for this study were repeated presentation of
specific questions (i.e., asking Jack Parker to describe the
state of corps member education in Milwaukee at both the
start and end of an interview and again repeating the
question during a follow-up interview), corroboration from
interviews with other participants (i.e., asking regional
staff members, central staff members and former crew leaders
to describe the dissolution of the Energy Team (See Chapter
6»

and triangulation (i.e., comparing self-reports about the

quality of Jack Parker's interactions with corps members with
reports from outside observers with my own observations of
those interactions). Perhaps most important, I tried to
remain self-reflexive about each interview context and the
information I obtained from each interview situation. When
possible I tried to obtain verification for incident
descriptions. When possible I tried to find corroborative
evidence to support impressions I developed from interview
data.
Guba and Lincoln (1981) list two checks to test the
trustworthiness of observation data. First, is the data
plausible? Does it make sense "in light of one's broad
understanding of human nature?" (McCall in Guba & Lincoln,
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1981, p.212}. Second, does the observation data fit with
other observations over time or across observers? Once again,
these checks were incorporated into the grounded data
collection and analysis process. In a way, patterns of data
created their own theoretical ·sense" and any observations
that did not fit that "sense" defined focus for further data
collection. For example, Parker's tense initial reaction to
Simon at the blower door education day (Chapter 2) did not
make "sense" to me given my expectations about WCC culture.
That

reacti~n

directed further observation and interview to

further explore the quality of crew-staff relationships in
Milwaukee.

General Trustworthiness

Regardless of specific technique for data collection,
Merriam (1988) suggests that case studies are more
trustworthy or credible if they include triangulation of data
collection, member checks and prolonged engagement with the
phenomena that is under study. Guba and Lincoln (1981)
describe triangulation as "exposing a proposition (for
example, the existence of an issue or concern; the validity
of some alleged fact; the assertion of an informant) to
possibly countervailing facts or assertions or verifying such
propositions with data drawn from other sources or developed
using different methodologies" (p.106-7). The categories and
relationships described in this study are largely based on
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triangulated information. This is the strongest argument for
the credibility of this study. A clear example of
triangulation is the identification and description of
control as a fundamental issue for the

wee

in Milwaukee. In

various forms the issue of control came up repeatedly in
sponsor, crew leader and staff member interviews about

wee

operations and policy. Control was an underlying current in
much of the conversation and interaction I observed in the
regional office and at regional education days. Control even
surfaced as Jack Parker described his home life.
Informal member checks were peppered through the data
collection process. Periodically at the close of follow-up
interviews I asked crew leaders, central and regional staff
members to comment on my evolving ideas about the issues and
problems in Milwaukee. Sometimes these checks were
inco~orated

into the formal interviews. I was especially

interested in participant response to my growing sense that
control and opportunity defined the fundamental split in the
Corps. At the close of the evaluative phase of this study I
presented my findings to a meeting of the central staff. Many
of the issues later developed in the Milwaukee phase of data
collection were presented to the central staff in embryonic
form (i.e., work/education split, Madison/Milwaukee split,
urban/rural split, political conception of the

wee

as a work

program, organizational barriers to corps' member education) .
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Central staff members

unani~ously

agreed the report was an

accurate portrayal of the Corps.
Gathering data over a period of time also increases the
credibility of field based research. While I certainly didn't
spend all 21 months of data collection in Milwaukee, I did
get much too familiar with the billboards along the 80 mile
drive from my home in Madison to the Milwaukee regional
office. Corps operations are spread across numerous
geographic and organizational locations. I spent more time
and became more familiar with some organizational locations
than others. For example, I spent a lot of time coming,
going, waiting, talking in the Milwaukee regional office.
During a year and half period I was in the office 12 times
for 1 to 4 hours each visit. Though I had frequent contact
with corps members in the regional office and at regional
education days, my crew site visits were limited. During a 12
months period I visited 4 Milwaukee crews for periods of 5 to
6 hours. As a consequence I feel more confident in my
assertions about operations and relationships in the regional
office than I do about my descriptions of crew activities.
The emphasis on regional office activity reflected a evolving
recognition of the importance of organizational context and
crew leader-staff relations on corps member education.
As

Lather (1986) points out, perhaps the best strategy

for improving the credibility of post-positivist research is
self-reflection. Did I actively hunt for contradictory
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evidence? As part of the triangulation process contradictory
evidence became unavoidable. At numerous points in data
collection/analysis disconfirming evidence threw a monkey
wrench into my evolving analysis of WCC relationships. As
part of the grounded approach to data collection and
analysis, this contradictory evidence was incorporated, often
uncomfortably, into the emerging explanation of WCC education
in Milwaukee. For example, for theoretical consistency it
would have been convenient if all central staff members
showed leadership styles of military control. They did not.
The same central staff members who showed signs of control in
their relationships with the Milwaukee region supported a
democratic process of curriculum development. Individual
staff members and crew leaders expressed in action and words
contradictory signals about issues of race, culture and
gender. This made me reexamine my initial assumptions about
organizational pOSition dictating individual values and
actions. My early excitement at the explanatory power of
correspondence theory in describing the relationship between
the state and education was contradicted by growing evidence
that more was going on in the

wec

than mechanistic social

reproduction. Contradictory evidence became a part of the
emerging analysis and interpretation.
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Generalizability

Generalizability is not a burning issue for most
qualitative research. By its nature, ethnographic research
approaches are context specific. They aim for wholistic
description and understanding, not generalizability as
described by correlational, experimental and other positivist
research. In qualitative research generalization is left up
to the reader. Merriam (1988) describes Nuser
generalizabilityn as an approach to external validity that is
more useful for case study research: "Reader or user
generalizability involves leaving the extent to which a
study's findings apply to other situations up to the people
in those situations" (p.177). Adopting a similar approach,
Crowson {1993} quotes Lincoln and Guba: nIt is not the
naturalist's task to provide an index of transferability; it
is his or her responsibility to provide the database that
makes transferability judgements possible on the part of the
potential applier" {p.181}. Merriam (1988) suggests that
thick, rich contextual description improves user
generalizability as readers can mine this description for
parallels that might inform their own situational inquiries.
To facilitate this type of generalization I have tried to
include as much detailed contextual description as possible.
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Ethical Concerns

Guba and Lincoln (1981) discuss bias not only as an
issue of validity, but also an issue of ethics. They point
out that the qualitative researcher has power and
responsibility in the representation of study participants.
Most of the ethical concerns around representation stem from
the very human processes of talking, listening and observing.
As

the primary research "instrument", all information

collection and analysis has been filtered through my situated
perspective. My presence colored every interview interaction
and influenced each scene I observed. Through the questions I
chose to ask, the focus of my sight and the selection of my
writings, I assumed the privileged position of representing
the

wee. Through triangulation, member checks and prolonged

engagement, I attempted to

minimi~ed

the bias in my

representation. Still, it is important to recognize and
remember that all observation, analysis and presentation is a
process of filtration. Someone else might paint a far
different picture of the

wee.

Other ethical concerns revolve around issues of
anonymity, confidentiality and informed consent. Merriam
(1988) notes that it is especially difficult to protect the
identities of participants in case study research. She points
out that this can lead to problems of unwanted publicity for
the organization which is the focus of the study and negative
repercussions for individuals involved with the organization.
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These are important ethical considerations in this study as
participants were quite open in offering their observations
and perspectives on the Corps. I attempted to protect study
participants a number of different ways. First, I obtained
permission from participants before beginning the study. The
Executive Director, core central staff, and regional staff
all approved my detailed study of corps member education.
Second, I obtained written or verbal consent from all
interview or observation participants. At no time did I use
any deception to disguise my presence or the purpose for my
presence from any study participant. Third, I kept all
interview and observation notes strictly confidential.
Fourth, with exception of public figures and representatives
from other service corps, the names of all individuals and
sponsoring agencies have been changed for this presentation.
Fifth, most important, I used my own experience and
judgement. Throughout analysis and presentation I attempted
to weigh ethical concerns and strike a balance between honor
and protection of the individuals who openly participated in
this study and presention of an honest, trustworthy, useful
witness to the issues affecting corps member education.
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